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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER
EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OVERVIEW
RESPONSIBILITIES
Distributes state appropriations for governing boards consistent with decisions of the General Assembly:
State General Fund appropriations are provided for:
 The College Opportunity Fund Program that provides stipends to students for undergraduate
education
 Fee-for-service contracts with state institutions to support other higher education activities, such
as graduate and professional education, and to provide performance incentives
 State subsidies for governing boards that are not subdivisions of state government, such as Local
District Colleges and Area Technical College
 Financial aid programs
The Department also monitors cash funds tuition spending authority provided to each state governing
board and has authority to reallocate certain spending authority based on end-of-year enrollment and
revenue received.
Coordinates and establishes statewide policies under CCHE: Establishes policy and provides central
coordination for state-supported higher education programs under the authority of the Colorado
Commission on Higher Education (CCHE). This includes ensuring institutional degree programs are
consistent with institutional missions, establishing statewide enrollment policies and admissions
standards, determining allocation of financial aid among institutions, and coordinating statewide
higher education operating and capital construction budget requests, including tuition policy requests.
CCHE is also responsible for proposing the model for the allocation of higher education operating
funds pursuant to H.B. 14-1319.
Data collection, research and reports: Develops reports on the higher education system as needed or
directed by the General Assembly, and, as part of this function, provides a central repository for higher
education data with links to P-12 and employment data;
Vocational education: Oversees and allocates funding from various sources for vocational and
occupational education programs provided in both higher education and K-12 settings.
Private occupational schools: Regulates private occupational schools under the oversight of Colorado State
Board of Private Occupational Schools.
CollegeInvest and CollegeAssist: Oversees statutorily-authorized state enterprises with responsibilities
related to college savings and student loan programs. These programs are off-budget.
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Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative (COSI) board: Under oversight of the COSI board, allocates
grants to nonprofits and other entities to increase the availability of pre-collegiate and postsecondary
student support and provides associated student scholarships. New appropriations for COSI are onbudget, but COSI spends from a fund balance transferred to it by the General Assembly (off-budget).
Federal and private grants administration: Administers various programs supported through federal and
private grants. These include, among others, the “CollegeInColorado” program, which disseminates
information about planning for college and higher education financing options (off-budget), and the
Gear Up program (on-budget), which provides services beginning in middle school that are designed
to increase higher education participation for youth who might not otherwise attend college.
History Colorado: Collects, preserves, exhibits, and interprets items and properties of historical
significance through the State Historical Society. History Colorado is overseen by a separate
appointed board and is largely funded through Constitutionally-authorized limited gaming revenues.

DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE
Overall Department Structure: Authority over Colorado’s higher education system is fairly decentralized.
Individual governing boards of higher education institutions have substantial independent authority
over the management of their institutions. The Governor appoints, with consent of the Senate, most
members of these governing boards (with the exception of the regents of the University of Colorado,
who are elected), the members of CCHE, members of the State Board of Private Occupational
Schools, members of the CollegeInvest Board, and members of the Board of Directors of the State
Historical Society. The Governor also appoints some members of the Colorado Opportunity
Scholarship Initiative board.
Department divisions include the Department Administrative Office (centrally-appropriated line
items), Colorado Commission on Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education
Financial Aid, College Opportunity Fund Program, Governing Boards, Local District Colleges, the
Division of Occupational Education, the Auraria Higher Education Center, and History Colorado, as
described below.
Colorado Commission on Higher Education: The executive director of CCHE is also the executive director
of the Department. The appropriation for CCHE funds the Commission’s central administrative staff
of 30.0 FTE, the Division of Private Occupational Schools, and various special-purpose line items.
This section is largely supported through indirect cost recoveries.
College Opportunity Fund Program and Governing Boards: About 74 percent of state General Fund
appropriations to the Department are for the College Opportunity Fund (COF) Program, with
amounts reappropriated to each of the governing boards in consolidated line items in the Governing
Boards section. The COF Program provides stipends for undergraduate resident students to attend
public colleges and participating private colleges in Colorado and also supports fee-for-service
contracts with public higher education institutions for educational performance and services not
covered by the stipends.
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Colorado Commission on Higher Education Financial Aid: State support for higher education financial aid,
which comprises about 20 percent of General Fund appropriations to the Department, is appropriated
to CCHE for allocation to the Governing Boards.
Other Higher Education Divisions: The Division of Occupational Education oversees Colorado
Vocational Act programs, the Area Technical Colleges, federal Perkins technical training programs,
and resources for the promotion of job development, job training, and job retraining. Separate
divisions provide state subsidies for Local District Colleges and reappropriated funds for the Auraria
Higher Education Center, which maintains the single shared campus of the Community College of
Denver, Metropolitan State College of Denver, and the University of Colorado at Denver.
History Colorado: The Department budget includes appropriations for the Colorado History Museum
and regional community museums and facilities, as well as preservation grant programs. Funding is
largely comprised of state Limited Gaming revenues deposited to the State Historical Fund. History
Colorado is considered a state educational institution. However, it is overseen by its own Board, and
CCHE has no administrative authority over the organization.

DEPARTMENT BUDGET: RECENT APPROPRIATIONS
.
FUNDING SOURCE

FY 2016-17

FY 2017-18

FY 2018-19

FY 2019-20 *

General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds
TOTAL FUNDS

$871,034,716
2,513,598,084
715,348,692
22,512,517
$4,122,494,009

$894,907,900
2,637,471,193
738,374,874
22,641,490
$4,293,395,457

$1,003,593,739
2,744,061,460
819,590,900
22,785,619
$4,590,031,718

$1,115,339,000
2,829,148,709
901,359,404
23,273,842
$4,869,120,955

Full Time Equiv. Staff

24,491.4

25,087.2

26,150.0

26,150.1

*Requested appropriation.
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DEPARTMENT BUDGET: GRAPHIC OVERVIEW

All charts are based on the FY 2018-19 appropriation.
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All charts are based on the FY 2018-19 appropriation.
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GENERAL FACTORS DRIVING THE BUDGET
OVERVIEW AND ORGANIZATION
The public higher education system served 194,833 full-time equivalent students (FTE) in FY 201718, including 157,171 Colorado residents, in 31 institutions. Of the total, 183,402 students attended
one of the 27 institutions overseen by 10 state governing boards. The remaining 11,431 student FTE
attended local district colleges, which receive regional property tax revenues in addition to state
funding, or area technical colleges, which offer occupational certificates and serve both secondary and
post-secondary students. Approximately one-third of student FTE attend two-year and certificate
institutions. Students attending institutions that offer baccalaureate and higher degrees are
concentrated at the University of Colorado, Colorado State University, and Metropolitan State
University of Denver.
The Colorado Commission on Higher Education (Commission) coordinates the higher education
delivery system, including requests for state funding. However, each institution has a governing board
that makes policy and budget decisions for the institution.
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IMPACT OF THE STATEWIDE BUDGET OUTLOOK
The State has historically subsidized higher education at state institutions based on the public benefits
of providing educational access to all citizens and promoting a more educated population. An educated
population is associated with higher wages, lower unemployment, and lower dependence on public
resources. Higher education may also be part of strategies to fill unmet needs in the community, such
as nurses or teachers or engineers. Finally, subsidizing higher education is frequently described as a
form of economic development for the community, as it attracts business and cultural resources.
While there are many potential benefits to supporting higher education, there are no statutes,
constitutional provisions, or federal guidelines requiring specific amounts of state funding per student.
As a result, this is one of the budget areas most affected by the availability of state funds.
The chart below shows how statewide General Fund support for higher education has declined during
economic downturns and rebounded under stronger economic conditions. General Fund
appropriations for higher education were reduced in response to recessions in FY 2002-03 through
FY 2004-05 and FY 2008-09 through FY 2011-12. The reductions to higher education were
disproportionate compared to reductions to other state agencies. As the economy and state revenues
improved, the General Assembly increased funding. As also reflected in the chart, student demand for
higher education tends to be higher during recessions and lower as the economy improves.

* Resident

student FTE for FY 2018-19 and FY 2019-20 request reflect projections used for state budgeting purposes
(institutional projections). Students at local district colleges and area technical colleges are not included in student
FTE figures.
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The General Assembly provided a 12.1 percent General Fund increase for higher education in FY
2018-19, bringing total FY 2018-19 state support above the $1.0 billion level and very close to the FY
2008-09 peak, even after adjusting for inflation.
The table below shows the allocation of the overall increase in General Fund support from FY 201718 to FY 2018-19 by governing board and funding category.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION OPERATING BUDGET:
GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS1 CHANGES BY CATEGORY AND GOVERNING BOARD
FY 2017-18 TO FY 2018-19

PERCENTAGE
FY 2017-18
FY 2018-19
CHANGE
CHANGE
Adams State University
$14,259,963
$15,834,361
$1,574,398
11.0%
Colorado Mesa University
25,951,161
29,474,193
3,523,032
13.6%
Metropolitan State University of Denver
51,626,603
58,343,983
6,717,380
13.0%
Western State Colorado University
11,821,897
14,043,348
2,221,451
18.8%
Colorado State University System
139,285,526
154,858,072
15,572,546
11.2%
Fort Lewis College
11,784,939
13,053,096
1,268,157
10.8%
University of Colorado System
194,318,227
218,505,019
24,186,792
12.4%
Colorado School of Mines
21,484,706
22,873,493
1,388,787
6.5%
University of Northern Colorado
39,597,408
42,492,726
2,895,318
7.3%
Community College System
153,709,215
172,072,047
18,362,832
11.9%
Colorado Mountain College
7,319,484
8,119,248
799,764
10.9%
Aims Community College
8,654,810
9,615,302
960,492
11.1%
Area Technical Colleges
10,218,039
12,311,435
2,093,396
20.5%
Subtotal - Governing Boards/Institutions
$690,031,978
$771,596,323
$81,564,345
11.8%
Financial Aid
$177,783,660
196,087,431
18,303,771
10.3%
Lease Purchase Payments for HED Buildings
21,534,800
24,469,451
2,934,651
13.6%
History Colorado
2,756,401
2,720,710
(35,691)
(1.3%)
Other2
2,801,061
8,719,824
5,918,763
211.3%
TOTAL
$894,907,900
$1,003,593,739
$108,685,839
12.1%
1 Includes College Opportunity Fund stipends, fee-for-service contracts, and grants to local district colleges and area technical colleges
in all enacted bills.
2 For FY 2018-19, increases include $2.0 million for one-time additional Property Fund payments to assist several governing boards,
$2.7 million for new legislation related to enhancing teacher recruitment and preparation, with the balance for several other initiatives
included in new legislation.

One reason this budget area is more subject to state-funding adjustments than some others is that
there is an alternative funding source: individual tuition payments. Colorado has always expected that
individuals and families who benefit from higher education will bear at least some portion of the cost.
Policymakers differ in the extent to which they believe higher education should be an individual versus
a public responsibility. However, because state funds are limited and tuition increases are feasible,
Colorado and other states have addressed state budget constraints by increasing the share of higher
education costs borne by individuals and families.
The chart below illustrates how tuition, as well as temporary federal American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds, have augmented and substituted for General Fund revenues for the
higher education institutions. As shown, tuition revenue increases have more than compensated for
declines in General Fund support.
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* FY 2018-19 and FY 2019-20 request tuition revenue and student FTE reflect estimates used for
budgeting purposes.

TUITION AND FEES
Tuition and fee rates have a significant impact on public access to higher education: high rates may
discourage participation or may result in high debt loads for those who do participate. Nonetheless,
Colorado and other states have often used tuition increases to substitute for higher education General
Fund support due to the multiple demands on state General Fund revenue.
The General Assembly has provided more flexibility for institutions to increase tuition revenue in
times of state General Fund cuts and has restricted tuition growth when more state revenue is available
for higher education.



Prior to FY 2011-12, the General Assembly appropriated tuition revenue to the institutions and
set forth its assumptions about tuition increases in a Long Bill footnote.
For the five-year period from FY 2011-12 through FY 2015-16, the General Assembly delegated
tuition-setting authority to the higher education governing boards within specified statutory limits.
From FY 2011-12 through FY 2013-14, governing boards could increase resident undergraduate
tuition rates up to 9.0 percent per year, and could submit a plan to ensure access and affordable
tuition for low- and middle-income students to the Commission for permission to implement
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larger rate increases. In FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16, the General Assembly paired increases in
state funding with a 6.0 percent "hard" cap on undergraduate resident tuition increases.
Beginning in FY 2016-17, the General Assembly again began to appropriate tuition and set limits
on tuition through the Long Bill for all institutions except the Colorado School of Mines [Sections
23-1-104 (1)(b) and 23-41-104.6 (5)(c)(I)(A), C.R.S.]. The tuition increases used to derive the total
spending authority for each governing board are detailed in a footnote to the Long Bill [Section
23-18-202 (3)(b), C.R.S.]. The General Assembly typically imposes higher or lower limits on
resident undergraduate tuition increases based on the General Fund appropriations authorized for
the year. Specific limits may differ by institution.
For FY 2018-19, Long Bill footnotes and tuition spending authority restrict resident
undergraduate tuition increases to 3.0 percent for most governing boards, in light of the large
General Fund increase authorized.
For FY 2019-20, the Executive Branch proposes keeping resident undergraduate tuition rates flat.

ENROLLMENT
Enrollment is both a workload and performance measure for campuses, and it affects tuition and fee
revenue, as well as state support. For some institutions, nonresident enrollment is important because
nonresident tuition helps subsidize resident education. Increases in enrollment also drive costs for
faculty, advising, and general operating.
Enrollment tends to be counter-cyclical: when the economy slows, higher education enrollment grows
more rapidly. This affects most institutions to some extent but is particularly notable for the
community college system. The following charts report student FTE since FY 1991-92 (excluding
local district college and area technical college data). Thirty credit hours in a year equals one full-timeequivalent student for undergraduates. In FY 2015-16, total student FTE enrollment increased for the
first time since FY 2011-12, but there was wide variation in the enrollment trend by institution. The
charts below show: (1) total FTE by institution, including residents, non-residents, undergraduate, and
graduate students; and (2) resident undergraduate FTE by institution. The University of Colorado
System now serves more students in total than any other governing board, but the community college
system serves by far the largest share of resident undergraduate students.
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PERSONNEL
Higher education governing boards are allowed by statute to determine the number of employees they
need, but the Long Bill reflects estimates provided by the governing boards of the numbers of
employees at their institutions. In FY 2017-18, the state institutions, including the Auraria Higher
Education Center, employed an estimated 25,900.4 FTE, excluding employees of self-supporting
auxiliary programs such as food services, bookstores, or housing.
Of the amount state-operated institutions spend on education, approximately two-thirds is spent on
salaries and benefits, and most of this is spent on instructional faculty. Some higher education FTE
such as administrative support and maintenance staff, are classified staff for whom salaries and
benefits are defined by the state personnel system and the policies of the General Assembly. However,
the majority of FTE and personal services expenditures are for exempt staff such as faculty for whom
governing boards have control of compensation.
Increases in benefit costs have been a consistent cost driver at state institutions. Staff salary trends,
however, have varied by institution in response to a range of internal and external factors. In general,
when institutions faced enrollment increases and state funding declines during the recession, both 4year and 2-year institutions increased the number of lower-paid, often part-time staff, thus reducing
average compensation costs. As the economy and state funding have increased, institutions have faced
pressure to improve salaries and have often done so.
Four-year institutions that employ tenure-track faculty in high-demand fields may need to offer
compensation to professors competitive with peer institutions in other states and, in some cases, the
private sector. However, this pressure is not consistent across all academic fields. At two-year
institutions, the vast majority of staff are adjunct faculty who carry part-time teaching loads and receive
modest compensation.
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SUMMARY: FY 2018-19 APPROPRIATION &
FY 2019-20 REQUEST
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
TOTAL
FUNDS
FY 2018-19 APPROPRIATION:
H.B. 18-1322 (Long Bill)
Other legislation
TOTAL

$4,537,265,323
52,766,395
$4,590,031,718

FY 2019-20 REQUESTED APPROPRIATION:
FY 2018-19 Appropriation
$4,590,031,718
R1 Operating and financial aid
adjustment for public colleges
214,741,027
R2 Tuition spending authority
50,766,445
R3 Native American tuition waiver
2,293,590
R4 Colorado teacher scholarships
6,560,000
HC1 Strengthen and Build Capacity
for Historic Preservation
661,623
NP Non-prioritized requests (OIT
and DPA adjustments)
73,404
CSU National Western COP
16,570,927
Depreciation payments for higher
education capital projects
2,271,303
Auraria Higher Education Center
adjustment
902,713
Annualize prior year budget actions
50,000
Annualize prior year legislation
(14,096,161)
Centrally appropriated line items
(949,541)
Lease-purchase payment
adjustments
(756,093)
TOTAL
$4,869,120,955
INCREASE/(DECREASE)
Percentage Change

$279,089,237
6.1%

GENERAL
FUND

CASH
FUNDS

REAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS

FEDERAL
FUNDS

FTE

$978,325,997
25,267,742
$1,003,593,739

$2,735,130,010
8,931,450
$2,744,061,460

$801,023,697
18,567,203
$819,590,900

$22,785,619
0
$22,785,619

26,148.6
1.4
26,150.0

$1,003,593,739

$2,744,061,460

$819,590,900

$22,785,619

26,150.0

120,877,419
0
2,293,590
6,560,000

0
50,766,445
0
0

93,863,608
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

661,623

0

0

0

0.0

0
0

46,999
16,570,927

26,405
0

0
0

0.0
0.0

2,271,303

0

0

0

0.0

0
50,000
(18,444,098)
(1,839,813)

0
0
17,575,140
(301,945)

902,713
0
(13,227,203)
703,994

0
0
0
488,223

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0

(684,763)
$1,115,339,000

429,683
$2,829,148,709

(501,013)
$901,359,404

0
$23,273,842

0.0
26,150.1

$111,745,261
11.1%

$85,087,249
3.1%

$81,768,504
10.0%

$488,223
2.1%

0.1
0.0%

R1 OPERATING AND FINANCIAL AID ADJUSTMENT FOR PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES:
The request includes an increase of $120,877,419 General Fund allocated among public institutions
of higher education (state governing boards, local district colleges, and area technical colleges) and
financial aid. The request includes: (1) an overall increase of $97,722,025 (12.9 percent) for student
stipends, fee-for-service contracts, and grants for the public governing boards, allocated based on the
H.B. 14-1319 funding model; and (2) an increase of $22,967,385 for financial aid, reflecting the
statutory requirements that financial aid increase at the same rate as support for the governing boards.
The request also includes $188,009 to align stipend amounts for students attending private institutions
with stipends for students at the public institutions, as required by statute.
Under the H.B. 14-1319 funding model, the state-operated boards would receive increases that range
from 7.9 percent to 16.6 percent based on the distribution of institutional enrollment and degrees
awarded in actual FY 2017-18. Specialty education programs (such as the medical school), local district
colleges, and area technical colleges receive the average increase. The Department proposes that
governing board tuition be held flat, associated with this increase (R2).
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R2 TUITION SPENDING AUTHORITY INCREASE: The request holds resident undergraduate tuition
flat for FY 2019-20. The request includes $50.8 million in cash funds spending authority for state
public institutions’ tuition revenue for non-resident students. The request proposes that Long Bill
footnotes cap undergraduate resident tuition increases, with no restrictions on non-resident or
graduate tuition or mandatory fees.
R3 FORT LEWIS NATIVE AMERICAN TUITION WAIVER: The request includes an increase of
$2,293,590 General Fund for the Fort Lewis College Native American tuition waiver, bringing the
total to $19,318,449 General Fund for the program. Waiver payments are mandated by Section 2352-105 (1) (b) (I), C.R.S., which requires the General Assembly to fund 100 percent of the tuition
obligations for qualifying Native American students attending Fort Lewis College. Funding for the
tuition waiver is made one year in arrears and is calculated based on the prior year enrollment
estimates.
R4 COLORADO TEACHER SCHOLARSHIPS: The request includes $6.56 million for a bill to provide
scholarships for students at public institutions of higher education who are pursuing a teaching
credential and for stipends to students who complete a credential and teach in a subject area or location
with a teacher shortage.
HC1 HISTORY COLORADO: The request includes $661,623 General Fund to build History Colorado’s
capacity for core state historic preservation services. History Colorado requests that the state backfill
50 percent of the costs associated with maintaining historical sites, warehouses, and History
Colorado’s collections and library staff in light of flat funding from Limited Gaming revenues.
NP NON-PRIORITIZED REQUESTS: The request includes $73,404 total funds for the Department’s
share of costs associated with initiatives in the Governor’s Office of Information Technology and the
Department of Personnel and Administration.
NP NON-PRIORITIZED REQUESTS (OIT AND DPA ADJUSTMENTS)
OIT Securing IT operations
DPA IDS Increased Input Costs
OIT Application refresh and consolidation
OIT Essential database support
OIT Optimize self-service capabilities
TOTAL

TOTAL
FUNDS
$54,369
7,564
7,332
2,610
1,529
$73,404

GENERAL
FUND
$0
0
0
0
0
0

CASH
FUNDS
$35,528
0
7,332
2,610
1,529
$46,999

REAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS
$18,841
7,564
0
0
0
$26,405

FTE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

CSU NATIONAL WESTERN COP: House Bill 15-1344 authorized the Treasurer to enter into one or
more lease-purchase agreements on behalf of Colorado State University for a period of up to 20 years
to construct facilities at the 130-acre National Wester Center site and CSU main campus. The bill
authorized certificates of participation (COPS) issued in the amount of $250 million on or after July
1, 2019. It also authorized a General Fund transfer of up to $20 million per year to a newly-created
National Western Center Trust Fund to make the lease purchase payments. The payments begin in
FY 2019-20 because this is when $20 million General Fund per year in annual payments for the
Centennial Correctional Facility are no longer required. The COP issuance is contingent upon projectspecific review by the Colorado Commission on Higher Education, the Governor’s Office of State
Planning and Budgeting, and the Capital Development Committee. Because CSU wished to begin
work prior to the July 1, 2019 date, projects have already been approved through the capital
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development process, and CSU has begun some of the work with bridge funding from internal
sources. The request for $16,570,927 is for the anticipated COP payment from the National Western
Center Trust Fund in FY 2019-20. This supports projects on the CSU campus and for the new Water
Resources Center, Animal Health Center, and CSU Center (focused on food systems innovation) on
the Stock Show campus. The difference between $20 million and the annual lease purchase payment
for the National Western COP is transferred to the Capitol Complex Master Plan Fund.
DEPRECIATION PAYMENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION CAPITAL PROJECTS: Pursuant to Section 2430-1310 (2)(b), C.R.S., the request adds $2,271,303 to the depreciation-lease equivalent payment line
item for higher education projects funded with the General Fund, Capital Construction Fund, or
Controlled Maintenance Trust Fund on or after FY 2015-16. The amount due is based on a building’s
depreciation schedule. One percent of the project cost is credited to the Controlled Maintenance Trust
Fund, and the balance is deposited to the Capital Construction Fund.
AURARIA HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER ADJUSTMENT: The request increases spending authority
for the Auraria Higher Education Center by $902,713 for funds received from the institutions
operating on the Auraria campus (University of Colorado – Denver, Metropolitan State University of
Denver, and the Community College of Denver).
ANNUALIZE PRIOR YEAR BUDGET ACTIONS: The request includes adjustments for the second-year
impact of prior year budget actions.
ANNUALIZE PRIOR YEAR BUDGET ACTIONS
TOTAL
FUNDS
Annualize HC-1 Sustainability
from Recovery of OIT Costs
Annualize prior year salary
survey
TOTAL

GENERAL
FUND

CASH
FUNDS

REAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS

FEDERAL
FUNDS

FTE

$50,000

$50,000

$0

$0

$0

0.0

0
$50,000

0
50,000

0
$0

0
$0

0
$0

0.0
0.0

ANNUALIZE PRIOR YEAR LEGISLATION: The request includes adjustments for the second- and
third-year impact of prior year legislation.
ANNUALIZE PRIOR YEAR LEGISLATION
TOTAL
FUNDS
Annualize SB 18-206 Research Institutions
Affordability for Residents (increase non-resident
enrollment)
Annualize HB 18-1331 Higher Ed Open Educational
Resources
Annualize SB 18-262 HED Master Plan Funding
Annualize HB 18-1332 Strategies for Educator
Preparation Programs
Annualize HB 18-1003 Opioid Treatment
Annualize SB 17-074 Medication-assisted Treatment
Program
Annualize HB 18-1309 Partnership for Rural
Education Preparation
Annualize HB 18-1226 ROI
Annualize HB 18-1002 Rural Teacher Fellowships
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GENERAL
FUND

CASH
FUNDS

REAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS

FTE

$18,825,140

$0

$18,825,140

$0

0.0

500,877

500,877

0

0

0.1

(29,974,228)

(16,747,025)

0

(13,227,203)

0.0

(2,000,000)
(750,000)

(2,000,000)
0

0
(750,000)

0
0

0.0
0.0

(500,000)

0

(500,000)

0

0.0

(156,116)
(39,428)

(156,116)
(39,428)

0
0

0
0

0.0
0.0

(2,406)

(2,406)

0

0

0.0
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ANNUALIZE PRIOR YEAR LEGISLATION
TOTAL
FUNDS
($14,096,161)

TOTAL

GENERAL
FUND
(18,444,098)

CASH
FUNDS
$17,575,140

REAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS
($13,227,203)

FTE
0.1

CENTRALLY APPROPRIATED LINE ITEMS: The request includes adjustments to centrally
appropriated line items, as detailed in the table below.
CENTRALLY APPROPRIATED LINE ITEMS
PERA Direct Distribution
Merit pay adjustment - HC
Merit pay adjustment - DHE
Health, life, and dental
adjustment - HC
Health, life, and dental
adjustment - CGS
Payments to OIT adjustment
AED adjustment - HC
SAED adjustment - HC
Salary survey adjustment HC
Legal services adjustment
Merit pay adjustment - CGS
AED adjustment - CGS
SAED adjustment - CGS
Short-term disability
adjustment - HC
Salary survey adjustment DHE
Short-term disability
adjustment-CGS
Payment to risk management
/ property funds adjustment
Health, life, and dental
adjustment - DHE
AED adjustment - DHE
SAED adjustment - DHE
Workers’ compensation
adjustment
CORE adjustment
Short-term disability
adjustment - DHE
ALJ adjustment
TOTAL

TOTAL
FUNDS
$380,532
216,968
177,929

GENERAL
FUND
$18,029
11,581
0

CASH
FUNDS
$337,725
203,563
52,390

REAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS
$18,581
0
82,564

FEDERAL
FUNDS
$6,197
1,824
42,975

FTE

130,592

103,889

21,985

0

4,718

0.0

117,047
109,203
90,421
90,421

31,028
0
17,746
17,746

81,345
94,875
69,881
69,881

0
14,328
0
0

4,674
0
2,794
2,794

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

75,147
48,844
43,103
11,642
11,642

0
0
10,720
(950)
(950)

75,147
45,323
30,527
11,283
11,283

0
3,521
0
0
0

0
0
1,856
1,309
1,309

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1,920

551

1,282

0

87

0.0

565

0

0

565

0

0.0

119
(2,112,283)

(121)
(2,049,082)

203
(62,510)

0
(691)

37
0

0.0
0.0

(192,012)
(63,381)
(63,381)

0
0
0

(813,331)
(255,778)
(255,778)

337,594
126,544
126,544

283,725
65,853
65,853

0.0
0.0
0.0

(13,969)
(7,946)

0
0

(9,010)
(3,087)

(4,959)
(4,859)

0
0

0.0
0.0

(2,179)
(485)
($949,541)

0
0
(1,839,813)

(8,659)
(485)
($301,945)

4,262
0
$703,994

2,218
0
$488,223

0.0
0.0
0.0

LEASE PURCHASE PAYMENT ADJUSTMENTS: The request includes annual technical adjustments to
three lease purchase payments: the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center at Fitzsimons lease
purchase authorized by H.B. 03-1256; the Higher Education Federal Mineral Lease Revenues lease
purchase that supported the construction of various higher education capital construction projects in
2008; and the lease purchase for the new History Colorado Center authorized in 2008.

12-Dec-2018
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0.0
0.0
0.0

LEASE-PURCHASE PAYMENT ADJUSTMENTS
TOTAL
FUNDS
Lease Purchase HED FML Revenues
adjustment
Lease Purchase Fitzsimons adjustment
Lease Purchase CO History Museum
adjustment
TOTAL

12-Dec-2018

GENERAL
FUND

CASH
FUNDS

REAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS

FTE

($752,026)

($501,013)

$250,000

($501,013)

0.0

(3,750)

(183,750)

180,000

0

0.0

(317)

0

(317)

0

0.0

($756,093)

(684,763)

$429,683

($501,013)

0.0
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ISSUE: DEPARTMENT REQUESTS R1 AND R2 –
GENERAL FUND AND TUITION INCREASES
R1 is the Department’s primary request for changes to General Fund support. This year’s request is
for $120.9 million and includes a 13.0 percent General Fund increase for the higher education
governing boards, distributed through the higher education funding model, and an associated
adjustment to financial aid.

SUMMARY


R1 is the Department’s primary request for changes to General Fund support. This year’s request
is for $120.9 million and includes a 13.0 percent General Fund increase for the higher education
governing boards, distributed through the higher education funding model, and an associated
adjustment to financial aid.



R2 is the Department’s primary request for tuition spending authority for the state governing
boards. This year’s request would keep tuition flat in light of the proposed General Fund increase
in R1.



Consistent with prior years, the Department proposes to use its “cost matrix” as the basis for
capping institutional tuition at zero percent. In the absence of enrollment changes, the model
would allow for an overall increase in revenue (tuition +GF) per resident student of 4.6 percent.



Despite recent-year General Fund increases, Colorado institutions are far more reliant than
institutions in other states on tuition. In recent years, they have continued to increase posted
tuition at a rate well above inflation. Overall institutional revenue per student has also increased
at a rate well above inflation. Holding posted tuition flat (or even decreasing it) would provide a
welcome pause to years of rapid tuition increases. Nonetheless, it will make relatively little dent in
the overall balance between state support and tuition.

RECOMMENDATION
To the extent the General Assembly’s finances allow, staff supports the proposal to increase funding
for the governing boards. The General Assembly could consider requiring institutions to reduce tuition
or should be aware that it is also investing in quality improvements.

DISCUSSION
OVERVIEW OF DEPARTMENT GENERAL FUND REQUEST
The table below provides a summary of the Department’s request by category: governing board
amounts (by governing board), financial aid, and other initiatives.

12-Dec-2018
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Funding for the governing boards comprises nearly 80 percent of the Department’s budget.
Pursuant to statute, this funding is provided through single line items for each Board. Funding for
financial aid comprises nearly 20 percent of the Department’s budget.
The vast majority of the request is for Request R1, which provides increases for the governing
boards and financial aid. A separate issue explores the R1 request, statutory requirements, and the
range of committee options for allocating funding in more detail.
R2 is a companion to R1. It proposes a $0 increase in resident undergraduate tuition in return for
the R1 increase of $120.9 million
REQUESTED GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS CHANGES BY
CATEGORY AND GOVERNING BOARD FY 2018-19 TO FY 2019-20

GOVERNING BOARDS/INSTITUTIONS1
Adams State University

FY 2018-19
APPROPRIATION

ANNUALIZE
PRIOR YEAR
FUNDING

BASE FUNDING
FOR FY 2019-20

FY 2019-20
DECISION ITEMS

FY 2019-20
REQUEST

PERCENT
CHANGE
OVER
BASE

DI
#

$15,834,361

($540,138)

$15,294,223

$1,223,112

$16,517,335

8.0%

R1

Colorado Mesa University

29,474,193

(741,441)

28,732,752

3,287,349

32,020,101

11.4%

R1

Metropolitan State University of Denver

58,343,983

(1,558,654)

56,785,329

7,025,687

63,811,016

12.4%

R1

Western State Colorado University

14,043,348

(541,638)

13,501,710

1,065,410

14,567,120

7.9%

R1

Colorado State University System

154,858,072

(2,106,270)

152,751,802

19,400,320

172,152,122

12.7%

R1

13,053,096

(531,603)

12,521,493

2,079,352

14,600,845

16.6%

R1

218,505,019

(2,465,807)

216,039,212

30,029,993

246,069,205

13.9%

R1

Colorado School of Mines

22,873,493

(476,602)

22,396,891

2,767,033

25,163,924

12.4%

R1

University of Northern Colorado

42,492,726

(670,368)

41,822,358

4,895,705

46,718,063

11.7%

R1

Community College System

172,072,047

(3,594,682)

168,477,365

22,089,647

190,567,012

13.1%

R1

Colorado Mountain College

8,119,248

(144,670)

7,974,578

1,035,464

9,010,042

13.0%

R1

Aims Community College

9,615,302

(185,887)

9,429,415

1,224,368

10,653,783

13.0%

R1

12,311,435

0

12,311,435

1,598,586

13,910,021

13.0%

R1

$771,596,323

($13,557,760)

758,038,563

$97,722,026

$855,760,589

12.9%

141,027,394

(1,654,375)

139,373,019

22,967,385

162,340,404

16.5%

23,413,178

0

23,413,178

0

23,413,178

0.0%

COSI scholarship program

8,500,000

(1,500,000)

7,000,000

0

7,000,000

0.0%

Teacher scholarships (new)

0

0

0

6,560,000

6,560,000

n/a

R4

23,677,307

(2,406)

23,674,901

2,293,590

25,968,491

9.7%

R3

$196,617,879

($3,156,781)

$193,461,098

$31,820,975

$225,282,073

16.4%

24,469,451

1,586,540

26,055,991

0

26,055,991

0.0%

History Colorado

2,720,710

50,000

2,770,710

661,623

3,432,333

23.9%

Other

8,189,376

(4,103,749)

4,085,627

722,387

4,808,014

17.7%

$1,003,593,739

($19,181,750)

$984,411,989

$130,927,011

$1,115,339,000

13.3%

Fort Lewis College
University of Colorado System

Area Technical Colleges
Subtotal - Governing Boards
Need-based Grants
Work-study

Other financial aid
Subtotal - Financial aid
Lease Purchase Payments for HED
Buildings/ Depreciation-Equivalent

Total - Higher Education
1Includes

College Opportunity Fund stipends and fee-for-service contracts reappropriated to the governing boards and grants to local
district colleges and area technical colleges.
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R1

HC1

R1 STATE FUNDING AND R2 TUITION BUY DOWN
R1 includes General Fund increase for public institutions of higher education (state governing boards,
local district colleges, and area technical colleges) and financial aid. The request includes:
 An overall increase of $93,863,607 (13.0 percent) for the state governing boards, allocated based
on the H.B. 14-1319 funding model.
 An increase of $3,858,418 (13.0 percent) for the local district colleges and area technical colleges.
This complies with a statutory requirement that funding for these entities increase at no less than
the increase for the state governing boards.
 An increase of $22,967,385 for need based grants. This complies with a statutory requirement that
financial aid increase at the same rate as support for the governing boards. The request provides
a 13.0 percent increase on a financial aid base of $176,882,239.
 An increase of $188,009 for stipends for students attending private institutions. This complies
with statutory requirements that these stipend be half the amount allocated for stipends for
students at public institutions.
COMPONENTS OF R1 REQUEST
State Boards - Inflation
State Boards -Health Benefits
State Boards - Additional Tuition Buy-down
Total increase (12.98 percent)
Local District College/Area Technical College Increase (aligned - 12.98 percent)
Financial aid (need based aid/aligned)
Private COF Stipend rate increase (aligned)
Total R1 Request

$17,866,380
929,474
75,047,753
$93,863,607
3,858,418
22,967,385
188,009
$120,877,419

The R1 request is intended to:
 Address inflationary increases in higher education, including costs related to health benefit
increases.
 Make higher education more affordable by keeping tuition increases flat and providing a significant
increase in financial aid.
 Allocate funds for the governing boards consistent with the H.B. 14-1319 funding model and
other statutory requirements. (The details of the allocation model are addressed in a subsequent
issue.)

GOVERNING BOARDS
The Department identifies the following components in the request for the state governing boards.
 $18.8 million for inflationary and health benefits increases; and
 $75.0 million for a tuition buy-down.
Each of these components is discussed below.
INFLATIONARY AND HEALTH BENEFITS INCREASES
The Department emphasizes that the institutions have fixed costs that they must cover to keep their
organizations functioning. The U.S. Census Bureau report on State Government employment and
payroll data for 2016 show that 50,472 FTE worked in higher education in 2016, representing 59.0
percent of all State of Colorado government FTE.1 One in six (16.8 percent) classified staff work in a
public institution of higher education.
1

https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=bkmk#
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The State only provides operating support for a portion of higher education activities--those staff and
activities classified as “education and general” that are concerned with the core educational mission
of the institutions. Other expense and revenue centers--research activities, housing, food service, etc.-are expected to be self-supporting and are not addressed in the state appropriations process.
Even for budget expenditures counted as “education and general”, institutions do not receive direct
state appropriations to cover increases in employee costs and changes in state compensation policies
for classified staff. They must cover these internally.
The Department provides a build-up of estimated education and general costs from FY 2017-18 to
FY 2019-20.
 It calculates both an inflationary increase on the total education and general budget; and an
estimated additional healthcare benefits increase, as health benefits are projected to increase at a
rate above inflation.
 It then calculates the share of the total education and general budget borne by the General Fund.
This varies substantially by governing board. The calculation for all the state boards combined,
20.0 percent by the Department calculation, is shown below.
R1 DEPARTMENT CALCULATION - INFLATIONARY INCREASE ON GENERAL FUND PORTION OF
EDUCATION AND GENERAL (E&G) BASE
FY 2018-19 estimated E&G base
$3,304,699,670
FY 2019-20 Inflationary Increase (2.7%)
89,226,891
Healthcare Benefits Increase (above inflation)
4,636,716
Total FY 2019-20 Increase
Total Percentage Increase on E&G Budget

93,863,607
2.8%

Percent General Funded
Total share of E&G Increase Assigned to General Fund

20.0%
$18,815,854

The Department also points to a study by the National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS) “Why Higher Education Costs are What they Are,” June 30, 2015, to highlight
the efficiency of Colorado higher education institutions compared to their peers in other states.
NCHEMS found that the majority of costs at Colorado public institutions are a direct result of faculty
and staff compensation. Among the findings, the study found that, based on FY 2012-13 data,
Colorado institutions had fewer resources to expend on activities designed to fulfill their missions
than similar institutions elsewhere in the country. Colorado institutions were spending an increasing
share of their resources on faculty and staff, and Colorado institutions were more reliant on part-time
faculty than their national counterparts.
TUITION BUY-DOWN
The majority of the request ($75.0 million General Fund) is intended to buy-down resident tuition to
$0. The Department notes that since FY 2011-12, posted tuition increases at a Colorado’s public fouryear institutions have increased over 48.0 percent, while median income has grown only 34.0 percent
during this time period. The Department emphasizes that continued increases might discourage many
students from attending college and enabling the State to meet its workforce demand.

12-Dec-2018
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The Department emphasizes that the relative share of higher education costs borne by students drives
the increase in student tuition and fees. The Department anticipates that, with this request, the share
of support borne by the General Fund will increase, to 36 percent, while the share borne by resident
students will decrease to 64 percent.

The Department proposal buys down tuition to $0 based on a matrix similar to one the Department
has been using for a number of years. The matrix is shown in the chart below. As can be seen, the
Department’s matrix suggests that with a 13.0 percent increase in General Fund, the State should be
able to require that tuition be held flat. The calculation is based on the following:


The “core minimum” total increase required on Education and General Revenue from all sources
(General Fund, resident tuition, non-resident tuition, indirect cost collections, fees) based on the
calculation described for the inflationary increase is $93,863,607. The Department assumes that
this total must be covered either by the General Fund or by resident tuition increases.

12-Dec-2018
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Each 1.0 percent increase in General Fund appropriations for the state operated governing boards
equals $7,228,862. 2 Therefore, to cover core minimum increases across all funding sources
requires a 12.98 percent increase in General Fund.



Each 1.0 percent increase in resident tuition for the state operated boards is equivalent to about
$9.8 million in revenue for the boards.3 Thus, if the State provided no increase in General Fund,
the institutions would require an approximately 9.0 percent increase in tuition revenue to cover
inflationary needs.

STAFF ANALYSIS
SUMMARY
 The inflation analysis included in the Department’s request is helpful in thinking about the scale
of the request. Providing a bare minimum of an inflationary increase for the boards, assuming no
change in enrollment, requires $18.8 million.


Likewise, it is helpful to think about state funding increases in the context of a trade-off between
General Fund and tuition. Because institutions are so reliant on tuition, it takes significant General
Fund to buy-down tuition even a modest amount.

Calculated on base funding for the state operated governing boards, less $5.4 million in appropriations designed by statute
for certain limited purposes.
2

3

Calculated based on posted tuition and fees for undergraduate resident students x resident undergraduate FTE.
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However, the trade-off included in the Department’s General Fund/tuition matrix is not based
on covering “core” inflationary costs. Instead, it incorporates a substantial revenue increase
for the governing boards (4.6 percent) that is concealed by the way the Department
constructs the matrix.



Keeping tuition flat signals to Colorado families that the General Assembly wants tuition to be
affordable. Based on the scale of the increase included in the request, the General Assembly could
request a cut in tuition. Alternatively, it is investing in “quality”.



This large proposed increase is unlikely to change the fundamental dynamic that Colorado
institutions are highly reliant on tuition and are positioning themselves to operate as independently
of the General Fund as possible. They anticipate that higher education will again be cut in a
recession and assume that they need to survive as businesses.


The General Assembly has provided varying amounts of General Fund increases since the end
of the recession. Posted tuition has continued to increase both in periods of General Fund
increases and in periods of General Fund declines, though at a lower rate. Tuition at some
institutions that increased tuition earlier have flattened, but other boards are still increasing
tuition as much as the General Assembly will allow. Compared to institutions in other states,
Colorado institutions remain far more dependent on tuition.



Revenue per student FTE has also been increasing at a rapid pace on a statewide basis. There
are various reasons for this. One component may be “Bowen’s Law” that institutions’
expenditures reflect the revenue they have available. There is evidence that Colorado
institutions have become less efficient than they were in FY 2012-13, at least in comparison to
other states, as they have continued to increase tuition to cover their costs and invest in staff
and new initiatives.



Colorado institutions are far more dependent on tuition than other states, and it would take
an extraordinary state investment to change this pattern across all institutions.

THE TRADE-OFF BETWEEN GENERAL FUND AND TUITION
LOGICAL FLAWS IN THE DEPARTMENT TUITION-GENERAL FUND TRADE-OFF MODEL
As staff has noted in the past, the Department methodology for calculating the trade-off between
General Fund and tuition has significant flaws in its internal logic. Specifically:
 The calculation implies that the General Fund tuition must cover 100 percent of core increases on
all sources of education and general revenue, including non-resident tuition and indirect cost
collections, in order to buy resident tuition down to zero. Since General Fund currently comprises
only about 20 percent of all education and general revenue, this expectation seems unreasonable.


The calculations also imply that, if General Fund increases are not feasible, resident tuition will be
responsible instead of the General Fund for financing all E&G revenue needs. This is clearly not
the case at institutions with large nonresident populations or significant indirect cost revenue from
research activity, housing, etc.;
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The calculations, based on posted tuition and mandatory fees for freshmen and sophomore
resident students, indicate that resident tuition will only generate $9.8 million per 1.0 percent
increase in resident tuition--even though base resident tuition reflected in the Long Bill for FY
2018-19 is $1.3 billion.

HOW MUCH OF A REVENUE INCREASE DOES THE PROPOSAL REALLY PROVIDE?
 There is a tradeoff between resident tuition, General Fund, tuition revenue, and overall revenue
available to the institutions to address their educational mission. The Department’s approach is
not designed to cover base inflationary costs. Instead, it is intended to provide institutions
with an overall growth rate in their total revenue with which most are comfortable.


The Department requests $93,863,607 General Fund for the state-operated governing boards in
R1. If the State wishes to fully cover core inflationary increases on Education and General Revenue
for costs that are currently covered by the General Fund and Resident Tuition, staff calculates that
the total funding increase that would be required in the table below. To cover core inflation
(about 2.8 percent) for the General Fund base and resident student tuition requires $57.4
million, or a 7.7 percent increase, rather than a 13.0 percent General Fund increase.

FY 2018-19
INSTITUTIONAL
ESTIMATED
EDUCATION AND
GENERAL (E&G)
EXPENDITURES
Adams

INCREASE IN
E&G TO PROVIDE
2.7 PERCENT
INFLATIONARY
INCREASE AND
ADDITIONAL
MEDICAL
INFLATION

MINIMUM
INFLATIONARY
INCREASE FOR
E&G

SHARE OF
E&G
REVENUE
FROM THE
GENERAL
FUND

SHARE OF E&G
REVENUE FROM
RESIDENT
TUITION

ATTRIBUTABLE TO
GENERAL FUND
AND RESIDENT
TUITION

35,367,801

1,017,342

45.1%

30.8%

772,384

Mesa

102,060,312

2,869,164

28.9%

55.3%

2,414,208

Metro

181,710,853

5,111,159

32.1%

57.3%

4,571,525

33,701,507

968,669

41.7%

25.9%

654,571

725,906,141

20,430,933

21.3%

31.8%

10,860,511

Fort Lewis

51,932,103

1,498,116

25.1%

18.7%

656,485

CU System

1,537,875,129

43,465,329

14.2%

32.7%

20,376,582

Mines

200,832,008

5,683,633

11.4%

27.5%

2,207,917

UNC

160,471,775

4,654,543

26.5%

42.7%

3,221,136

Community College System

501,795,944

14,292,473

34.0%

47.6%

11,666,595

$3,531,653,573

$99,991,361

21.0%

36.4%

$57,401,914

Western
CSU System

Total



The Department request provides a 4.6 percent increase in total General Fund+resident
tuition revenue. A similar amount of total revenue would be generated by a 7.2 percent
increase in resident tuition.4

Some institutions would argue that they require a tuition revenue cap that is 20-30 percent higher so that they can
internally finance additional student scholarships. This is not included in this figure.
4
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OVERALL

FUNDS

IMPACT OF
7.2% TUITION

GENERATED BY A
7.2 PERCENT
INCREASE IN
RESIDENT TUITION

INCREASE ON
BASE
GF+RESIDENT
TUITION

FY 2019-20 GF BASE
(EXCLUDES 1X FY
2018-19
APPROPRIATIONS)

RESIDENT
TUITION REVENUE
APPROPRIATION

Adams

15,294,223

11,346,000

26,640,223

1,223,112

4.6%

816,912

3.1%

Mesa

28,732,752

56,192,471

84,925,223

3,287,349

3.9%

4,045,858

4.8%

Metro

56,785,329

104,877,000

161,662,329

7,025,687

4.3%

7,551,144

4.7%

Western

13,501,710

8,993,923

22,495,633

1,065,410

4.7%

647,562

2.9%

152,751,802

239,444,509

392,196,311

19,400,320

4.9%

17,240,005

4.4%

Fort Lewis

12,521,493

9,864,437

22,385,930

2,079,352

9.3%

710,239

3.2%

CU System

216,039,212

506,131,254

722,170,466

30,029,993

4.2%

36,441,450

5.0%

Mines

22,396,891

57,993,204

80,390,095

2,767,033

3.4%

4,175,511

5.2%

UNC
Community
College

41,822,359

69,333,169

111,155,528

4,895,705

4.4%

4,991,988

4.5%

168,477,365

230,511,129

398,988,494

22,089,647

5.5%

16,596,801

4.2%

Total

728,323,135

1,294,687,096

2,023,010,231

93,863,608

4.6%

93,217,471

4.6%

CSU System

FY 18-19

FUNDING
INCREASE
ON GF +
RESIDENT
TUITION

TOTAL GF+
RESIDENT

FY 2019-20
REQUESTED

GF INCREASE

COMMITTEE OPTIONS
Staff believes that for a General Fund increase of this magnitude, the General Assembly could
ask institutions to reduce resident tuition--not merely hold it flat. Institutions typically argue
that they require larger revenue increases than inflation in order to invest in “quality”--be that faculty
salaries or student support services. In recent years, overall revenue per student has increased at an
average annual growth rate of approximately 4.0 percent per student.
To allow for a 4.0 percent increase in General Fund+resident tuition revenue (rather than 4.6 percent),
the General Assembly could either provide an 11.0 percent increase in General Fund ($80.0 million
for the governing boards rather than $93.8 million); or ask institutions to reduce posted resident
tuition by 1.0 percent ($12.9 million total funds). Whether this seems reasonable or not may
depend in part on the relative share of General Fund versus resident tuition revenue at any given
institution, as well as the State’s final allocation of General Fund revenue among the institutions.
Nonetheless, reducing posted tuition might help to communicate to students and their families
that the General Assembly wishes to make higher education more affordable.
If the General Assembly adds funds on this scale and does not ask for tuition cuts, it is
providing institutions additional revenue to make quality improvements and not merely
supporting inflationary increases. Such “quality” improvements may include specific investments
in staff salaries or student services. Some four-year institutions might choose to direct the additional
revenue to scholarships. Some might also choose to reduce posted tuition, whether or not required
by the General Assembly. Staff believes the request for a 13.0 percent increase with flat tuition
can be justified. But, if so, the General Assembly should take this step deliberately and not on
the basis that this is the number required to buy down tuition to $0.
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POSTED TUITION
Posted tuition and fees have consistently increased well above the rate of inflation. As state General
Fund has been restored, the rate of increase has declined but remains above inflation.

As indicated in the Department’s narrative: the simple average of posted tuition rates at four-year
institutions has increased faster than median family income. A slightly different view, below, shows
that as tuition rates have moderated and household income has increased, tuition and fees as a share
of household income have stabilized and even somewhat reversed for the research institutions.
Nonetheless, posted tuition and fees are likely to appear out-of-reach for many households.
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EDUCATIONAL REVENUE PER STUDENT
The increase in higher education tuition and fees is driven primarily by declining state support.
However, this is not the sole driver. Revenue per student FTE has been increasing well above the rate
of inflation since FY 2000-01. Since the end of the recession, these increases have been sufficient
to move Colorado’s position from relatively low cost per student state to a middle-of-the pack
position.
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Inflation-adjusted average annual rate
of growth
State support/Resident SFTE
Resident Tuition/Resident SFTE
Revenue per resident
Total revenue/total SFTE

FY 00-01 to FY 04-05

FY 04-05 to FY 08-09

FY 08-09 to FY 11-12

FY 11-12 to FY 19-20 req

-10.6%

5.3%

-15.3%

4.7%

5.5%

6.9%

6.7%

1.9%

-4.5%

6.1%

-3.2%

2.9%

-2.6%

5.4%

-1.7%

3.0%

COMPOUND AVG. ANNUAL RATE OF GROWTH AFTER ADJUSTING FOR
INFLATION FY 00-01 TO FY 19-20 REQUEST
State support/Resident SFTE
-1.9%
Resident Tuition/Resident SFTE
4.5%
Revenue per resident
1.0%
Total revenue/total SFTE
1.5%

An appendix includes detailed charts by governing board on cost per student, FTE enrollment, and
overall revenue trends. As can be seen from these charts, the reasons for this trend are complex.


Those institutions able to attract non-residents--particularly CU Boulder and CSU Fort Collins-have sharply increased the number of these students. FY 2017-18, non-resident students
comprised 41.2 percent of CU-Boulder’s student population and 29.6 percent of CSU-Fort
Collin’s population. This has been a major driver in the overall increase in average revenue per
student statewide, though the benefits are concentrated in just a few institutions
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Institutions with declining student populations, such as the community colleges, have stabilized
their budgets in recent years but not decreased costs, so the cost per student who remains at these
institutions has grown.



Most four-year institutions have increased the share of their revenue they devote to scholarships.
This can drive an apparent increase in cost-per-student, even though the additional revenue is not
available to address faculty salaries or other costs.



Since the end of the recession, institutions with a higher cost-per-student (research institutions)
have grown their populations, while institutions with a low cost-per-student (community colleges)
have faced declining populations. This contributes to a statewide increase in educational costsper-student.

While all of the above is true, it is also true that total revenue per student after adjusting for
inflation has increased at all institutions since FY 2000-01, whether community college or
research institution--by 15 to 20 percent, depending upon the type of institution. Since FY
2012-13, all institutions have received significant increases in General Fund per student, but most have
continued to increase tuition above the rate of inflation, as they have done in prior periods of General
Fund increases. Howard Bowen (1908-1969), an economist and president of the University of Iowa,
found that colleges of similar size and reputation had substantially different costs per student. He
posited that at any given time, a college’s costs per student was best explained by the revenue available,
i.e., higher education revenue may drive expenses more than required expenses drive revenue.
This request, as submitted, will not reduce expenditures per student--but will at least stem
the growth in tuition rates and should make higher education (a bit) more affordable.
COLORADO HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING IN CONTEXT - HOW RELIANT ARE INSTITUTIONS
ON STATE FUNDING?
In FY 1999-2000, Colorado spent 13.5 percent of state General Fund revenue on higher
education. In FY 2018-19, higher education expenditures represent 8.8 percent of the State
budget. As State support has declined, institutions have expanded funding from other sources. This
includes student tuition but also indirect cost collections from auxiliary activities such as housing and
food services or research activities. The extent to which governing boards rely on state support varies
considerably, as shown in the chart and tables below.
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EDUCATION AND GENERAL BUDGET
The first chart below compares the share of various institutions’ “education and general” budgets that
are from the General Fund and other funding sources.

The table below includes the General Fund in education and general budgets above and state
financial aid allocations. As shown, institutions relied on State General Fund5 for an average

of 26 percent of their operating budgets for FY 2018-19, but the share ranged from as little as
13 percent at the Colorado School of Mines to as high as 61 percent at Fort Lewis College.

Includes sources originating as State General Fund, although these amounts are not considered state grants for purposes
of determining whether an institution is a TABOR enterprise.
5
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GENERAL FUND SUPPORT IN INSTITUTIONS’ FY 2018-19 ESTIMATED OPERATING BUDGETS
STATE
GENERAL
FUND APPROPS
FOR
STIPENDS/FEEFOR-SERVICE
CONTRACTS

Small Rural Comprehensive
Adams
Western
Fort Lewis

STATE GENERAL
FUND FINANCIAL
AID ALLOCATIONS
FOR FY 2018-19*

TOTAL: SHARE OF
INSTITUTIONAL
OPERATING
BUDGETS
ORIGINATING AS
STATE GENERAL
FUND

TOTAL ESTIMATED
INSTITUTIONAL
OPERATING
BUDGETS
(EDUCATION AND
GENERAL
REVENUE) FOR FY
2018-19

% OF
INSTITUTIONAL
OPERATING
BUDGETS
ORIGINATING
AS STATE
GENERAL
FUND

$15,834,361
14,043,348
13,053,096

$2,451,823
1,460,052
18,717,879

$18,286,184
15,503,400
31,770,975

$35,367,801
33,701,507
51,932,103

52%
46%
61%

58,343,983
29,474,193

21,270,677
8,439,354

79,614,660
37,913,547

81,710,853
02,060,312

44%
37%

Community Colleges

172,072,047

46,727,512

218,799,559

01,795,944

44%

Large Research Boards
CU System
CSU System

218,505,019
154,858,072

38,192,157
20,399,783

256,697,176
175,257,855

1,537,875,129
725,906,141

17%
24%

Other Research Boards
Mines
UNC

22,873,493
42,492,726

2,318,788
8,081,651

25,192,281
50,574,377

200,832,008
160,471,775

13%
32%

Urban Comprehensives
Metro
Mesa

Total
$741,550,338
$168,059,676
$909,610,014
$3,531,653,573
26%
*Source: Department of Higher Education. Includes appropriations for need-based aid, merit-based aid, work-study, and the Fort Lewis
Native American Tuition Waiver.

TOTAL REVENUE FROM ALL SOURCES
The second table focuses on total institutional revenue from sources that include auxiliary enterprises
(e.g., housing and food service), research, and other revenue sources that are included in governing
boards’ financial statements. The FY 2018-19 estimate figures are from the annual report by the State
Auditor’s Office on the TABOR enterprise status of higher education institutions. These estimates
align in scale with governing boards’ audited financial statements from prior years. The analysis below
also includes state support for capital construction at the higher education institutions. As shown,

institutions expected to rely on State General Fund6 for an average of 13 percent of their overall
budgets for FY 2018-19, but the share ranged from as little as 7 percent for the University of
Colorado system to as high as 47 percent for Fort Lewis College.

Includes sources originating as State General Fund, although these amounts are not considered state grants for purposes
of determining whether an institution is a TABOR enterprise.
6
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GENERAL FUND SUPPORT IN INSTITUTIONS’ TOTAL BUDGETS INCLUDING CAPITAL
CONSTRUCTION, AUXILIARY AND RESEARCH REVENUE FOR FY 2018-19
SHARE OF
INSTITUTIONAL
OPERATING
BUDGETS

AND OTHER
STATE AND
LOCAL SUPPORT*

TOTAL: OPERATING
AND CAPITAL
FUNDING
ORIGINATING AS STATE
AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT FUNDS
FY 2018-19

TOTAL ESTIMATED
REVENUE TO THE
GOVERNING
BOARDS FROM ALL
SOURCES
(INCLUDES
AUXILIARIES,
RESEARCH, ETC.)*

$1,424,839
5,326,868
4,080,569

$19,711,023
20,830,268
35,851,544

$53,071,210
61,529,514
76,138,702

37%
34%
47%

79,614,660
37,913,547

141,151
5,034,446

79,755,811
42,947,993

214,596,252
154,602,709

37%
28%

Community Colleges

218,799,559

29,158,125

247,957,684

694,908,994

36%

Large Research Boards
CU System
CSU System

256,697,176
175,257,855

41,721,063
24,522,019

298,418,239
199,779,874

4,322,249,510
1,602,893,292

7%
12%

Other Research Boards
Mines
UNC

25,192,281
50,574,377

10,592,378
7,133,519

35,784,659
57,707,896

306,605,924
239,803,864

12%
24%

Total
$909,610,014
$129,134,977
$1,038,744,991
*Source: Office of the State Auditor, Higher Education Enterprise Status, October 24, 2018.

$7,726,399,971

13%

ORIGINATING AS

STATE GENERAL
FUND
(STIPENDS, FFS
CONTRACTS,
FINANCIAL AID)
Small Rural Comprehensive
Adams
$18,286,184
Western
15,503,400
Fort Lewis
31,770,975
Urban Comprehensive
Metro
Mesa

STATE SUPPORT
FOR CAPITAL
CONSTRUCTION

TOTAL
STATE/LOCAL
SUPPORT AS %
TOTAL
REVENUE

COLORADO HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING IN CONTEXT - COMPARISON TO OTHER STATES
The following charts are from the State Higher Education Executive Officer’s Association (SHEEO),
a respected source for comparative information on state higher education finance.
The chart below compares 2017 average appropriations per student FTE nationally ($7,642) with
Colorado appropriations per student FTE, excluding some specialty education programs. As of 2017,
Colorado ranked fourth from the bottom in state and local funding per student FTE ($4,194
with SHEEO’s adjustments). Since FY 2016-17, Colorado has increased total appropriations for
higher education funding by 15.2 percent, while enrollment has declined. The current request would
add an additional 10.0 percent to total appropriations for higher education. However, even if funding
in other states had remained flat since 2017, a 25.0 percent higher education appropriations
increase in Colorado would only move the state up a few notches in per-student
appropriations compared to other states.
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Colorado is far more reliant on tuition revenue than other states. Even after adjusting for “net”
tuition revenue (tuition after state and institutional financial aid), about 70 percent of Colorado
funding for higher education is from tuition.
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However, while Colorado has historically ranked as a relatively efficient state, from the
perspective of total expenditures per student, that no longer appears to be the case. In 2013,
Colorado ranked 8th from the bottom in total educational costs per student, according to the SHEEO
report from that year. By 2017, Colorado was at the national average.
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ISSUE: FINANCIAL AID AND AFFORDABILITY
The Executive request includes an increase of $22,967,385 for need-based financial aid and a proposal
for two new education tax credits that would be refundable and used as TABOR tax refund
mechanisms. These are part of an overall “college affordability” package.

SUMMARY


The Executive Request includes an increase of $22,967,385 for need-based financial aid and a
proposal for two new education tax credits that would be refundable and used as TABOR tax
refund mechanisms. These are in addition to the proposals for flat tuition and a 13.0 percent
increase in funding for the governing boards. These components are all directed at college
affordability.



Much of the current system for making college affordable is located in the financial aid system.
While the posted cost of college tuition will affect some students, most students at the state’s fouryear institutions do not pay sticker price, so it is important to consider what low- and middleincome students do pay. This includes the full cost of attendance, and not solely sticker price.



There are arguably two affordability problems: perception of affordability and actual affordability.
Both are real problems. This request targets the biggest challenge--actual affordability. There may
also be opportunities in Colorado to target perceived affordability, since studies show that students
and families have little sense of what college actually costs.

RECOMMENDATION




Staff supports the request for $23.0 million for need-based financial aid.
Capping tuition will affect the perceived cost of higher education at all institutions, even if many
students do not pay the sticker price.
The Committee should explore further with the Executive Branch how its proposed education
and workforce development tax credit proposal would operate and the expected impact.

DISCUSSION
FINANCIAL AID: BASIC STRUCTURE
Of state appropriations for higher education in FY 2018-19, $197.1 million total funds, including
$196.1 million General Fund, is for financial aid. This represents 19.5 percent of all the state General
Fund appropriations for higher education. The majority of the money goes for need-based aid and
work-study. There are also a number of smaller, special purpose financial aid programs. These include
the Fort Lewis College Native American tuition waiver, which covers tuition for any Native American
student attending Fort Lewis College pursuant to a treaty obligation, and the Colorado Opportunity
Scholarship Initiative, which funds services and scholarships for high achieving low-income students
in collaboration with private funders and agencies.
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For most of the financial aid programs, the General Assembly appropriates financial aid funds to the
Colorado Commission on Higher Education, which allocates them to institutions, including to some
private institutions, based on formulas that consider financial need at the schools, total student
enrollment, student retention, and program eligibility criteria. A total of 74,044 students received statesupported financial aid in FY 2017-18. The average state need-based award was $2,080 and the average
state work-study award was $2,013.
Statute at Section 23-3.3-104, C.R.S., requires that most state-funded financial aid increase at no less
than the increase for the governing boards, and there have been significant increases in recent years,
including $19.1 million (10.7 percent) in FY 2018-19. However, overall demand for aid continues to
outstrip available funding, as suggested by the chart below.

*Tuition revenue reflects estimates used for budgeting purposes for FY 2018-19 and FY 2019-20.

Most sources of student financial aid are not reflected in the state budget. Yet even when these other
funding sources are included, financial aid support is far less than the cost of higher education. The
following chart compares grants and loans awarded in FY 2017-18 to full-time resident undergraduate
students with financial need (calculated based on federal formulas) and the average cost of attendance
for a resident student at various institutions. The average cost of attendance includes the cost of room,
board, transportation, and learning materials, in addition to tuition and fees. Depending on the
institution, these other costs of attendance may dwarf the price of tuition. The total cost of attendance
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for a resident student in FY 2017-18 ranged from $16,075 at Aims Community College to $33,236 at
the Colorado School of Mines.

*This shortfall may be addressed by the student by reducing their out-of-pocket costs, e.g., by living with
family or in less expensive accommodation than the cost of attendance formula calculates, by additional earned
income or savings, or by private unsubsidized loans taken out by the student or family.

Federal Grants: As reflected in the chart, state grants represent only one relatively small component of
financial aid. The largest source of need-based aid is the federal government. The federal Pell grant
program provided up to $5,920 per eligible student in FY 2017-18, with an average grant of $3,360.
Institutional Grants: Students may also receive grants from the higher education institutions they attend.
About 29.5 percent of all the aid students receive at public and private Colorado institutions is
institutional aid. Some institutions make significant funds available from their operating budgets and
donated funds, based on money available and the number of students who qualify for institutional aid.
About one-third of institutional aid is used for need-based aid, primarily for resident students, and
this is reflected in the chart above.
Federal Student Loans: In order to fill the gap between cost of attendance and available grant funds,
students typically rely on student loans. In addition to grant funds, the federal government provides
guaranteed loans and tax credits and deductions for tuition.
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Other Sources: There is a substantial gap between the calculated cost of attendance for students with
need and known sources of student support. A portion of this gap may be filled with additional
unsubsidized student or family loans, which are not included in these figures.

HOW DO THE STATE AND INSTITUTIONS MANAGE FINANCIAL AID?
The state financial aid structure is built around the federal financial aid structure. It nonetheless gives
institutions a high level of autonomy in managing their financial aid programs. State financial aid
statutes, in Article 3.3, 3.5, and 3.7 of Title 23 generally date back to 1977 or 1979 and provides little
guidance around program structure. Historically, the Colorado Commission on Higher Education
established state financial aid policies. However, in 2010, the General Assembly adopted changes in
S.B. 10-003 specifying that “each state institution shall administer a financial assistance program
according to the policies and procedures established by the governing board of the institution”
(Section 23-3.3-102 (3), C.R.S. As a result, the Department now allocates funds among the governing
boards, but the governing boards are able to adopt their own administrative policies. Because
institutions must comply with federal rules to obtain federal need-based financial aid for their students,
they still all follow certain procedures and comply with certain reporting requirements.
Any student applying for federal financial aid, whether a grant or loan, must complete the “FAFSA”
or free application for federal student assistance., a detailed questionnaire that considers a family’s
income and size, number of students attending college, and various other factors to identify an amount
that the student’s household should be able to contribute to the student’s higher education. This is
the “expected family contribution”. Some public higher education institutions may ask students and
families to complete an additional questionnaire to determine if the family has other assets that may
help cover a student’s educational costs, even if the FAFSA indicates that the student is eligible for
financial aid.
A student who is identified as having a very low income qualifies for a federal income-based grant (the
Pell grant). Students with a very low household income (typically under $30,000 - “Expected Family
Contribution of $0 in financial aid parlance) qualify for a “full” Pell ($6,095 in FY 2018-19) while
students with household incomes up to approximately $50,000 may qualify for a “partial” Pell (some
fraction of that amount). Among undergraduate resident students attending Colorado public

institutions of higher education, about 30 percent qualified for the Pell grant in FY 2017-18.

Students who do not qualify for the Pell grant may still be identified as having financial need if the
total cost of attendance at the institution the student attends exceeds their expected family
contribution. Such students may receive aid in the form of institutional or state grants or subsidized
federal loans. Among undergraduate resident students attending Colorado public institutions,

the vast majority appear to qualify as having need on the basis that the institution’s cost of
attendance exceeds their “expected family contribution,” but only 40-60 percent at 4-year
institutions actually receive need-based aid, based on institutional policies.
The Colorado Department of Higher Education distributes funds to the higher education institutions
based on the number of students eligible for the federal Pell grant at each institution. Institutions

predominantly use the state funds to support students on the lower-end of the income range
(particularly students who are eligible for the Pell grant but not the full Pell grant). However,
they may also choose to use the state funds to serve students higher up the income scale, so long as
the student has a gap between the calculated cost of attendance and the student’s expected family
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contribution. As shown below, for resident full-time students with need in FY 2017-18, 12 percent of
state grant funds for full-time resident students were directed to students who did not qualify for the
Pell grant but who qualified as having need.

INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL AID: MANY FUNCTIONS
About one quarter of institutional financial aid is distributed based on student need, but institutional
financial aid is used for a more complex range of functions than state need-based aid. It is often
provided to middle-income students who are not eligible for federal aid or to wealthier students who
qualify for merit aid. Most of the four-year institutions now use financial aid as a marketing
tool, offering students discounts of varying size to help attract them to the institution.
As a result, it is difficult to know what any student with specific characteristics will actually
pay at a state institution. Even students with financial need who are otherwise similar may or may
not receive aid depending upon when they apply. Institutional policies often set aside money for needbased financial aid early in the year and then distribute it on a first-come first-served basis. Federal
authorities now require institutions to include “calculators” on their websites to help students
understand what their true costs might be, but accuracy varies and students must find them.
A striking share of students at four-year institutions appear to receive some type of financial aid, either merit or needbased. The tables below may overstate the share of students receiving aid, because financial aid data is
headcount data, while the enrollment data shown represents “FTE” students. Nonetheless, even if the
percentages below are too high by 30 percent, it still appears that the majority of students at fouryear public institutions are receiving some type of financial aid from some source, although
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many awards may be small. This is consistent with national estimates about the share of students
receiving aid. Thus, posted tuition figures are far from the sole determinant of what a student
pays at many institutions.
FY 2017-18 UNDERGRADUATE RESIDENT STUDENTS RECEIVING NEED- AND MERITBASED AID FROM ALL SOURCES
UG RESIDENT
STUDENTS
RECEIVING NEEDBASED AS
PERCENT UG
RESIDENT
STUDENT FTE

UG RESIDENT
STUDENTS
RECEIVING
NEED-BASED
AID

UG RESIDENT
UG RESIDENT
STUDENTS
RECEIVING
MERIT-BASED
AID

STUDENTS
RECEIVING MERITBASED AID AS
PERCENT OF UG
RESIDENT STUDENT

FTE

CU Boulder

6,042

39%

6,106

39%

CU Denver

5,424

70%

1,969

26%

U. CO at CO Springs

4,515

57%

6,467

82%

Colorado State U.

5,932

37%

7,004

43%

CSU - Pueblo

1,693

60%

2,037

72%

University of Northern CO

5,456

80%

5,815

85%

12,130

82%

1,379

9%

5,347

83%

1,174

18%

620

42%

944

64%

1,149

94%

830

68%

594

45%

740

56%

Metro State U.
Colorado Mesa U
Fort Lewis College
Adams State U
Western State CO U

Total
48,902
60%
34,465
42%
Source: Number of undergraduate resident students receiving financial aid in FY 2017-18 from institutional survey (October 2018)
compared to Department FTE report for FY 2017-18.

As reflected in the table below, based on data from the Department of Higher Education, on average,
20 percent of all undergraduate tuition revenue at four-year public higher education institutions is
covered through institutional financial aid, including both need-based and merit-based aid. However,
the share ranges from as little as six percent at MSU Denver to over 30 percent at CU Boulder, the
University of Northern Colorado, Western State Colorado University and Fort Lewis College. Merit
aid makes up more than 50 percent of the total resident undergraduate institutional aid, but
the breakdown varies by institution.
UNDERGRADUATE TUITION REVENUE COVERED BY INSTITUTIONAL NEED- AND
MERIT-BASED AID
TOTAL UG
RESIDENT
INSTITUTIONAL AID

TOTAL RESIDENT
UNDERGRADUATE
TUITION FY 2017-18

INSTITUTIONAL AID
AS PERCENTAGE OF
UG RES. TUITION

CU Boulder

$56,124,377

$182,466,836

31%

CU Denver

11,580,348

79,237,571

15%

U. CO at CO Springs

11,072,729

75,245,723

15%

Colorado State U.

40,480,219

179,614,724

23%
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UNDERGRADUATE TUITION REVENUE COVERED BY INSTITUTIONAL NEED- AND
MERIT-BASED AID
TOTAL UG
RESIDENT
INSTITUTIONAL AID

CSU - Pueblo

TOTAL RESIDENT
UNDERGRADUATE
TUITION FY 2017-18

INSTITUTIONAL AID
AS PERCENTAGE OF
UG RES. TUITION

2,468,282

22,815,875

11%

17,771,581

55,599,945

32%

CO School of Mines

7,208,247

44,319,425

16%

Metro State U.

6,232,294

102,259,269

6%

Colorado Mesa U

6,879,227

54,018,124

13%

Fort Lewis College

3,322,967

10,033,467

33%

Adams State U

2,253,929

7,642,587

29%

Western State CO U

2,609,601

8,732,200

30%

168,003,801

821,985,746

20%

6,492,051

235,629,027

3%

$174,495,852

$1,057,614,773

16%

University of Northern CO

Subtotal - Four-year Institutions
Community College System
Total

WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN FOR WHAT STUDENTS REALLY PAY?

The run-up in posted tuition and fees--though striking--is deceptive insofar as the majority of
students receive some financial aid. The best information available on what students really pay
applies to students have submitted a federal FAFSA and receive some form of need-based aid at the
institution where they attend. Department data submitted on the FY 2017-18 financial aid population
identified 55,874 full-time undergraduate resident students who received federal, state, institutional,
or other need-based aid in FY 2017-18. This is just over 40 percent of total undergraduate resident
FTE. The chart below compares tuition and mandatory fees for these students with the amount they
had to pay after grant aid for scholarships.
As can be seen, the 40 percent of students receiving need-based aid pay, on average, a far
smaller amount for tuition and fees than posted figures. These students must till pay living costs-which typically exceed any charges for tuition, but their out-of-pocket charges for tuition and fees are
not large. Students at the community college system can expect to receive more in grants than their
charges for tuition and fees.
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*Tuition and fees after grant aid: Tuition and mandatory fees have been reduced by the average grant aid for a full time resident
undergraduate students with financial need as reported in Department’s 2018Unmet Need submission. This included 56,053 students
in FY 2017-18.

For students who are very low income, and therefore qualify for the federal Pell grant, grant aid covers
tuition and fees at every public institution apart from the Colorado School of Mines. This applied to
11,755 full-time undergraduate students at Colorado institutions In FY 2017-18.
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FULL PELL GRANT FY 2017-18
AVERAGE GRANT AID
Adams State University
Colorado Mesa University
Colorado School of Mines
Colorado State University
CSU - Pueblo
Fort Lewis College
MSU Denver
CU Boulder
CU Colorado Springs
CU Denver
UNC
Western State
Community Colleges

12-Dec-2018

MANDATORY TUITION AND
FEES

$11,732
9,109
16,408
15,908
11,499
13,263
10,117
19,620
11,766
12,374
15,220
11,936
9,513

$9,440
8,972
18,386
11,519
10,090
8,609
7,352
12,086
10,201
11,258
9,537
9,802
4,826
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GRANT AID ABOVE/(BELOW)
TUITION AND FEES
$ 2,292
137
(1,978)
4,389
1,409
4,654
2,765
7,534
1,565
1,116
5,683
2,134
4,687
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For students who qualify for need-based aid, the net cost of attendance (not just tuition and fees)
has moved in different directions at different institutions, depending upon the institution’s
financial aid policies. After adjusting for inflation, the net cost of attendance for students with need
has increased at a fast rate at some state institutions and has declined at others, based on federal data.

Source: Derived by staff from National Center for Education Statistics, IPEDS net cost of attendance database.

WHAT DO STUDENTS KNOW ABOUT WHAT THEY WILL PAY?
A number of studies confirm that student participation is inversely related to tuition. For
example, a study of tuition increases from 1980 to 1992 found that for every $1,000 increase in tuition,
participation in community colleges fell by 4.7 percent and participation in 4-year institutions fell by
1.2 percent. While low-income students, in particular, may not actually pay the sticker price, they are
far more likely to be aware of the sticker price than of the amount they will actually pay. As a result,
a higher price discourages participation, particularly among low-income students.7 A nationally representative
longitudinal study survey of 23,000 students found that two-thirds of students rated cost of attendance
as “very important” in their college choice.8
One of the most troublesome elements of the current system of financial aid is that students--and
particularly low-income students--lack a clear sense of what they will pay. This is hardly surprising,
since financial aid packaging is not consistent or transparent. As summarized in a recent U.S.
Department of Education report: “Most high school students and parents are unaware of the actual
price of college, and those who offer their best approximations tend to overestimate rather than
Kane, 1995, cited in Heller, Donald. Student Price Response in Higher Education: An update to Leslie and Brinkman.
The Journal of Higher Education, Vol. 68, No 6 (Nov – Dec., 1997), pp. 624-659
8 “Data Point: Factors That Influence Student College Choice”, U.S. Department of Education National Center for
Education Statistics, November 2018.
7
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underestimate prices…Minority and low-socioeconomic-status (SES) families in particular
are less knowledgeable than white or higher SES families about college costs.” 9
Last year, staff highlighted the Tennessee Promise “last dollar” scholarship program that offers free
tuition to Tennessee high school students pursuing community college. This type of program has
comes under fire because it directs new state dollars towards subsidies that benefit better-off students,
including students who might otherwise have attended a four year college. While the criticism is valid,
Tennessee’s program has led to an unprecedented increase in postsecondary enrollment. From fall
2014 (pre-Promise) to fall 2015 (Promise implemented), full time freshman enrollment at
Tennessee public higher education institutions increased by 10.1 percent, from 46,030 to
50,699. The increase from 2014 to 2016 is 13 percent. The college-going rate for Tennessee high
school graduates is now above that of Colorado students. For comparison, Colorado high school
graduates enrolled in college at the rate of 55.8 percent in 2014 and 56.5 percent in 2015—as opposed
to Tennessee’ 62.5 percent in 2015. The program has made the cost of community college
transparently free--even though community college was already free for most low-income
students before the program started. In this case, messaging made a difference.

BUT…IS COLLEGE AFFORDABLE?
Staff believes attacking the perception of affordability is important. The Governor’s proposed freeze
on tuition rates should assist with that. However, there is also a real issue of affordability for middle
and low-income students.
The actual amounts that students are paying at four-year public institutions has become extremely
murky. However, there is plentiful evidence that college is not affordable for the vast majority of
students. The charts below, developed by a researcher named Jim Fridley, working with a team the
University of Washington, helps to provide some sense of what students in different income brackets
pay at different types of public higher education institutions in Colorado and to what extent what they
pay is “affordable”.
The charts are built to show the affordability of college for students from families with various
percentages of the median family income. They assume families with incomes above 200 percent of
the poverty level will be able to save a portion of their income for college, that students will work 500
hours per year, and that “affordable” debt is debt that can be paid by the student by paying ten percent
of their income for ten years after college. Anything above that is considered unaffordable. While a
viewer may differ with (and choose to adjust) some assumptions, the approach makes it easier to
visualize how affordable college is or is not.
The model is active, and viewers may adjust it at:
https://college-affordability.css.uwb.edu/
The line in the middle of the model represents tuition. The top of the rectangle represents costs
associated with the full cost of attendance. While some of the data in the model could be refined, it
provides a useful tool for understanding some of the financial barriers students face before and after
college.
Velez and Horn, “What High Schoolers and Their Parents Know About Public 4-Year Tuition and Fees in Their State”,
U.S. Department of Education Stats in Brief, October 2018.
9
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A few conclusions from these charts:


As of 2016, tuition was consistently covered by grants for students at all types of
institutions who were eligible for a full Pell grant. As described above, this was still true in FY
2017-18 at all institutions except the Colorado School of Mines. Staff believes it would be in
the State’s interest to publicize this fact widely through Colorado school districts. Simple
messages can be powerful.



Families with incomes below the median family income of $86,000 are likely to face
unaffordable debt at all types of institutions in the State if the student is not living with his
or her family.



Students who attend comprehensive regional institutions may face larger financial
challenges than students who attend research institutions, which have more resources to
subsidize students at the lower end of the income scale. This burden is likely to fall most heavily on
students in the middle-low income range whose income is too high for a full Pell grant.

12-Dec-2018
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The snapshots above are built on the following data and assumptions (Lumina benchmarks)







Median Colorado family income of $85,920;
Students considered “dependent” on their families but living away from home;
Families saving 10 percent of discretionary income (amounts over 200 percent of poverty) for ten years;
Students working 500 hours per year during college;
“Affordable” debt consisting of student paying 10 percent of his/her post-college income for ten years;
Students assumed to earn 20 percent of the median income in the years post-college ($24,080 for a student completing
a 2-year degree to $32,510 for a student completing a 4-year degree at a research institution).
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STUDENT LOAN DEBT

Some of the best evidence that college is not affordable is evident in the growth of student
debt. Both low and middle-income students must often take on substantial debt to complete their
degrees. National student loan debt is almost $1.5 trillion.10 Growth in student debt has prompted
widespread discussion of the potential impact of this on young adults and the economy as a whole.11
At Colorado public institutions, in FY 2017-18, 66.9 percent of students graduated with debt
and the average debt was $23,425 for a bachelor’s degree. For students earning an Associate’s
degree, 55% percent graduated with debt and the average loan debt was $13,261.12 These reflect
modest declines from prior years. The table below shows student loan debt upon completion of a
baccalaureate degree at a Colorado institution.
INSTITUTION

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

% CHANGE

Adams State University

24,621

25,205

26,308

26,135

25,617

23,676

-3.84%

Colorado Mesa University

25,280

24,961

27,081

25,961

26,850

25,564

1.12%

Colorado Mountain College

15,045

16,170

21,022

17,563

18,338

17,405

15.69%

Colorado School of Mines

31,023

31,783

33,596

33,745

34,125

33,747

8.78%

Colorado State University

25,156

25,661

25,565

26,304

27,233

26,807

6.56%

Colorado State University - Pueblo

23,267

23,552

25,741

23,583

25,212

24,632

5.87%

Fort Lewis College

21,667

21,767

23,624

22,438

21,504

21,339

-1.51%

Metropolitan State University of Denver

26,267

26,653

28,632

27,782

27,130

25,607

-2.51%

University of Colorado - Boulder
University of Colorado – Colorado
Springs

25,173

25,362

26,519

27,522

28,689

27,396

8.83%

24,703

25,501

26,857

25,065

27,121

26,082

5.58%

University of Colorado at Denver

29,167

29,410

29,479

29,597

29,064

28,257

-3.12%

University of Northern Colorado

25,001

25,563

25,859

25,356

25,337

26,337

5.34%

Western State Colorado University
22,953
23,387
23,672
25,350
Source: Colorado Department of Higher Education, FY 2017-18 Financial Aid Report.

25,146

26,337

14.74%

Student loan debt has now surpassed all other forms of non-mortgage consumer debt.13 While this in
part reflects greater participation in higher education, it also reflects the increasing cost of higher
education: per-borrower inflation-adjusted higher education debt has increased more than 35 percent
since 2004.14

Federal Reserve data: https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/g19/current/default.htm
See, for example, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Student Loan Affordability: Analysis of Public Input on Impact and Solutions,
May 8, 2013. http://www.consumerfinance.gov/reports/student-loan-affordability/
12 Colorado Department of Higher Education, FY 2017-18 Financial Aid Report (draft),
13 Donghoon Lee, Household Debt and Credit: Student Debt, February 28, 2013, Federal Reserve Bank of New York
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/newsevents/mediaadvisory/2013/Lee022813.pdf
14 Federal Reserve Bank of New York Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax, cited in Dustin Weeden, Understanding Student
Debt (presentation slides), National Conference of State Legislatures, Legislative Institute on Higher Education, October
11, 2015.
10
11
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While analysts agree that higher education, for completers, is still a good “investment,” others note
that growing student loan debt is delaying or impeding home purchases15 and may affect individual’s
ability to save for other purposes, such as their own retirement or their children’s education.

ADDITIONAL EXECUTIVE PROPOSAL: TAX CREDITS
The Executive request includes adding new refundable state tax credits for higher education as a
TABOR refund mechanism. According to the Governor’s letter, the proposal would match 15 percent
of existing federal tax credits for the American Opportunity Tax Credit and the Lifelong Learning Tax
Credits. These funds would assist individuals with expenses associated with pursuing a degree or
retooling their skills. The Governor’s Office proposes that this tax credit would comprise $22.8 million
of the FY 2018-19 TABOR refund obligation (amount set aside in FY 2018-19 and refunded in FY
2019-20) and $22.1 million of the FY 2019-20 TABOR refund mechanism (set aside in FY 2019-20
and refunded in FY 2020-21).
American Opportunity Tax Credit: This federal tax credit applies to tuition and related expenses paid for
an eligible student for the first four years of higher education. It provides a credit of up to $2,500 per
eligible student. Up to $1,000 is refundable. The credit is available to filers with a modified adjusted
gross income of up to $90,000 (individual) $180,000 (joint), with lower amounts for filers with incomes
between $80,000 and $90,000 (individual) or $160,000-$180,000 (joint).
Lifelong Learning Tax Credit: This federal tax credit applies to higher education tuition and related
expenses at a qualified institution for the person filing taxes or his or her dependent. The credit is
available for individual filers with an adjusted gross income under $66,000 or joint filers with an
adjusted gross income under $132,000 with lower amounts for filers with incomes over $55,000
(individual) or $112,000 (joint).
In response to staff questions, the Governor’s Office provided data and charts identifying the number
of Coloradoans currently accessing these federal programs. In 2016, 154,370 tax filers used these two
federal tax credits, receiving an average tax credit per filer of $1,073. If the refundable tax credit is
based on 15.0 percent of this figure, the average refundable tax credit per filer will be $161 for
the approximately 150,000 households affected.
The charts below show that the largest numbers of filers for the federal credit are in the lowest income
range, although higher income filers receive more per person. The new state credit would apply to the
same groups of tax filers but at 15.0 percent of the amounts shown.

Mezza, Ringo, Sherlund, and Sommer, Student Loans and Homeownership, Federal Reserve Board, 2016.
https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/feds/files/2016010r1pap.pdf
15
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CONCLUSIONS


Of the total request, $23.0 million is for need-based financial aid. The vast majority of this amount
will go to the public institutions. Although the institutions have substantial flexibility in how they
use these funds, the data from prior years indicates that the funds will be directed to low-income
students. Staff supports this component of the request.



Due to the complexity of institutions’ tuition discounting activities, the impact of a tuition cut on
real student costs at some four-year institutions will not be entirely clear. However, by capping
posted tuition and fees, the General Assembly will directly affect what some students pay and will
have a direct impact on the perceived cost of higher education at all institutions.



The proposed new refundable education tax credits could have a positive--though modest-impact on college affordability in Colorado, with an anticipated refund of $161 per filer.



Staff continues to believe that the State would also benefit from a high-profile initiative to address
the perceived cost of college-going.
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ISSUE: THE HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING MODEL
House Bill 14-1319 was adopted, in part, to enable policy makers to direct higher education funding
based on policy goals. The Department has indicated that further study is needed on how well the
model is working, but the General Assembly should consider some adjustments for FY 2019-20 to
direct funding based on current policy considerations.

SUMMARY


The H.B. 14-1319 higher education funding model was adopted to enable legislators to explain
the basis for higher education funding and direct funding based on policy goals, rather than relying
on negotiations among the higher education institutions to determine funding allocations.



In the current period of economic expansion, enrollment at selective research institutions has
increased, but enrollment at most state institutions has declined. The model is driven largely by
enrollment. It has therefore directed more funding toward the research institutions and away from
access institutions such as the community colleges and small rural institutions. This has raised
concerns about how well the model functions, particularly for smaller and low-enrollment
institutions and those institutions serving low-income and other populations that are underserved
in higher education.



The Department has indicated that more evaluation is required to ensure adequate support for
rural and low enrollment institutions and to determine if the tools provided can be used to close
the attainment gaps.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff supports the Department proposal for more evaluation but believes some changes should be
adopted in FY 2019-20, particularly given the size of the Executive Request for higher education.


Staff recommends that the Committee include a Request for Information requesting a re-look at
the funding model. Statute already requires the Department to review the model annually and
recommend changes, but an RFI could provide more direction. The Committee should discuss
with the Department and the institutions what can be completed by July 2019, when the next
funding model report is completed, and the appropriate scope of such a project.



The Committee should consider various adjustments to the model for FY 2019-20 targeted to
improving services for low-income students and rewarding institutions based on high-value
certificates (career and technical education). Staff also recommends adding more support for
comprehensive 4-year institutions, which are not well supported in the model. However, staff does
not recommend increasing funding for Fort Lewis College to the level requested.



The Committee should consider adding a new model tool, designed by legislative staff, to reward
completions by small institutions. To accomplish this in the FY 2019-20 model may require either
CCHE consent or a statutory change. Alternatively, the Committee could request that CCHE
include this new tool as part of its deliberations for the FY 2020-21 model.
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DISCUSSION
BACKGROUND: THE HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING MODEL - H.B. 14-1319
During the 2014 legislative session, the Speaker initiated a bill, with bipartisan sponsorship, to change
the model for funding higher education. For the ten years prior to the adoption of H.B. 14-1319,
funding for Colorado higher education institutions was governed by S.B. 04-189, which dictated the
use of student stipends to be provided to resident undergraduates and fee-for-service contracts with
each governing board to address other state needs. However, for practical purposes, funding for each
governing board was determined using a “base plus” allocation model, with the incremental change
shaped each year through agreements negotiated among the higher education institutions and
approved through legislative action.
By 2014, from the General Assembly’s perspective, it was no longer transparent why any particular
governing board received a particular amount of funding, and the funding authorized seemed to have
little relationship to the fee-for-service contracts authorized in statute (although those were annually
adjusted and executed to comply with the letter of the law). Thus, during the 2014 legislative session,
the General Assembly adopted H.B. 14-1319 (Outcomes-based Funding for Higher Education) to
refine the existing funding model to more explicitly address the fee-for-service components of the
model and to add components based on student retention and degree attainment.
Based on the legislative declaration for the bill, the goals included:
 Pushing the State toward the achievement of policy goals including increasing the number of
students earning high quality postsecondary credentials, improving postsecondary participation
among underserved communities, and ensuring that higher education is available throughout the
State.
 Providing a mechanism for the General Assembly to direct funding based on policy goals.
 Providing a mechanism for explaining funding levels, thus improving the General Assembly’s
oversight of higher education and improving transparency.
 Providing greater predictability in higher education funding.
The statute required the Department to convene stakeholder groups during the 2014 interim to
develop the new model for use in the FY 2015-16 budget request. An initial version of the model was
used in FY 2015-16. In FY 2016-17, the Department submitted a modified version, which was altered
further by the Joint Budget Committee.

STATUTORY FRAMEWORK FOR THE MODEL
House Bill 14-1319 details several major funding categories, as reflected in the chart below. The
statute is highly prescriptive. However, in practice there is space for the General Assembly to adjust
funding based on its policy priorities. The chart shows the basic model components and the pie charts
show the share allocated to each component in the FY 2019-20 request.
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“Fairly balanced”
Role and Mission
Student Stipends
must equal at
least 52.5
Percent of TSA

Performance

Total State
Appropriation
(TSA)

Specialty Education
(vet/med/ag extension),
local district colleges, and area
technical colleges
increase/decrease at average
rate for TSA but may increase
more or decrease less

Total Funding for Public
Higher Education Institutions

FUNDING MODEL
EXCLUDING SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

FUNDING MODEL
INCLUDING SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

Perform
ance,
22%

Role
and
mission,
24%

Specialty
Education,
18%

Student
Stipend,
53%

Performan
ce, 18%

Student
Stipend,
44%

Role and
mission,
20%

COLLEGE OPPORTUNITY FUND STUDENT STIPENDS: These are amounts provided for
undergraduate resident students. Funding for student stipends must constitute at least 52.5 percent of
total state appropriations, as defined by the bill. As shown above, once specialty education is included,
the share of funding from stipends fell to 44 percent in FY 2017-18.
ROLE AND MISSION FUNDING:
component include:
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Institutional mission. Amount to offset the costs incurred in providing undergraduate programs at each
institution, including the following components: selectivity, number of campuses, rural or urban
location, low student enrollment, undergraduate programs with a high cost per student, and whether
the institution conducts research.
Support services for Pell-eligible, first-generation, and underserved undergraduate students. Must include an amount
for Pell-eligible students at least equal to ten percent of the amount of the College Opportunity Fund
stipend. May include amounts for first-generation or underserved students.
Graduate programs. Must include an amount for each graduate student enrolled in an institution, which
amount shall be based on the subject and level of the graduate program.
Remediation. Must include an amount for each eligible governing board to offset the costs incurred in
providing effective basic skills courses and the costs incurred in providing approved supplemental
academic instruction.
Additional factors. Up to two additional factors.
PERFORMANCE FUNDING: The performance funding component includes:
Completion. An amount for each certificate or degree awarded and each student transferring from a
community college. Must include additional amount for each Pell-eligible undergraduate completion.
Retention. An amount for each governing board based on the number of students enrolled in an
institution that make academic progress by completing thirty credit hours, sixty credit hours, or ninety
credit hours.
Additional metrics. Up to four additional performance funding metrics.
GENERAL ROLE AND MISSION AND PERFORMANCE METRIC REQUIREMENTS:
 It is the General Assembly’s intent that the components of the fee-for-service contracts be “fairly
balanced” between role and mission factors and performance metrics.
 Role and mission and performance metrics must be tied to the policy goals established by the
General Assembly and the Commission in its Master Plan and must be transparent and
measurable.
 Each role and mission factor may be applied differently to institutions, but to the extent possible,
similar institutions must be treated similarly.
 Each performance funding metric must be applied uniformly to all governing boards.
SPECIALTY EDUCATION, LOCAL DISTRICT COLLEGES, AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGES: Specialty
education programs (the medical school at the University of Colorado and the veterinary school and
various agricultural extension programs at Colorado State University), as well as funding for local
district junior colleges and area vocational schools are required to increase or decrease at the same rate
as overall funding for higher education institutions (“total state appropriation”) but may increase more
or decrease less.
GUARD RAILS: Through FY 2019-20, the appropriation for a governing board may not increase or
decrease by a percentage that exceeds five percentage points of the average for all the governing
boards. Beginning in FY 2020-21, use of the guardrails is optional.
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ANNUAL PROCESS: The Department and CCHE must annually submit a budget request that includes
a detailed description of role and mission factors and metrics, values assigned, and funding for each
institution for each funding metric. The Joint Budget Committee may modify the model within the
constraints outlined in H.B. 14-1319. Specifically, the JBC is required to follow the minimum statutory
requirements concerning role and mission and performance funding but may apply different weights
to the factors and metrics than the values determined by the commission.
DEPARTMENT ASSESSMENT OF THE MODEL AND JULY 2018 REPORT REQUIRED PER H.B. 141319
As required pursuant to 23-18-306(4), the Colorado Commission on Higher Education submitted a
report detailing the implementation status of the funding model and any recommended changes,
including recommendations for statutory changes. Key findings:
 CCHE does not recommend any changes to statute at this time
 The funding allocation formula can operate effectively in increase, cut, and flat funding
environments
 More evaluation is needed to ensure adequate support for rural and low enrollment institutions
 More evaluation is needed to determine if the tools provided by this statute and utilized within the
model can be used to close the attainment gap in Colorado
 Institutions have indicated that they are changing their strategies to position themselves to perform
better within this formula, but more time and evaluation will be needed to determine the extent
of the impact on institutional behaviors
For FY 2019-120, the Department submitted the model with without changes from the FY 2018-19
version.
HOW HAVE THE ALLOCATIONS CHANGED UNDER THE MODEL?
As can be seen in the charts and tables below, overall funding for the state governing boards has
increased substantially since FY 2014-15 (24.1 percent solely for the model funding). However,
between FY 2012-13 and FY 2016-17 (the actual enrollment used for allocating this funding), resident
student FTE enrollment in higher education institutions actually declined 5.3 percent. This combined
reductions for access institutions such as the community college system (15.5 percent reduction related
to the improved economy) and increases at the state’s research institutions, particularly the University
of Colorado system.
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*College Opportunity Fund Program stipends, and fee-for-service contracts excluding limited purpose FFS contracts distributed based
on H.B. 14-1319.
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STATE FUNDS APPROPRIATIONS BY GOVERNING BOARD FROM H.B. 14-1319 MODEL
FUNDING

FY 2014-15
(PRE-HB 1319)

FY 2018-19
(UNDER HB 1319)*

CHANGE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

Adams State University

$12,837,288

$15,294,223

$ 2,456,935

19.1%

Colorado Mesa University

22,027,251

28,432,752

6,405,501

29.1%

Metropolitan State University

43,681,193

56,485,329

12,804,136

29.3%

Western State Colorado University

10,585,447

13,301,710

2,716,263

25.7%

Colorado State University System

121,978,483

151,551,802

29,573,319

24.2%

10,594,604

12,521,493

1,926,889

18.2%

167,097,810

213,139,212

46,041,402

27.6%

Colorado School of Mines

18,669,456

22,396,891

3,727,435

20.0%

University of Northern Colorado

37,357,027

41,747,359

4,390,332

11.8%

137,465,925

168,015,405

30,549,480

22.2%

$722,886,175

$140,591,691

24.1%

Ft. Lewis College
University of Colorado System

Community College System
Total

$582,294,484
*Includes only the Model amounts in the Long Bill.
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RESIDENT STUDENT FTE (ACTUAL DATA USED IN THE H.B. 14-1319 MODEL)
`

FY 2012-13

FY 2016-17

CHANGE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

Adams State University

1,903

1,798

(105)

-5.5%

Colorado Mesa University

6,598

6,584

(14)

-0.2%

16,266

14,771

(1,495)

-9.2%

Western State Colorado University

1,336

1,630

294

22.0%

Colorado State University System

22,048

21,657

(391)

-1.8%

2,227

1,651

(576)

-25.8%

36,398

40,443

Colorado School of Mines

3,452

3,400

(53)

University of Northern Colorado

8,752

7,525

(1,227)

-14.0%

55,475

46,856

(8,619)

-15.5%

146,315

(8,140)

-5.3%

Metropolitan State University

Ft. Lewis College
University of Colorado System

Community College System
Total

154,455
*Appropriation/actual FTE from two years prior, as used in the model

4,045

11.1%
-1.5%

The following chart shows a simplified view of funding per student FTE, grouping funding into rough
“classes” of governing board.

STATE FUNDING FROM H.B. 14-1319 MODEL PER RESIDENT FTE
FY 2014-15

FY 2018-19

CHANGE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

Adams/Western/Fort Lewis

$6,223

$8,094

$1,871

30%

Metro/Mesa

2,874

3,977

1,103

38%

UNC/Mines

4,591

5,871

1,281

28%
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STATE FUNDING FROM H.B. 14-1319 MODEL PER RESIDENT FTE
FY 2014-15

FY 2018-19

CHANGE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

CU/CSU

4,946

5,873

927

19%

Community Colleges

2,478

3,586

1,108

45%

As reflected above, funding per resident student FTE has actually increased substantially more at the
community colleges, access institutions, and small rural schools than in the large university systems
due to their declining enrollment. However, many of these institutions would argue that this is still
insufficient.
WHAT EXPLAINS THE CHANGES IN FUNDING?

(1) FACTORS INTRINSIC TO THE MODEL
The basic behavior of the model:





The model is driven in significant part by volume: the number of resident undergraduates and the
number of certificates/degree completions. Growth or decline in either area affects allocations.
However, changes in volume are moderated by fixed amount components (primarily 20% for
institutional mission) and guardrails requiring that no institution receive an increase greater than
5.0 percentage points above the overall change in funding and no less than 5.0 percentage points
below the average. [This will no longer be required starting in FY 2020-21 under current law.]
In addition, any individual governing board’s share is affected by the enrollment and performance
of the other boards, since the structure is based on each institution’s share of whatever is being
measured.

Over the last four years, resident enrollment at CU and CSU has increased or remained flat, while
enrollment at the community colleges and most other institutions has declined. This helps to explain
CU and CSU funding compared to some other institutions. However, due to moderating factors
intrinsic to the model, as well as policy changes (discussed further below), the adjustments are not as
dramatic as they would have been if the model were driven purely by volume factors. Note that the
combined funding for Colorado Mesa University and Metropolitan State University of Denver have
increased more than combined funding for CU and CSU, despite net enrollment declines at MSU and
CMU.
The charts below show how the FY 2018-19 model responds under certain simplified enrollment and
performance scenarios. The chart shows the percentage increase or decrease in funding that would
have been experienced by different types of governing boards if the total amount of funding remained
the same but institutions had grown more or less in enrollments and completions.
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As shown:
 If CU and CSU had increased their enrollments and completions by 2.0 percent above the actual,
and other institutions and total funding had remained unchanged, CU/CSU would have received
$2.2 million more while other institutions would have decreased by a total of $2.2 million. This is
less than 1.0 percent of the base funding provided for CU and CSU.


If community colleges, Colorado Mesa University, and Metro State University had increased
enrollments by 10.0 percent, CU and CSU had increased enrollments by 1.0 percent, and all of
these institutions had also increased completions by 5.0 percent, the community colleges would
have increased funding by about $6.0 million or 3.5 percentage points. While significant, the
adjustment is modest when compared to the 10.0 percent increase in enrollment and 5.0 percent
increase in completions. This is due to the various moderating factors in the model.



Increases in completions have less impact than increases in enrollment, as completions represent
less than ¼ of the model, while enrollment is approximately ½. Small institutions are particularly
dependent on “mission” funding. Thus, even significant improvements in completion at the small
institutions (Fort Lewis, Western, and Adams) have a limited impact on their funding.

(2) POLICY DECISIONS AND MODEL CHANGES

The model has been modified by the General Assembly, sometimes upon Department request. In
particular, the General Assembly has made policy decisions in recent years to help support access
institutions such as the community colleges (by placing greater weight on low income students) and
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small institutions (by increasing base mission funding) that have also offset the impact of growing
enrollment at CU/CSU and declining enrollment at other institutions.
Changes to address policy issues
 Replace an “underrepresented minorities” factor with additional funds for low-income Pell
students (FY 2015-16).
 Reduce weight on non-resident completion to one-third of weight for residents (FY 2016-17).
 Increase weight on Pell participation and Pell completions, benefitting access institutions (FY
2018-19).
 Add base funding for small institutions (FY 2018-19).
In addition, the model has also been modified over the years to improve the model’s stability, ability
to stay within the guard rails, and transparency, with most of this occurring in FY 2016-17.
FUNDING MODEL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
The H.B. 14-1319 statute was intended in part to (a) help justify higher education funding by making
the basis for funding more transparent; (b) make it easier for legislators to adopt policy decisions to
modify higher education funding allocations without simply funneling funds to specific institutions.
However, the statute and final model were filled with a variety of components intended to ensure that
no institution lost funding too abruptly (or at least more abruptly than other institutions) and that all
state institutions received what they felt was a fair share.
Some strengths of the model:


It provides funding based on actual data: enrollment, degrees awarded, student retention, lowincome Pell student enrollment and completion, and STEM completion. These elements are the
focus of Colorado’s Higher Education Master Plan and drive about 80 percent of the funding
excluding “specialty education” programs.



The results appear reasonable and provide fairly stable/smooth funding adjustments, so that
manual adjustments to address “guard rails” have been rare. While some institutions have argued
that the model should be more responsive to changes in enrollment and completion, in the current
environment, this would lead to more funding for the large research institutions and less funding
for other institutions. Staff does not believe most of those concerned about the model would
support such a result.



It IS a model, and one that the General Assembly may choose to adjust based on policy
considerations. Previously, the institutions annually negotiated how any new funds or reductions
would be allocated. Now, the General Assembly has a tool for allocating or adjusting funding
among the institutions based on policy considerations.

Some weaknesses:
Results of the Model Over Time:
 The model has difficulty supporting smaller institutions that are size-constrained by their
locations and other factors. Small institutions are more reliant on General Fund than larger
institutions but tend to be “buffeted” by the enrollment changes of the largest institutions: CU,
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CSU, and the community colleges. Even mid-sized institutions such as the University of Northern
Colorado and the Colorado School of Mines face this problem. This is a significant problem. The
Department and the General Assembly need a way to address this. In the FY 2019-20 request, the
Department:
o added in additional amounts to keep Adams and Western within the guard rails ($320,000
for Adams and $160,000 for Western); and
o reclassified For Lewis as a smaller institution, on the basis that it’s enrollment had fallen
below 3,000 FTE in FY 2017-18, adding $1,550,000 to its base funding


As seen from the charts above, under the post-recession enrollment environment, large research
institutions have been growing, while other institutions have not. The community colleges and
access institutions such as Metropolitan State University feel that they should benefit more from
the model, given the populations they serve and the State’s goals for credentialing more of the
population. Furthermore, large research institutions have experienced large growth in non-resident
populations, which helps subsidize their operations but is not addressed in the model. The model
can be adjusted to place more emphasis on access institutions, but the Department has generally followed the lead of
the General Assembly in making adjustments. The Department proposed no adjustments for FY 201920.

Conceptual Issues within the Model
 The mission portion of the model essentially represents “base” funding and is therefore difficult
to justify. Some institutions receive far more than others for historic reasons. This “base” funding
becomes less important over time, but it remains integral to how the model operates and is critical
for small institutions. Staff would like to see some mechanism for determining under what
circumstances these base amounts should be adjusted and, to the extent feasible, staff would like
to see another effort to rationalize these amounts.


Statute requires that funding for “specialty education” programs (medical and veterinary school),
as well as funding for local district colleges and area technical schools simply increase/decrease in
concert with the average. There is no real basis for determining whether such funding levels are
reasonable or not. While the Department might request and the General Assembly might choose
this path, the statutory requirement seems excessive.

Mechanics:
 While it is possible to adjust the model, it is not easy. Adding (or subtracting) funds for any
particular element of the model tends to have unexpected consequences affecting other
institutions. Further, given a requirement that 52.5 percent of the model go for the COF stipend
(undergraduate resident enrollment) and that no institution increase/decrease more than five
percentage points from the average each year through FY 2019-20, there has been limited “wriggle
room” for adjustments. The mechanics will be less challenging when the guard rails phase out next
year.


The model could be simpler. There are some capped components within the model--$20 million
for weighted credit hours and a $10 million “productivity” factor--that have little function. In
addition, the completions portion of the model includes many multipliers that make it complex.
Because of this, even institutions may not be certain that the results are accurate.
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HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING MODEL 14-1319 2.0 - FURTHER STUDY?
As outlined in the Department’s July 2018 report to the JBC, it supports ongoing study of the model.
Staff understands that the Department and institutions may be interested in taking a more serious look
at the funding model for changes in FY 2020-21. This seems appropriate. It will have been five years
since the model was first put into place. Department staff have indicated that it might be appropriate
to run a bill on this topic. From staff’s perspective, this is not necessary. The Department already has
a statutory mandate, outlined in Section 23-18-306(4), C.R.S. to submit a report on the funding model
and any changes it proposes. For several years, it has recommended the status quo or limited changes.
The Committee may wish to consider a Request for Information asking the Department to convene
the higher education stakeholders to help review the model and may want to direct the Department
to focus on particular parts of the model.
Staff supports a review of the model. Staff encourages the Committee to request that both the
Department and higher education stakeholders comment on the breadth of the proposed
review: Do they propose a ground-up re-do of the model? A more limited and focused effort
to address how the model affects funding for smaller institutions?
Ultimately:
 There will always need to be some mechanism for allocating funding among governing boards,
and none of the participating governing boards will ever be entirely satisfied by the result.
 Staff believes an allocation model that ties to real data, including student completions (and not
just enrollment) is valuable. Staff also supports continuing to include model components to weight
low-income students and students who are the “first generation” in their family to pursue postsecondary education more heavily than other students.
 Staff believes the General Assembly should retain tools for modifying funding to address policy
goals and not turn all control back to the governing boards to negotiate how funding is allocated.
While staff supports a review of the model, staff believes that there is sufficient dissatisfaction with
the results of the current model that the General Assembly should adjust weights in the current model
for FY 2019-20-- rather than putting off any adjustments for yet another year.

MODEL CHANGES TO CONSIDER FOR FY 2019-20
Staff recommends that the Committee consider adjustments the model for FY 2019-20 to:
o Place greater emphasis on access institutions and services to lower-income
students;
o Provide additional support to smaller, struggling institutions.
Urban comprehensive institutions and community colleges rely far more heavily on the General Fund
and resident student tuition to serve their students than the large research institutions. The large
research institutions provide invaluable benefits to the State and successfully serve large numbers of
students with need, but they have far more resources from multiple sources to serve their student
populations. The State has become a “minority shareholder” in virtually all public institutions of higher
education, but this is particularly true at the research institutions. Urban four-year institutions and the
community college system do not have the same recourse to non-resident student revenue, and their
students are both more price-sensitive and less prepared academically.
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Rural schools receive disproportionately high levels of state support, but without such support they
may not be able to survive. The State supports them as much for their economic benefit to their
communities as for their educational contributions.

The attached spreadsheet shows as preliminary staff effort to address what appear to be concerns
about the model. These are changes that (with one exception) could be applied in FY 2019-20 without
statutory adjustments or further action by any entity other than the JBC/General Assembly. While
staff supports a more serious examination of the model moving forward, that does not mean that the
status-quo must hold for FY 2019-20.
This is strictly an example and does not represent a final staff recommendation for figure
setting. Instead, it is intended to demonstrate the impact of various changes to the model that
are feasible within the current structure of the model.
Increase Weight for Pell Students
 Substantially increase the weight on the add-on for Pell students in the student stipend
from the current 12.5% to 25.0%. This funding applies to students who receive the COF stipend
(undergraduate resident students) who also have sufficient financial need to qualify for a federal
Pell grant. This change would recognize the fact that this population is generally more expensive
to serve than other portions of the student population. Low-income students are less likely to
retain and complete than other members of the student population and are particularly price-
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sensitive. Increasing funding based on an institution’s share of such students will enable
institutions with high concentrations of students in this category to either reduce their prices (list
price or via student scholarships) or add student support services that assist such students in
completing their credentials.


Also, increase the weight on completions for Pell students from a 1.0 factor to a 1.5 factor.
Pell completions are currently counted as double the value of an ordinary completion. This change
will instead heighten the weight to 250 percent of the completion for a non-Pell student.
SHARE OF UNDERGRADUATE RESIDENT CREDIT HOURS BY PELLELIGIBLE STUDENTS
`

FY 2017-18

Adams State University

69%

Colorado Mesa University

39%

Metropolitan State University

43%

Western State Colorado University

29%

Colorado State University System

29%

Ft. Lewis College

30%

University of Colorado System

34%

Colorado School of Mines

23%

University of Northern Colorado

37%

Community College System

35%

Weighted Average

35%

Staff would have preferred to add a new component for “first generation” students who do not have
a parent who has earned a college degree, since this is a group that overlaps with but is not identical
to the low-income student population. There is strong evidence that this population has a more
difficult time completing college and needs additional supports. The JBC has requested that the
Department add a component for first generation students for several years, and the Department has
indicated that it wishes to do so. However, the Department reports that even though it is committed to moving
in this direction, it does not have adequate data to allocate funds on this basis.
Reduce Weight on Weighted Credit Hours
 Offset the increase for Pell by reducing the allocation for weighted credit hours from $20.0
million to $4.0 million. The weighted credit hour calculation multiplies each credit hour in which
a student is enrolled by a factor that is related to the anticipated cost of offering the type of course.
Thus, a doctoral science course is weighted at several times the cost of an undergraduate English
class. The Department originally added this component in FY 2015-16 and then proposed
removing it entirely in FY 2016-17 on the grounds that it was another volume-based element that
provided results that were not very different from other model components. JBC staff
recommended retaining a capped amount for weighted credit hours because of statutory
requirements that the model include “amounts” for each graduate students and each student who
required remediation. There was no other component in the model that delivered such “amounts”.
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The option described would retain $4.0 million in funding for this element, pending a future
statutory change. Weighted credit hours direct more funding to research institutions, while the
Pell component directs more funding to access institutions.
Increase Weight on Certificates
 Increase the weight on certificates from .25 of a bachelor’s degree to .3 of a bachelor’s
degree. The community college system has advocated for some time that if the State is serious
about increasing the share of the population with a credential, as outlined in the State Higher
Education Master Plan, it must place greater emphasis on credentials outside of the 4-year
baccalaureate pathway. There are legitimate concerns about what types of certificates are valuable,
since there are many types of certificates. However, the model only recognizes credentials that:
 Span at least 24 credit hours; or
 Span less than 24 credit hours and meet the federal “gainful employment” 16 definition or
represent the highest award earned at stop-out. When multiple certificates of less than one
year are earned by a student, then only one is counted.
Last year, the community colleges pursued legislation (later withdrawn) that would have required
certificates to be counted at 50 percent of a bachelor’s degree. Staff is not eager to see further statutory
constraints on the model, but agrees that the General Assembly should consider placing greater weight
on certificates, given state Master Plan goals.
Support Small Institutions Through Mission Funding and/or New Tool
 Make further adjustments in mission funding. The mission funding portion of the model is
problematic: it includes flat amounts by type of institution (e.g., research versus comprehensive;
small versus large). This is consistent with statute, but there is not a strong rational foundation for
the particular amounts in this section of the model. The amounts are in essence “base” funding,
reflecting historic decisions of the General Assembly and the need to comply with guard-rails
within the higher education funding model.
There is currently no mechanism within the model for addressing the needs of small or
financially fragile institutions in the model other than this mission/base funding component.
The Department request already “reclassifies” one small institution (to make it eligible for more base
funding) and adds funding for the other two to remain within the guardrails.
While the small institutions require attention due to the challenges they face, they are not a large share
of the higher education budget: Fort Lewis, Western and Adams together comprise about 5.6 of the General
Fund budget for higher education and are disproportionately reliant on the General Fund (35-60 percent of
their budget if financial aid is included). The community college system also subsidizes its
smaller/more rural institutions internally: approximately half of Lamar Community College’s budget
also comes from the General Fund, compared to 25 percent for the largest community colleges.
Rather than these guardrail adjustments, the Committee could consider adjusting base “mission”
funding again in FY 2019-20. Staff feels that the increase provided for Fort Lewis is disproportionate,
The federal Department of Education has indicated that it intends to eliminate or substantially restructure the “Gainful
Employment” rule adopted during the Obama administration. It appears that this rule will remain in place through FY
2019-20. However, if the federal rule is modified, the State may need to find an alternative method for determining whether
a certificate is deemed valuable.
16
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given the issues across the small institutions and the fact that Fort Lewis is again seeing very healthy
funding increases from the Native American Tuition Waiver. However, staff recommends continuing
to add some funding for all three institutions. The General Assembly has broad flexibility to make
adjustments to role and mission funding based on the requirement that similar institutions be treated
similarly to the extent feasible.
One option is simply to (1) eliminate the various guard-rail adjustments added by the Department;
and (2) instead increase the base funding for comprehensive institutions by at least $400,000 for
Adams and Western (which are grouped together in the model), and at least $200,000 for Fort Lewis,
Pueblo, and CMU (which are grouped together).


Consider adopting a new tool within the model, developed by legislative staff, that
provides a counter-weight to the elements of the model that focus on size. This could be
used in FY 2019-20. However, statute at Section 23-18-307 (4), C.R.S., reflects the expectation
that that the JBC will adjust weights in a model submitted by CCHE. In light of this, it may be
stretching statutory intent for the JBC to add an entirely new component to the funding model
without agreement from CCHE: “In developing the annual general appropriations bill, the joint
budget committee shall follow the provisions of section 23-18-303 in calculating the amount of
fee-for-service contracts, including the role and mission funding factors and performance funding
metrics as determined by the commission, but may apply different weights to the factors and
metrics than the values determined by the commission..” Therefore, staff recommends that the
Committee ask the Department if it will consider adopting the new tool for FY 2019-20 or,
at a minimum, incorporate this tool in its discussion of future model changes for FY 202021.

Background: This summer, staff solicited help from Legislative Council economist staff to develop a
tool that would:


Provide a mechanism for directing funding to small institutions other than ad-hoc mission funding
adjustments; and



Tie this to institutional performance in the form of degrees and certificates awarded to resident
students.

The resulting tool: (1) uses the “point” system for resident degrees and certificates used elsewhere in
the funding model; and (2) divides these points to identify certificates/degrees per resident FTE; and
(3) further divides this total by resident FTE, so that the resulting formula is certificates &
degrees/(resident FTE)2. Community colleges may be weighted separately from four-year institutions.
The model results are shown below, based on 2018 actual data, $1.0 million dollars, and assuming
community colleges are weighted at 10 percent of other schools.
The existing funding model currently includes a component that was intended to reward the
performance of small institutions, the so-called “productivity factor”. However, in practice, this model
component simply provides $1.0 million per governing board. Staff believes that the new tool
developed with LCS assistance would actually deliver on the intent of the earlier tool. If this is added
to the funding model, staff anticipates that it would grow over time but would remain a small
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component of overall funding, since it is designed to target funds to institutions that comprise
a small portion of the overall higher education funding picture.

Front Range Community College
Pikes Peak Community College
Arapahoe Community College
Community College of Aurora
Community College of Denver
Red Rocks Community College
Pueblo Community College
Colorado State University
University of Colorado Boulder
Metropolitan State University of Denver
Northeastern Junior College
Morgan Community College
Trinidad State Junior College
University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Otero Junior College
Colorado Northwestern Community…
Colorado Mesa University
University of Colorado Denver
Lamar Community College
University of Northern Colorado
Colorado State University - Pueblo
Colorado School of Mines
Western State Colorado University
Fort Lewis College
Adams State University

$1,326
$1,611
$2,269
$2,322
$2,915
$2,969
$5,620
$13,883
$13,902
$14,735
$17,369
$21,366
$22,057
$23,399
$23,595
$30,700
$31,743
$31,973
$34,977
$35,659
$80,299
$91,007
$144,139
$161,295
$188,868

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS: SMALL SCHOOL PERFORMANCE TOOL
SHARE OF FUNDING (FY 201718 ACTUAL DATA)

GOVERNING BOARD
Adams State University

19%

Mesa State University

3%

Metropolitan State University

1%

Western State Colorado University

14%

Colorado State University System

9%

Ft. Lewis College

16%

University of Colorado System

7%

Colorado School of Mines

9%

University of Northern Colorado

4%

Community College System
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EXAMPLE OF MODEL CHANGES: BOTTOM LINE RESULTS
The table below compares the results of the staff example to the request, both from the perspective
of the General Fund impact and from the perspective of General Fund in combination with resident
tuition. These changes are at the margin, and the General Assembly could decide that it wishes
to adjust the model more. In particular, staff believes additional funding for the smaller
institutions may be warranted. A relatively modest adjustments to the mission funding or use of
the new tool could have a substantial impact on funding for small institutions. While staff anticipates
that there will be further changes, this demonstrates the type of adjustment that as feasible
within model constraints.
DEPARTMENT REQUEST V. STAFF EXAMPLE FOR ALLOCATING GENERAL FUND INCREASE:
CHANGE TO GENERAL FUND BASE
FY 2019-20
GENERAL FUND
BASE FUNDING*
Adams

FY 2019-20

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE TO
GF

REQUESTED
GENERAL FUND
INCREASE

STAFF EXAMPLE
MODEL FOR FY
2019-20 GENERAL
FUND INCREASE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE TO
GF

STAFF PRELIMN.
ABOVE/(BELOW)
REQUEST

$15,294,223

$1,223,112

8.0%

$1,577,368

10.3%

$354,256

Mesa

28,732,752

3,287,349

11.4%

3,889,933

13.5%

602,584

Metro

56,785,329

7,025,687

12.4%

8,158,572

14.4%

1,132,885

Western

13,501,710

1,065,410

7.9%

1,428,278

10.6%

362,868

152,751,802

19,400,320

12.7%

18,518,740

12.1%

(881,580)

Fort Lewis

12,521,493

2,079,352

16.6%

1,087,834

8.7%

(991,518)

CU System

216,039,212

30,029,993

13.9%

27,249,032

12.6%

(2,780,961)

Mines

22,396,891

2,767,033

12.4%

2,277,432

10.2%

(489,601)

UNC
Community College
System

41,822,359

4,895,705

11.7%

4,725,554

11.3%

(170,151)

168,477,365

22,089,647

13.1%

25,286,400

15.0%

3,196,753

$728,323,135

$ 93,863,608

12.9%

$94,199,143

12.9%

$335,535

CSU System

Total

*Excludes one-time appropriations but includes some funding outside the base for limited purpose
fee-for-service contracts.
DEPARTMENT REQUEST V. STAFF EXAMPLE FOR ALLOCATING GENERAL FUND INCREASE:
CHANGE TO GENERAL FUND + RESIDENT TUITION BASE
FY 2019-20 GENERAL
FUND+RESIDENT
TUITION BASE
FUNDING*

REQUESTED GENERAL
FUND INCREASE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE ON BASE
OF GF+RES
TUITION

FY 2019-20

STAFF EXAMPLE MODEL
FOR FY 2019-20
GENERAL FUND
INCREASE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE ON
BASE OF GF
+RES
TUITION

Adams

26,640,223

1,223,112

4.6%

1,577,368

5.9%

Mesa

84,925,223

3,287,349

3.9%

3,889,933

4.6%

Metro

161,662,329

7,025,687

4.3%

8,158,572

5.0%

22,495,633

1,065,410

4.7%

1,428,278

6.3%

392,196,311

19,400,320

4.9%

18,518,740

4.7%

Fort Lewis

22,385,930

2,079,352

9.3%

1,087,834

4.9%

CU System

722,170,466

30,029,993

4.2%

27,249,032

3.8%

80,390,095

2,767,033

3.4%

2,277,432

2.8%

Western
CSU System

Mines**
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DEPARTMENT REQUEST V. STAFF EXAMPLE FOR ALLOCATING GENERAL FUND INCREASE:
CHANGE TO GENERAL FUND + RESIDENT TUITION BASE
FY 2019-20 GENERAL
FUND+RESIDENT
TUITION BASE
FUNDING*

REQUESTED GENERAL
FUND INCREASE

111,155,528

4,895,705

4.4%

4,725,554

4.3%

398,988,494

22,089,647

5.5%

25,286,400

6.3%

$2,023,010,231
$93,863,608
4.6%
$94,199,143
*Excludes one-time appropriations but includes some funding outside the base for limited purpose fee-for-service contracts.
**The General Assembly does not appropriate tuition for the School of Mines.

4.7%

UNC
Community
System
Total

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE ON
BASE OF GF
+RES
TUITION

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE ON BASE
OF GF+RES
TUITION

College

FY 2019-20

STAFF EXAMPLE MODEL
FOR FY 2019-20
GENERAL FUND
INCREASE

As reflected in these tables:
 The staff example would allocate more funding to Metro, Mesa, the community college system,
Adams and Western, and less to the other boards. Since these institutions are most dependent
upon resident student tuition revenue (community colleges, Metro, and Mesa) and the General
Fund (Adams and Western), these adjustments should be meaningful and are likely to make the
proposed tuition cap more palatable.


Although the example would reduce funding for Fort Lewis College, the Department’s request
also includes a $2.3 million General Fund increase in FY 2019-20 for the Native American Tuition
Waiver.



The Colorado School of Mines would be most negatively affected in this scenario. However, the
General Assembly does not appropriate tuition for the School of Mines, so it will remain free to
increase resident tuition. It is also least dependent on the State General Fund. Finally, during the
2018 legislative session, the General Assembly adopted legislation that allows for a greater share
of non-resident students at the research institutions, and this is projected to facilitate a significant
increase in nonresident tuition revenue for both CU and Mines in FY 2019-20.
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OTHER APPROACHES: TARGETING FUNDING FOR SPECIFIC IMPROVEMENTS
During the 2018 legislative session, the General Assembly appropriated $16,747,025 through S.B. 18262 (Targeted Master Plan Funding) on a one-time basis. This included $13,557,760 allocated among
the higher education institutions. The bill as introduced included a different funding formula from
that included in the Long Bill (derived from negotiations among the higher education institutions). It
also included requirements that additional funds be used to support the higher education Master Plan
and gave the Colorado Commission on Higher Education an opportunity to review those plans and
“comment” on them (though not to require any changes).
In the final days of the legislative session, the General Assembly modified the bill to allocate the funds
based on the H.B. 14-1319 funding model used in the Long Bill, with adjustments proposed by CU
and CSU to redistribute a portion of their funding to other institutions. It also limited the funding to
a single year and eliminated those portions of the bill that did not specifically relate to appropriations.
In response to staff questions, some institutions provided information on how the funds in S.B. 18262 were used and how institutions might choose to use such funding if it were continued in the
future. Responses are summarized below.
Fort Lewis: Directed funds to advisor positions that would otherwise have been cut due to the
institution’s budget shortfalls.
Mines: Directed funds to summer bridge programs for underrepresented students and
recruitment programs targeted at underrepresented students. Mines also increased financial
aid for resident students.
Adams State: Directed funds to student success initiatives, such as software to streamline degree
mapping and scholarship processes.
UNC: Invested in STEM-focused teacher preparation by fostering a community of support
and ties between K-12 educators and science and math communities, as well as providing
financial support for student teachers who have completed required coursework in the
math/science track.
CMU: Purchased instructional equipment, including a nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer and anatomy models; and expanded its Maverick Innovation Center, which
focuses on student-centered entrepreneurship and collaborations with government and
industry.
Community College System: Increase credential completion: Helped fund start-up costs for a center for
integrated manufacturing, which will house and allow for expansion of precision machining
and optics technology programs and build new programs in automation and electronics
engineering technology. Erase equity gaps: Funded a student success navigator to help
underserved students navigate college onboarding; and provided equity-focused faculty
training. Improve student success: Expanded tutoring services and software for on-line tutoring
programs so that some help is available at all times, added counseling support, redesigned and
expanded tutoring services, and added new classroom technology.
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Colorado Mountain College: Funds contributed to the college’s one-time initiative to buy-down
bachelor’s level tuition in FY 2018-19.
University of Colorado System: UCB invested in classroom technology to enable improved online
learning; UCCS used funds supporting its College of Education work with regional and rural
school districts; Anschutz Medical Campus focused on expanding student mental health
programs and online offerings; UCD invested in activities to increase student retention and
persistence, including student advisors.
As can be seen from this list, institutions engaged in a wide range of activities that they believed further
the interests of their students and their institution. Activities did not fit cleanly into a particular type
or category of quality improvement, since the initiative, even as originally proposed, was not narrowly
tied to particular outcomes but rather to the very-broad State Master Plan goals.


If the General Assembly is concerned about the allocation of funds among the institutions, staff
encourages the General Assembly to address this though adjustments to the higher education
funding formula, rather than through a collection separate bills to fund individual institutions’ pet
projects. If the funding model feels too cumbersome to implement changes the Committee seeks
for FY 2019-20, it could run a bill implementing specific exceptions or changes to the model for
FY 2019-20.



If the JBC is excited about funding specific types of activities at the governing boards-- workbased learning, educator preparation, higher education access and completion for low-income,
first-generation students--it could carve out funds to:




Develop one or more bills on those specific topics and allocate funds among the institutions
associated with those bills; and/or
Adopt legislation that would enable the JBC and the General Assembly to consider “decision
items” for higher education beyond the funding included in the higher education funding
model; and/or
Set aside a portion of the total request for a grant program to be administered by CCHE that
identifies the specific goals the General Assembly wishes the funds to accomplish.

If the JBC wishes to set aside funds for specific policy initiatives it thinks are exciting, it
should do so. The Department has requested funds for one proposal (educator preparation program
grants), and staff has included an option for the Committee’s consideration in a later issue (a pilot
program on work-based learning). However, at this point, staff does not recommend opening the
door to FY 2019-20 “decision items” or initiating a broad new grant program to allocate higher
education funds.


The administration is currently in transition, its future direction is not entirely clear, and the
Department has many vacancies. Staff does not believe the Department is well positioned to assist
in vetting specific projects or necessarily interested in this at this point in time.



Staff does not believe the General Assembly and its staff is well situated to carefully examine
detailed “decision item” proposals from up to 31 public higher education institutions--particularly
not for activities to be funded in FY 2019-20. Historically, the General Assembly has sought to
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limit lobbying around specific proposals from institutions. Because of this, the current higher
education funding model requires that most funding outside the funding model derive from
statutory changes, rather than decision items.
If the JBC is interested in reinstating a “decision item” option, it may wish to ask the
institutions to comment on this option during the hearings or in the FY 2019-20 report on the
funding model.
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Request

Mesa

Metro

31,504
$2,961,418
0.8%
17.6%

186,766
$17,556,043
4.9%
54.3%

415,153
$39,024,341
11.0%
60.4%

38,877
$3,654,471
1.0%
24.8%

565,818
$53,186,883
14.9%
52.6%

41,676
$3,917,576
1.1%
28.8%

878,080
$82,539,545
23.2%
51.1%

83,665
$7,864,463
2.2%
31.9%

201,245
$18,917,047
5.3%
40.7%

1,346,144
$126,537,563
35.5%
65.5%

$31,145,955
Gov board's share of category 4.7%
Share of gov board's funding

21,829
$512,982
1.6%
3.0%

73,732
$1,732,702
5.6%
5.4%

176,441
$4,146,364
13.3%
6.4%

11,430
$268,593
0.9%
1.8%

165,761
$3,895,372
12.5%
3.9%

12,623
$296,641
1.0%
2.2%

296,217
$6,961,088
22.3%
4.3%

19,457
$457,228
1.5%
1.9%

74,492
$1,750,562
5.6%
3.8%

473,380
$11,124,423
35.7%
5.8%

20,000,000
(16,000,000)
4,000,000
$4,000,000
Gov board's share of category 0.6%
Share of gov board's funding

235,840
$47,168
1.2%
0.3%

839,922
$167,984
4.2%
0.5%

1,806,198
$361,240
9.0%
0.6%

207,032
$41,406
1.0%
0.3%

3,177,050
$635,410
15.9%
0.6%

176,944
$35,389
0.9%
0.3%

6,105,303
$1,221,061
30.5%
0.8%

716,996
$143,399
3.6%
0.6%

1,028,667
$205,733
5.1%
0.4%

5,706,048
$1,141,210
28.5%
0.6%

Build IN Mission tab
$126,968,208
($298,217) $126,669,991
$126,669,991
Gov board's share of category 18.9%
Share of gov board's funding

$9,676,458
7.6%
57.4%

$5,649,228
4.5%
17.5%

$5,762,213
4.5%
8.9%

$8,126,458
6.4%
55.2%

$18,747,491
14.8%
18.5%

$6,299,228
5.0%
46.3%

$27,512,226
21.7%
17.0%

$10,055,626
7.9%
40.8%

15,485,626
12.2%
33.3%

$19,355,437
15.3%
10.0%

65,843
140,118,207
140,118,208
Gov board's share of category 20.9%
Share of gov board's funding

1,131
2,406,911
1.7%
14.3%

2,922
6,218,544
4.4%
19.2%

6,739
14,341,514
10.2%
22.2%

717
1,525,403
1.1%
10.4%

11,045
23,503,687
16.8%
23.3%

896
1,907,697
1.4%
14.0%

19,771
42,074,179
30.0%
26.1%

2,357
5,016,472
3.6%
20.3%

4,242
9,027,528
6.4%
19.4%

16,022
34,096,273
24.3%
17.6%

10,000,000 $
10,000,000 $
Gov board's share of category
Share of gov board's funding

1,077,786 $
10.8%
6.4%

966,441 $
9.7%
3.0%

993,494 $
9.9%
1.5%

1,011,823 $
10.1%
0.6%

1,046,128 $
10.5%
4.2%

1,050,758 $
10.5%
2.3%

877,801
8.8%
0.5%

$188,868
18.9%
1.1%

$31,743
3.2%
0.1%

$14,735
1.5%
0.0%

$144,139
14.4%
1.0%

$94,182
9.4%
0.1%

$161,295
16.1%
1.2%

$69,274
6.9%
0.0%

$91,007
9.1%
0.4%

$35,659
3.6%
0.1%

$169,097
16.9%
0.1%

16,871,591
15,294,223
$1,577,368
10.3%
TRUE

32,322,685
$28,432,752
$3,889,933
13.7%
TRUE

64,643,901
$56,485,329
$8,158,572
14.4%
TRUE

14,729,988
$13,301,710
$1,428,278
10.7%
TRUE

101,077,775
$90,512,990
$10,564,785
11.7%
TRUE

13,609,327
$12,521,493
$1,087,834
8.7%
TRUE

161,389,196
$143,247,711
$18,141,485
12.7%
TRUE

24,674,323
$22,396,891
$2,277,432
10.2%
TRUE

46,472,913
$41,747,359
$4,725,554
11.3%
TRUE

193,301,804
$168,015,404
$25,286,400
15.1%
TRUE

14,729,988
14,367,120
362,868
2.5%

68,992,767
170,070,542
170,952,123
(881,581)
-0.5%

13,609,327
14,600,845
(991,518)
-6.8%

78,999,048
240,388,244
243,169,205
(2,780,961)
-1.1%

24,674,323
25,163,924
(489,600)
-1.9%

46,472,913
46,643,064
(170,150)
-0.4%

193,301,804
190,105,052
3,196,752
1.7%

COF stipend
COF Stipend Rate
Credit hours

Change
Total Funding
DRAFT - FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY

$94
3,788,929

94

$356,159,350
Gov board's share of category 53.2%
Share of gov board's funding
Pell Stipend
Percentage stipend per Pell eligible
12.5%
Pell credit hours
Total Awarded to Pell COF stipend

Weighted Credit Hours
Weighted Credit Hours
20,000,000

Mission

0.125

Completions/Retention
Points, based on settings in C&R
140,118,207

Institutional Productivity
10,000,000
- DHE tool

-

25.0%
1,325,360

Adams

Western

969,518 $
9.7%
6.6%

CSU Sys

1,014,750 $
10.1%
1.0%

Ft. Lewis

991,501 $
9.9%
7.3%

CU

Mines

UNC

CCs

1,000,000
Institutional Productivity - new tool
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
Points, based on settings in productivity & can adjust CC
Gov
weight
board's
in the
share
tool
of category 0.1%
Share of gov board's funding
Subtotal - Pre- Specialty Education
FY 2018-19 Long bill
Increase over prior year
Percentage Change
Guard rail OK?
Specialty Education
Total FY 2019-20
Compare w/ Department request
Calc above/(below) req
% dif
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$669,093,504

min
max

669,093,504
591,955,862
77,137,642
13.03%
8.03%
18.0%
147,991,815
817,085,319
816,749,783
335,536
0.0%

16,871,591
16,517,335
354,256
2.1%

32,322,685
31,720,101
602,584
1.9%

64,643,901
63,511,015
1,132,885
1.8%
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APPENDIX: REQUESTED FUNDING MODEL DETAILS

FY 2019-20 Higher Education Funding Model: General Fund

% Total Funding Excluding specialty ed.
FY 2018FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 19 Long
FY 2019Enacted
Enacted
Bill
20 Request

Stipend
$94 per eligible resident undergraduate FTE for FY 2018-19 (previously $83)

54.6%

53.6%

53.1%

53.3%

20.6%

20.6%

20.4%

19.0%

3.8%

3.7%

3.4%

3.0%

2.1%

1.9%

2.3%

2.3%

17.1%

18.4%

19.2%

21.0%

1.9%

1.8%

1.7%

1.5%

Role and Mission
Mission Differentiation/base funding
Flat amount per type of institution + Inflation + Rural base + special factors
Adams State University
9,544,520
Colorado Mesa University
5,423,259
Colorado School of Mines

10,055,626

CSU System

18,521,522

Community colleges

19,355,437

Fort Lewis College

7,473,259

Metropolitan State University of Denver

5,762,213

CU System

27,512,226

University of Northern Colorado

15,485,626

Western State Colorado University

7,834,520

Weighted Credit Hours (capped at $20.0 million)
Credit hours provided by each institution
(non-resident credit hours excluded), weighted by type of class.
For example, a graduate science course might be worth 8 times
an undergraduate history class.
Pell
12.5 percent of stipend for Pell-eligibles
Performance/Outcomes Funding
Non-residents weighted at 30 percent of residents:
Completions - 85 percent of performance funding
Number of degrees/transfers:
.25 for a certificate or transfer to 1.25 for a graduate degree
weighted extra 0.5 for STEM disciplines and 1.0 for Pell
Retentions - 15 percent of performance funding
Number of students completing 30/60/90 credits (4 yr)
or 15/30/45 at two-year institution
Institutional Productivity (capped at $10.0 million)
Credentials per 100 SFTE
Data sources: All model funding components are based on
actual prior year data including for number of FTE eligible
for COF stipend (FY 2017-18 for FY 2019-20 model),
weighted credit hours, and Pell.
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ISSUE: WINNERS AND LOSERS - FINANCIAL HEALTH
OF COLORADO HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
As State funding has declined, state institutions have engaged in increasingly intense competition to
bring in students, whose tuition and fees support institutional operations. There are winners and losers
in the competition for students, and some highly leveraged institutions have seen declining, rather
than increasing, enrollment. This is a particular problem at the state’s three more remote
comprehensive institutions.

SUMMARY


As State funding has declined, state institutions have engaged in increasingly intense competition
to bring in students, whose tuition and fees support institutional operations.



In the effort to improve their competitive position, a number of Colorado public institutions have
become highly leveraged to support facilities they believe will attract students. However, these
expenses have not always paid off. There are winners and losers in the competition for students,
and some highly leveraged institutions have seen declining, rather than increasing, enrollment.



This is a particular problem at the state’s three more remote comprehensive institutions: Adams
State University, Western State Colorado University, and Fort Lewis College. Each of these
institutions broke off from a larger board in the early 2000s with the goal of improving their
competitive position. Adams and Western invested heavily in new buildings, so that capital fees
to pay bonds now represent 35-40 percent of a resident student’s tuition and fee bill.



All of these institutions are now struggling with enrollment declines. While each has unique
challenges and strengths, all are of great economic importance to their local communities. Further,
if they are not able to achieve success, the State government is the only available financial backstop.
There is no larger board available to support them with financial or technical resources.

RECOMMENDATION
The Committee should discuss with the Department and the institutions:
 How institutions are addressing declining enrollment.
 Mechanisms for assisting smaller schools and those with declining enrollment through the
operating and/or capital budgets. What is the best approach? How differently should small
institutions be treated from other institutions? Should they be treated differently if they are part
of a larger board? Do mid-sized boards also need special consideration?
 Are institutions interested in exploring governance changes? If so, is there any action the General
Assembly should contemplate now, such as authorizing further study?
 Can the State help ensure that institutions with fewer resources have a mechanism for tapping
expertise from other institutions when needed? Does this require any new systems or structures?
 Is there anything more the State can or should do to help increase public awareness of all public
institutions, including small entities that are lesser known?
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DISCUSSION
WINNERS AND LOSERS
In the late 1990s, the General Assembly authorized reports on the future of higher education in the
State, including one on higher education governance. At the time, the State had five governing boards:
 The University of Colorado System (UCB/UCD/UCCS, CU Medical Campus)
 The Colorado State University System: at the time comprised of CSU in Fort Collins, Fort Lewis
College, and CSU Pueblo (the Board was at the time was called the State Board of Agriculture and
CSU Pueblo was called the University of Southern Colorado)
 The Colorado State College System: at the time comprised of Metropolitan State College of
Denver, Mesa State College, Adams State College, and Western State College.
 The University of Northern Colorado; and
 The Colorado School of Mines
The report by the NORED group, Steady Progress: Higher Education Governance in Colorado at the Dawn of
the 21st Century (November 2000)17, recommended, among other items:
 Deregulation of the higher education system to give higher education institutions greater
flexibility. Governing boards representing individual institutions were to develop compacts
(performance contracts) with the State. These were to be negotiated between CCHE and boards.
While the State/CCHE would establish each governing board’s role and mission, other decisions,
such as programs of study would be left to the new governing boards to determine.
 Merging Adams State College, Mesa State College, and Western State College with the Colorado
State University system and renaming the University of Southern Colorado (in Pueblo) to more
clearly identify its association with CSU.
 Placing Metropolitan State College of Denver and Fort Lewis College under their own
independent boards.
Some of these recommendations were ultimately adopted by the General Assembly, while the State
took a different direction on others.
 Statute was changed to allow CCHE to establish performance contracts with boards and to limit
its regulatory authority over boards that entered into such performance agreements. The move
was accelerated by General Fund cuts in the early 2000s and changes to designate institutions as
enterprises under TABOR. More recently, the JBC sponsored legislation to eliminate the
performance contract structure for most institutions in favor of more clearly reflecting governing
boards’ functional autonomy in statute.
 The General Assembly adopted legislation to place Metropolitan State College of Denver (now
MSU Denver) under its own board. It also adopted legislation to separate Fort Lewis College from
the CSU system.
 However, instead of moving Adams, Mesa, and Western under the CSU system, the General
Assembly created separate governing boards for each of them, thus dissolving the state college
system. There had always been tension within the state college system between urban and rural
institutions, as the more rural institutions required higher subsidies and the urban institutions
resented this. The state college system institutions ultimately felt that they would receive better

17

https://highered.colorado.gov/Publications/Studies/2000/200001_SP_NORED_99-1289.pdf
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attention and support if they operated under independent boards with ties to their regions, rather
than a distant, larger entity.
These moves in the early 2000s were closely followed by a recession and steep cuts in state
appropriations for higher education. Institution became more dependent upon tuition revenue, and
competition among the institutions for students intensified. As reflected in the charts below, there
have been winners and losers in this competition for students:
Winners:
 The University of Colorado System has grown across all institutions.
 Colorado State University at Fort Collins has grown.18
 The Colorado School of Mines has grown

Colorado Mesa University has grown
Mixed Bag:
 MSU Denver has grown overall but declined since peaking during the recession.
Challenges
 The University of Northern Colorado has been declining since peaking during the early 2000s
 Most of the State’s smaller institutions are struggling: Adams State University, Western State
Colorado University, and Fort Lewis College, as well as CSU Pueblo.

18

The first chart below reflects CSU Fort Collins and CSU Pueblo combined. It does not includes CSU Global.
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Because institutions are now so dependent upon tuition revenue, their enrollment trends have
substantial implications for their financial health.
Beginning in the 2014 legislative session, staff began to track the financial health of public higher
education institutions, using a ratio analysis approach common in the higher education sector: the
Composite Financial Index (CFI). The CFI combines four financial ratios (primary reserve ratio,
viability ratio, return on net assets, and net operating ratio) to provide an overall indicator of a
governing board’s financial well-being. The CFI is calculated on a scale from below 0 to 10.0, with a
result below 0 indicating that the institution’s viability is in question and a score of 3.0 representing
the threshold for moderate financial health. Further details on the calculation are included in an
appendix.
The CFI is affected by large infusions of assets for capital construction, which can make figures jump
suddenly from year to year. However, from the chart below it is easy to see that the governing
boards for Adams, Western, the University of Northern Colorado, and Fort Lewis College
have faced greater financial challenges than the other boards. All four institutions show net operating
losses for FY 2017-18.
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Note: Figures are adjusted to remove the impact of GASB 68 and GASB 75 (pension and post-employment liabilities) and
Perkins Loan liquidations.

In addition, since 2016, State Treasurer has been required to submit annual report related to the
financial health of higher education institutions because of the State’s role in higher education bonds.
The State provides a financial backstop for bonds issued by most of the state institutions. For bonds
issued under the higher education revenue bond intercept program (Section 23-5-139, C.R.S.), loan
rates are based on the state’s credit rating rather than the institution’s, and the State agrees to make
bond payments if the institution is unable to do so. Under statutory provisions amended in S.B. 16204, the Capital Development Committee and Joint Budget Committee must approve requests that
increase a governing board’s debt under the program.
The Annual Report on State Institutions of Higher Education (Sept. 2018), assesses whether institutions qualify
for the higher education revenue bond intercept program and, even if they qualify, whether they have
been experiencing financial difficulties. The report includes credit ratings for each the boards, which
are a good source of information on their financial health. As of the date of the report, the Treasurer
anticipated that all of the higher education governing boards qualify for issuing debt under the higher
education revenue bond intercept program with the exception of Western Colorado State University,
which has too low a credit rating.
The table below summarizes bond rating information for each of the boards. Moody’s ranking order
is, top to bottom: (Aa1, Aa2, Aa3 ,A1, A2, A3, Ba1, etc.). The ratings agencies also provide an outlook
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indicating if a governing board’s rating is stable, negative, or positive, i.e., whether the agency believes
it is more likely to decline, remain the same, or increase in the future.
As shown, the lowest-ranked institutions are Western State Colorado University
(Baa1/stable), Adams State University (A3/negative), the University of Northern Colorado
and (A3/stable). Fort Lewis College was recently downgraded from A2/stable to
A2/negative, given its declining enrollment.

All four of the governing boards that have been experiencing declining enrollment bear
watching: UNC, Fort Lewis, Adams, and Western. CSU Pueblo has also faced substantial
problems with declining enrollment. However, unlike all of the other boards above, it operates as part
of a system. The CSU System has been willing to support the institution with financial transfers and
providing some technical support. Staff encourages the Committee to explore with all of these
institutions their long-term vision, whether plans for growth and financial stability are
realistic, and what role they believe the State should play in helping to promote their stability.
The remainder of this issue focuses on the state’s smallest institutions--Adams, Western, and Fort
Lewis. However, both CSU Pueblo and UNC also face significant challenges. UNC’s situation is
particularly concerning precisely because it is not small. UNC invested heavily in an effort to turn around
enrollment that has not been fruitful. Under new leadership, it is now beginning to explore “right
sizing” and the likelihood that its current smaller size may be the new normal. If it can stabilize at a
smaller size, it will remain a vibrant an important community presence in Northern Colorado.
However, if UNC falls into further financial difficulty, the State will have difficulty providing

meaningful assistance, given its annual operating budget of nearly $250 million per year.

ADAMS STATE UNIVERSITY
Adams State University (ASU) is a state institution located in Alamosa, in the San Luis Valley. ASU
served 2,405 students in FY 2017-18 and had an operating budget of $69.1 million. The school offers
both undergraduate and graduate programs on-campus and on-line. It is an important resource for
the San Luis Valley but also brings in some students from New Mexico and other states. Athletic
programs are a major component of its marketing efforts.
ASU has been in an increasingly precarious situation for multiple years. Although new management
appears to be working diligently to address its challenges, its financial situation is still marginal.
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Until 2003, Adams was overseen by a single governing board that oversaw Adams, Mesa, Metro,
and Western State. July 1, 2003, H.B. 03-1093 dissolved the joint board and established separate
boards for each of the state colleges.



Between 2008 and 2012, during the heart of the recession, Adams invested heavily in new capital
construction projects. Like the other former state colleges, Adams had concluded that, in a higher
education environment in which institutions were competing for students, it had to become more
attractive to survive. As of June 2018, ASU had $69,788,690 in bond and capital lease debt. This is
about the same size of its operating budget and represents over $29,000 per student enrolled in the institution in
FY 2017-18. Annual payments on this debt totaled $4,275,176 per year.



Student fees, driven by capital costs, are at $3,704 per year, compared to resident tuition of $5,736 in FY 201819, i.e., primarily capital-driven fees represent 39.2 percent of charges levied on resident students. As highlighted
in a February 2017 performance audit by the Office of the State Auditor, ASU has limited ability
to increase tuition: “…our analysis showed that Adams’ net tuition revenue per student, at $5,636
per student FTE, is the highest of its peer group. Thus we believe that above-market price
increases are not an optimal path for future revenue growth.”19



As payments on new buildings and athletic facilities were coming due, the economy began to
recover. Low-income students typically served by ASU were drawn back into the workforce, and
ASU undergraduate enrollment declined. Although ASU’s total enrollment has been relatively
stable, most of its income is derived from its on-campus undergraduate student population. Its
undergraduate population fell from a high of 1,967 in FY 2011-12 to 1,504 in FY 2017-18.



The institution’s problems were compounded by problems with its educational quality,
accreditation, and management. In 2014, an investigative report, “Confessions of a Fixer” in the
Chronicle of Higher Education20, found that ASU’s on-line courses had been used to maintain
athletic eligibility for athletes in Division I institutions in other states who would not have
otherwise maintained academic eligibility under NCAA standards. This led to an investigation by
ASU’s accreditor, the Higher Learning Commission, which in 2015 found a range of problems in
ASU’s extended studies programs such as grossly over-enrolled online courses with insufficient
faculty to student ratios. ASU had brought on a new president in mid-2015, Dr. Beverlee McClure,
who reacted with public defiance to HLC findings. In February 2016, HLC placed the institution
on academic probation. As part of this, ASU was required to inform every prospective student
that its accreditation could be revoked. ASU’s president adopted a “guaranteed tuition” program
in 2016 with the idea of increasing enrollment, but enrollment and revenue continued to fall.



In January 2016, Moody’s downgraded ASU’s credit rating to A3 from A2. The outlook on this
underlying rating was negative. The institution’s FY 2016-17 financial audit (December 2017)
highlighted its poor financial condition, with a recommendation from the auditors that: “Adams
State University should continue to identify opportunities for revenue growth by considering new strategies in its
recruitment efforts and by considering alternative avenues of financing. In addition, the University should search for
efficiencies in its operations to decrease expenses and minimize future losses.” The Audit noted that, “although

Huron Consulting Group, Performance Evaluation of Adams State University, February 15, 2017.
https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/audits/1665p-b_adams_state_university.pdf
19

20

https://www.chronicle.com/interactives/fixer_main
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the University has developed new strategies such as budget reductions, a guaranteed tuition rate
to retain students, revamped the student orientation process, and restructured debt, the trend of
financial decline has continued.” Staff has never seen such explicit concern outlined in a financial audit. The
institution’s most recent financial report indicates that its assessment of the institution’s progress
on this issue is pending through 2019.



In February 2018, the Board first placed the president on leave and then accepted her resignation.
A faculty member, Dr. Matt Nehring, stepped as interim president in to help substantially
restructure the institution’s financial position and identify budget cuts. For FY 2017-18, the board
took a variety of one-time reductions providing $800,000 in saving. For FY 2018-19, the
administration identified $2.7 million in reductions institution-wide, including eliminating of 27
positions. The General Assembly also provided funding increases through the base budget and
one-time support through S.B. 18-262. On July 1, 2018, Dr. Cheryl Lovell, President of Rocky
Vista University in Parker, was brought on as interim president. On July 9, 2018, HLC fully lifted
Adams’ probationary status.



In July 2018, Moody’s again affirmed Adams A3 rating and negative outlook. However, the ratings
rationale noted management’s “sharp focus on expense reductions and expected improved
operating performance” in 2018-19 as well as relatively strong liquidity (cash reserves).



As of early September 2018, when JBC staff traveled to Alamosa to meet with staff at the
institution, financial and management staff appeared hopeful. They appeared comfortable with a
new strategic plan, and the school had approved some faculty salary increases. Enrollment seemed
to have strengthened.

Although JBC staff is cautiously optimistic about the institution’s future under new
management, its highly leveraged position puts it at great risk. All of the higher education
institutions report that they face intense competition for students. ASU students must pay high fees
associated with the significant debt previously incurred by the institution, and the institution serves a
disproportionately low-income population. Given its relatively high price and unimpressive academic
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reputation, it is unclear whether ASU will be able to position itself in the market for students over the
long term.
Economic Impact of ASU: A 2015 analysis of ASU conducted by an ASU faculty member estimated the
impact of ASU at $78 million on the San Luis Valley in FY 2014-15 and $111.8 million statewide. ASU
is the only four-year institution in Valley.

WESTERN STATE COLORADO UNIVERSITY
Western State Colorado University (WSCU) is located in Gunnison. It served 2,119 students in FY
2017-18 and had an operating budget of $58.5 million. The institution serves the small communities
in its area, but also brings in students from the Front Range and out-of-state who are drawn to its
mountain location.
WSCU does not appear to have faced the same management challenges as ASU in the last five years,
and there are important developments at the institution that provide hope for the future. However,
WSCU is even more leveraged than ASU.
Like ASU, WSCU was formerly part of the state college system that was dissolved in 2003 pursuant
to H.B.03-1093. Also like ASU, WSCU embarked on an ambitious period of capital construction
between 2009 and 2015, much of which was financed by debt. As of June 30, 2018, it had bonds and notes
payable of $87.6 million, about 1.5 times its operating budget and nearly $43,000 per student FTE enrolled in the
institution. Student fees, driven by capital costs, are at $3,490 per year, compared to resident tuition of $6,624 in FY
2018-19, i.e., primarily capital-driven fees represent 34.5 percent of charges levied on resident students.
In September 2013, Moody’s downgraded WSCU’s rating to Baa1 with a negative outlook. This
makes it one of the few state institutions in the country to have a credit rating below the A
level. In 2015, Moody’s retained WSCU’s underlying Baa1 rating but upgraded its outlook to stable
from negative. This rating was reaffirmed in August 2016 and has not been updated since.
A February 2017 performance evaluation by the Office of the State Auditor highlighted the fact that
WSCU generated between $3 and $5 million per year in operating cash flows before depreciation and interest FY 2013
through FY 2015, but the University’s debt service requirements, net of a federal interest subsidy, totaled about $5
million per year, offsetting the positive cash flows. “Given its recent capital-intensive growth strategy and
increased debt burden, Western cannot afford additional, large, debt-financed capital investment.
Western needs to increase operating cash flows by $2 to $3 million above FY 2015 levels to cover its
debt service burden and capital renewal needs.” 21 Staff understands that this position could become
even worse in the future. Debt and assets associated with the new Business School were originally
financed through the University’s Foundation, presumably to limit WSCU’s debt profile. However,
the Foundation has been unable to cover the payments, so the building and related debt is expected
to be transferred back to WSCU.
Thus far, the institution has not been able to increase its annual revenue on this scale. Due to
competitive market pressures, it has kept its tuition flat. Further, after a year of strong enrollment
growth in FY 2016-17, enrollment again declined in FY 2017-18.

21

Huron Consulting Group, Performance Evaluation of Western State Colorado University, January 31, 2017.
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The school reports that it has implemented intensive efforts focused on enrollment and retention. As
of September, it was pleased with the size of its freshman class but was concerned about retention. It
had launched an intensive program to survey all students early in the year to help identify those that
may need additional supports. It already offers a collection of “low residency” and on-line graduate
programs in fields as diverse as environmental management and fine arts and is working to build more
of these.
Further, this fall Western announced an $80 million donation to enable it to construct a new
engineering center. Through a “2+2” collaboration with the University of Colorado, students will
be able to complete two years as students at Western and then complete their final two years as
students of the University of Colorado in a program operated on Western’s campus and staffed with
CU personnel. This is an immense donation for a school of this size: the gift will provide an infusion
of assets that substantially exceeds Western’s current net position. WSCU also anticipates that this
collaboration will help raise its public profile and increase the size of its student population. The
program is expected to serve cohorts of about 75 students, a modest number, but WSCU hopes that
this, combined with other efforts to improve recruitment and retention will support its plans to grow
enrollment by 200 FTE by 2020.
Economic Impact: A study by a WSCU faculty member found that in FY 2015-16, direct impact of
WSCU on the local economy was $40.8 million, and the indirect impact was $70.5 million, the
equivalent of 19 percent of net earnings by residents of the county.22

FORT LEWIS COLLEGE
Fort Lewis College is located in Durango. It served 2,938 students in FY 2017-18, almost entirely
undergraduates. Its FY 2017-18 operating budget was $84.3 million. Colorado State University’s board
formerly oversaw Fort Lewis, but Fort Lewis separated from CSU and was placed under its own
independent board of governors in 2002 pursuant to H.B. 02-1419.
Fort Lewis differs from every other public higher education institution in the State in its unique
mission to serve Native American students. Its original property in Hesperus was deeded to the
institution by the federal government in 1911 on the condition that it would be used for an educational
institution that served Indian students free of charge.
Although the institution changed over time from a secondary to a post-secondary institution and
moved its location, the federal courts have enforced a requirement that the tuition waiver be provided
regardless of a student’s residency status. In 1971, Colorado passed legislation requiring Native
American students at Fort Lewis who came from outside Colorado to pay tuition, while resident
Native American students would be admitted free of charge. The federal government sued the State,
resulting in an injunction requiring that tuition be waived for all Native American students. The 1972
District Court ruling against the State was subsequently upheld by the federal Court of Appeals.
To comply with a federal treaty, Section 23-52-105, C.R.S. requires that the General Assembly
appropriate funds to cover 100 percent of the cost of tuition for qualified Native Americans who wish

22

Paul Holden, The Role and Impact of Wester State Colorado University on the Economy of Gunnison County (2017).
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to attend Fort Lewis College. The college waives tuition for these students up front, and then receives
reimbursement in the following fiscal year.

In FY 2017-18, one-third of the school’s population was Native American, with most of these (almost
30 percent of the total population) non-resident students. For these non-resident students, the State
pays the full “sticker price” for non-resident tuition. For the last decade, the population served at Fort
Lewis has declined, but the share of the population comprised of non-resident, Native American
students has increased. As a result, state General Fund provides a larger share of Fort Lewis’
revenue than any other institution receives. For FY 2019-20, the Department’s request includes
an increase of $2,293,590 General Fund for the Native American Tuition Waiver, bringing total
payments to $19,319,449. This reflects an increase in the size of the nonresident Native American
population, as well as a rate increase of 5.0 percent for both resident and non-resident students that
was approved by the JBC for FY 2018-19.
The Native American Tuition Waiver payments enable the institution to discount the tuition rate of
other students (37 percent discount rate) and provides a financial underpinning for the institution that
has kept its bond rating at A2, a higher level than other small institutions. Unlike ASU or WSCU,
Fort Lewis has not leveraged itself excessively for capital construction activities. Its outstanding debt
is about $53 million, representing about 63 percent of its operating budget or about $18,000 per
student. This, in combination with the Native American Tuition waiver, places it in a stronger
underlying financial position that ASU or WSCU and has allowed it to retain an A2 credit rating.
Nonetheless, enrollment drops have been severe. Over the last ten years, enrollment has declined
from 3,719 in FY 2006-07 to less than 3,000 in FY 2017-18. If not reversed, this will threaten the
institution’s viability. Moody’s recently downgraded Fort Lewis to a negative outlook.
In spring of 2018, Fort Lewis announced that it would implement $4.2 million in operating budget
cuts in FY 2018-19 to respond to the decline. Due to increases in state support and higher enrollment
projections, the institution has been able to direct funds to additional marketing and recruitment.
However, the school implemented both voluntary and involuntary separations to help right size. Fort
Lewis will need to reverse enrollment trends to avoid further deep cuts.
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It appears that a part of the institution’s enrollment decline may have been related to a
misinterpretation of new state rules regarding admission standards effective fall 2019. The school
interpreted these requirements to mean that all students must be college ready when starting at the
school. Approximately 35 percent of each class has required remediation, so Fort Lewis had taken
steps to tighten its admissions standards, which in part drove the enrollment decline. Relaxing these
standards has resulted in an increase of the recruiting class of 7.2 percent, according to the institution’s
recent financial audit.23
At the end of FY 2017-18, the college’s former president, Dene Thomas retired, and the college
brought in Dr. Tom Stritikus, former deputy director of K-12 education at the Gates Foundation and
former Dean of the College of Education at the University of Washington. Under Dr. Stritikus, the
college is exploring additional steps to retain students and build new programs. The college has
significant underused space, and Dr. Stritikus believes the college should be able to grow enrollment
substantially. The school’s informal goal is to grow back to 3,700 students to become sustainable. It
has been implementing a variety of programs to improve student retention and completion for several
years.
From a budget perspective, staff is eager to see the college regain enrollment, but would be
concerned if that enrollment took the form of rapid growth in the nonresident Native
American population. The Native American Tuition Waiver provides an important benefit for
Native American students and the college, but excessive growth of the nonresident Native American
population can be a state “budget buster”.
Economic Impact: A 2014 economic analysis of the college conducted by institutional staff noted that it
is the third largest employer in La Plata County (301 staff) with a financial impact, including
“multipliers”, on the local economy of over $151 million. The study estimated that about four percent
of all La Plata County jobs were generated by Fort Lewis. 24

NEW GOVERNANCE OR SUPPORT STRUCTURE? OPERATING OR CAPITAL SUPPORT?
Governance Change Options

Declining enrollment at the small institutions, coupled with projections that the number of students
at four-year institutions will decline, has raised questions about whether the State should once again
restructure higher education governance and consolidate some institutions under larger boards. No

entity has indicated to staff that it is seeking a merger or consolidation. Most of the small
boards are leery of such consolidation, and staff does not believe large boards are eager to
take over smaller struggling institutions if those institutions are not interested.
From a staff perspective, there are potentially benefits to housing smaller entities under a common
board.


The most obvious is that larger, wealthier entities can provide a financial backstop to a financially
troubled smaller institution. The CSU system has transferred several million per year to CSU-

Fort Lewis College Financial and Compliance Audit, Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2018 and 2017.
https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/audits/1804f_fort_lewis_college.pdf
24 Fort Lewis College Economic Impact and Analysis Report, Fiscal Year 2012-13 (November 2014)
https://www.fortlewis.edu/Portals/269/Docs/Economic-Impact-Report-1-6-15.pdf
23
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Pueblo in recent years to help keep the institution financially viable and invest in various system
improvements. The 13-member community college system internally subsidizes its small rural
institutions in its allocation formula.


In addition, a shared governing board helps to promote a network of expertise that may be
shared among institutions. If an institution loses a person in a key position, the governing board
can help temporarily reassign someone from another institution to fill the hole. Adams State

University has had some significant administrative challenges, as well as financial
challenges, in recent years. Could those problems have been averted or lessened had there
been other entities with expertise engaged? Its most recent financial audit indicates material

weaknesses in the organization’s accounting structures. It mightt be easier to address those with
the help of another experienced entity. Likewise, Fort Lewis College may have unnecessarily
restricted admissions based on a misinterpretation of state rules. A network might have helped
with that.


Finally, in some cases there may be financial savings and performance benefits available from
some “back office” and other shared service consolidation. The community college system shares
its online course structure across its institutions. The University of Colorado System has a robust
central office that supports its individual institutions with shared accounting system and services,
shared procurement services, and various other expert resources that help ensure compliance with
legal standards and address problems or questions at individual campuses. CU has also spent several
million in joint marketing campaigns to help promote all of its institutions.
On the other hand, the CSU system has a much more limited central office presence or shared
activities. Most expertise is located in the CSU Fort Collins offices, and CSU-Pueblo has only
recently received new accounting technology that aligns with that used by CSU Fort Collins.
Financial staff warn that although there may ultimately be some savings from back-office
consolidation, the process of aligning systems, including purchasing new shared systems
for managing activities such as accounting and human resources, may be extremely
expensive. In addition, when institutions are physically remote form each other, there are far
fewer opportunities for savings that are not IT-based. Individual campuses still require faculty,
admissions staff, counselors, dining halls, registrars, athletic facilities, etcetera.

In sum, governance changes may offer benefits but are not likely to be a silver bullet. Whether or not
there are governance changes, however, institutions can obviously benefit from selective
alliances. The 2+2 engineering programs that CU has launched with both CMU and WSCU provide
an interesting example of how different institutions may align in ways that benefit both. The
Department may be able to facilitate more “lending” of expertise across institutions, even
when institutions do not build formal alliances. If ASU needs additional assistance in tightening
its accounting systems, can CCHE help coordinate help from other institutions? Can CCHE help
ensure that all entities understand the implications of new admissions policies? To staff, this is a core
function that CCHE should provide.

Financial Support


Operating Support: The General Assembly needs to consider how much additional operating
support small institutions may need to remain viable. Two of the State’s small institutions are
under new leadership. All three indicate that they are pursuing new directions that they believe
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will help grow enrollment. Whether these predictions are realistic is difficult for staff to assess. As
previously discussed, staff does believe the funding model needs to address the needs of smaller institutions more
explicitly. The new tool staff has proposed is one method for doing this, but there are clearly others approaches. Staff
hopes that institutions will weigh in on this.
Capital debt payments: For the institutions that are in significant debt and where revenue is
therefore constrained, the General Assembly may want to consider actions to pay off debt (or
assume some of it). Staff dislikes the precedent of asking the General Assembly to assume debt
payments for projects the General Assembly did not approve on the front-end. However, staff
also notes that since the end of the recession the General Assembly has approved new
capital construction projects for each of the small governing boards. While these projects
were doubtless important to the institutions, would it have been more beneficial,
particularly for those that are severely indebted, to instead pay off existing project debt?
Should there be some mechanism for requesting this from the Capital Development
Committee? For FY 2019-20, the request prioritized by OSPB does not include amounts for
ASU or WSCU but does include $25.3 million Capital Construction Funds for the Whalen
Gymnasium expansion at Fort Lewis. Some funds for this were initially appropriated in FY 201819. This represents a state investment of over $8,000 per student enrolled at the school. As
previously noted, Fort Lewis is not overly-leveraged like the other small institutions. However,
given its enrollment challenges, the Committee may want to explore with the College how
this project fits in to its overall strategic plans and whether, moving forward, it would
prefer assistance for other types of capital investments (e.g., capital renovation and renewal)
in lieu of funding for new buildings.
CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION APPROPRIATIONS
Adams State University
CCF
CF
RF
FF
Fort Lewis College
CCF
CF
RF
FF
Western State Colorado University
CCF
CF
RF
FF
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TOTAL FY 2012-13
TO FY 2018-19
$34,777,316
34,777,316
0
0
0
41,904,131
37,338,461
4,565,670
0
0
34,306,415
33,399,789
906,626
0
0
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APPENDIX: METHODOLOGY FOR THE COMPOSITE FINANCIAL INDEX
The method used follows the approach outlined in Strategic Financial Analysis for Higher Education (Sixth
Edition) by Praeger, Sealy and Co., KPMG, and BearingPoint, 2005. 25 Many higher education
institutions use the ratios and composite financial index outlined in this report. They are also used by
accrediting bodies to assess institutions’ fiscal health.
In this approach, four key ratios are used to measure the public institution’s financial resources, debt,
and financial performance. These are outlined in the table below. The ratios incorporate the
performance of institutions’ foundations, as well as the institutions themselves.
Ratio Name
Primary
Ratio

Reserve

What
Measures
Resource
Sufficiency

it

Calculation

As described in Strategic Financial Analysis for

expendable assets/
annual expenses

“Expendable net assets represent those assets that the
institution can access relatively quickly and spend to
satisfy its debt obligations. This ratio provides a
snapshot of financial strength and flexibility by
indicating how long the institution could function using is
expendable reserves without relying on additional net
assets generated by operations.” (p. 56)
“The Viability Ratio measures one of the most basic
determinants of clear financial health: the availability
of expendable net assets to cover debt should the institution
need to settle its obligations as of the balance sheet
date.” (p. 63)
“This ratio determines whether the institution is financially
better off than in previous years by measuring total
economic return. This ratio furnishes a broad
measure of the change in an institution’s total wealth
over a single year and is based on the level and change
in total net assets, regardless of asset classification.”
(p. 73)
“This ratio is a primary indicator, explaining how the
surplus from operating activities affects the behavior
of the other three core ratios. A large surplus or deficit
directly impacts the amount of funds an institution adds to or
subtracts from net assets…” (p. 84)

Viability Ratio

Debt
Management

expendable assets/
debt

Return on Net
Assets Ratio

Asset
Performance

change in net
assets/ total net
assets

Net
Operating
Revenues Ratio

Operating
Results

Net income or
loss/ total annual
revenues

Higher Education, Sixth Edition

The governing boards assisted staff by providing the data for the Composite Financial Index (CFI)
for each governing board, following the methodology outlined in Strategic Financial Analysis for Higher
Education. Because financial statements now include pension and other liabilities, the institutions
provide figures that eliminate these liabilities. This is the approach accreditors use for required annual
financial reporting from institutions. To arrive at the CFI, each of the four ratios is converted to a
strength factor along a common scale. Then, each of the strength factors is weighted to provide a
total index score. Note that the CFI weighs resource sufficiency and debt management more heavily
than operating results.

25

http://www.prager.com/Public/raihe6.pdf A 7th edition (2010) is also available, but the key ratios have not changed.
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Conversion to common
scale "strength factors"
(divide raw ratio by
value below)
Resource Sufficiency: Primary Reserve Ratio
Debt Management: Viability Ratio
Asset Performance: Return on Net Assets Ratio
Operating Results: Net Operating Revenues Ratio

Weight factors for CFI
(weights allocated to
each scaled value to
produce the composite
CFI)

0.133
0.417
0.020
0.013

35.0%
35.0%
20.0%
10.0%

Strength factors and the CFI are numbers are on a 10 point scale, described as follows:
1.0 = very little financial health
3.0 = the “threshold value”, a relatively stronger position
10.0 = the top score within range for an institution
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ISSUE: REQUEST R4 COLORADO TEACHER
SCHOLARSHIP
The FY 2019-20 budget request for the Department of Higher Education includes $6,560,000 General
Fund for a high profile grant program for students pursuing a teaching credential. This initiative would
require a bill.

SUMMARY












A 2017 report by the Departments of Education and Higher Education highlighted teacher
shortages in Colorado and the nation. Shortages are focused in particular locations (e.g., rural or
hard-to-serve urban) and professional specialties (e.g., special education and math).
Potential teachers are discouraged from entering the profession due to poor teacher
compensation, high teacher training costs, and challenging working conditions. Teachers leave the
profession or move schools and school districts for the same reasons.
Enrollment and completion in “traditional” baccalaureate programs based in higher education
institutions has been declining since at least FY 2010-11.
The FY 2019-20 budget request for the Department of Higher Education includes $6,560,000
General Fund for a high profile grant program for students pursuing a teaching credential. This
was submitted as Request R4.
The program would provide grants of $4,000 per year for 257 students through four-years of
teacher education. It would also provide an additional $4,000 per year for the first two years of a
student’s employment as a teacher in a high demand subject area or geographic area with a teacher
shortage.
The Department hopes that this initiative will change the public perception of the teaching
profession and make traditional educator preparation more attractive for students.
The request includes funding for program evaluation and an outreach website (teach.org).
This initiative would require a bill.
Many program details and assumptions are not yet clear.
Staff is uncertain how many new teachers the program will provide for hard-to-serve schools and
specialties in return for a substantial state outlay.

EVIDENCE BASED EVALUATION
Request R4 contains a plan to conduct a quasi-experiment to assess the impact of teacher scholarships.
Performing a quasi-experiment will move the program toward the evidence-informed category. The
Governor’s Office reports moderate confidence in the effectiveness of the evaluation proposed. This
program falls between step 3 (assess outcomes) and step 4 (attain initial evidence) on the evidence
based continuum. The program outcomes are teacher recruitment/enrollment, matriculation,
placement (including geographic location and subject(s) taught), and student loan debt/debt. If
legislation is adopted related to this proposal, staff anticipates that the legislation will require reporting
on the program’s impact.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff believes Education Committee members may be in a better position than the JBC to negotiate
the details of this or a similar new policy initiative. If JBC members are eager to engage in shaping the
program, staff will assist. Either way, because the JBC will need to decide if it wishes to set aside funds
for a bill on this topic, staff recommends that the Committee continue to solicit input from the
Department on the potential costs and benefits of the proposed program.

DISCUSSION
TEACHER SHORTAGES
During the 2017 legislative session, the General Assembly adopted H.B. 17-1003, Concerning a Strategic
Action Plan to Address Teacher Shortages in Colorado. This legislation requesting a report on teacher
shortages in Colorado. The resulting study from the Departments of Education and Higher Education
was released December 1, 2017: Teacher Shortages across the Nation and Colorado26 (Teacher Shortages Report).
The following information is from that report, with some additional more recent information from
other sources.
TEACHER SHORTAGES AND COMPENSATION
The Teacher Shortages Report reviewed relevant national and state-based research, finding as well as data
collected through a state survey and thirteen town hall meetings. Some key findings:
 There are teacher shortages across the nation, but shortages vary across states, school districts,
schools, and subject content areas.
 In the nation and Colorado, content-area shortages are similar to those in the nation as a whole,
including shortages in special education, math and science.27
 Economically disadvantaged schools have difficulty hiring teachers because schools compete for
teachers. Hard-to-staff schools may provide lower salaries and difficult working conditions.
 In Colorado and nationwide, rural districts struggle to attract and retain teachers. Only six percent
of Colorado students are served in rural districts, but rural and small rural districts comprise
seventy-four percent of all districts in the state.
 School districts serving economically disadvantaged urban areas and remote rural areas often have
no alternative but to staff classrooms with teachers who are not yet qualified.
Recent data from the Colorado Department of Education indicates that average Colorado teacher
salary in FY 2017-18 was $52,728, about 15 percent lower than the national average. There are large
variation across districts. The following examples are from Colorado Department of Education data.28
The lowest average salaries are often in very small rural districts.

26 https://highered.colorado.gov/Publications/Reports/teachereducation/2017/TeacherShortages_Nation_Colorado_D

ec2017.pdf
27 A teacher shortage survey completed by the Department of Education was not mandatory, and it appears that data on
shortages
in
the
State
by
district,
subject
area,
or
school
are
not
complete.
https://www.cde.state.co.us/educatortalent/teachershortage2017
28

https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdereval/averageteachersalaries2018
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AVERAGE TEACHER SALARY
FY 2017-18
$71,711
57,157
50,757
47,410
37,677
29,356

Cherry Creek 5
Jefferson County
Denver County
Canon City RE-1
East Otero
Woodlin R-104 (eastern Plains)

EDUCATOR LICENSURE TRENDS
Enrollment in traditional educator preparation programs has been on the decline for at least a decade.
Colorado statute provides two paths for educator licensure:



“Traditional” Educator Preparation Programs offered through higher education institutions for
individuals who do not yet have a baccalaureate degree; and
“Alternative” Educator Preparation Programs targeted to people who have a baccalaureate degree
but who have not completed formal training as an educator.

There are 21 state approved traditional educator preparation providers and 25 alternative providers.
Traditional programs are offered by four-year institutions of higher education with undergraduate and
post-baccalaureate programs that include coursework and practicum experience. Most alternative
programs allow participants to complete required licensure coursework and practicum experiences
while serving as a teacher of record. Some require a limited amount of coursework and practicum
experience prior to entering the classroom, while others do not, and the amount of coursework and
practice varies.
The charts below, taken from the report, show educator preparation program enrollment and
completer data and the share of completions from traditional and alternative programs in the State.
As shown:
 From academic year 2010-11 to academic year 2015-16, enrollment in Colorado’s teacher
preparation programs fell by 24.5 percent.
 Completions over that same time fell 16.7 percent. This reflected a decline in completion of
traditional programs of 24.5 percent, offset by an increase in completions of alternative teacher
preparation programs.
Colorado is more reliant than other states on alternative teacher preparation pathways.
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The overall decline in enrollment in traditional educator preparation programs mirrors national trends.
The report notes research and feedback in town halls citing some of the following contributing factors
discouraging prospective teachers from the profession:
 lower salaries for teachers than other professions;
 the cost of education versus return on investment;
 low prestige; and
 perception of teacher working conditions and school climate.
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IN-STATE LICENSURE: ONLY ONE PIECE OF THE PUZZLE
The Teacher Shortages Report also includes information indicating that increasing the number of
participants in educator preparation programs will only address a part of the problem. For example:
 U.S. Department of Education estimates that nearly a third of educator preparation program
completers do not enter teaching. Thus, increases in the number of completers may not
translate 1:1 into new teachers.
 About half of empty Colorado teaching positions are filled by people coming from out of
state. Colorado completers doubtless also leave for jobs out-of-state. The State faces both interstate and inter-district competition.
 Teacher retention is critical to addressing shortages. National research studies estimate that
nineteen to thirty percent of teachers exit the field within their first five years in the classroom.
The attrition rate is highest in harder-to-serve schools.
 Even if the State increases the number of licensed teachers, this will not address the
relative attractiveness to teachers of teaching in some places versus others. In FY 2016-17,
9,319 teachers were new to the district in which they were teaching. This represented a turnover
rate of about 17.0 percent of the teachers in Colorado. This figure is almost 2.9 times the 3,268
teachers completing a traditional or alternative teacher preparation program and incorporates the
“churn” across school districts and states, as well as teachers leaving the profession.

2017 LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES TO ADDRESS TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS
In November 2017, the Governor’s Office indicated that it was setting aside $10.0 million in one-time
Marijuana Tax Cash Fund money for educator preparation initiatives. The Governor submitted
specific requests for JBC bills later in the year. The JBC only chose to sponsor one of these (H.B. 181332), but the JBC set aside funding for other legislation, and a large number of related bills were
adopted. The bills, described in detail in an appendix to this issue:
 incentivize and support student teaching in rural areas through fellowships,
 help bring current school district employees who are not teachers into the profession, and
 provide grants to help develop teacher residency programs and other programs to attract and
retain teachers in the profession. Much of the funding provided was for one-time only grant
programs.

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION REQUEST R4
The Department requests $6,560,000 General Fund for the creation of a scholarship program for
current students and recent graduates of teacher preparation programs at public institutions.
As outlined in the request:
 The cost of an education degree, the low return on investment, and the “challenges posed by most
teacher pay structures” deter students from entering the profession.
 The solution proposed is to provide:
 $6,180,000 for grants to students and new graduates in educator preparation programs. This
would include:
o Providing allocations to higher education institutions (based on their share of educator
preparation credentials awarded) for allocation to students in educator preparation
programs; and
o Providing grants to students, after they complete certification, for the first two years
of their teaching careers. The Department would administer these grants directly and
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distribute to students employed in Colorado in early childhood education, a high
demand subject area or a geographic area with an identified teacher shortage.
 $250,000 for a Colorado-specific version of the teacher.org website
 $130,000 to evaluate the program.
Research indicates that a $1,000 increase in grant aid can increase enrollment by up to 4 percent.
On this basis, it notes that a $4,000 increase in financial aid per student could increase enrollment
in educator preparation programs by 16.0 per cent, “which is close to the gap between Colorado’s
educator preparation program graduates and open teaching positions”.
The Department seeks to increase teacher education completions from 2,800 to 3,280 by 2025.
The amount requested ($6.2 million) is based on providing funding of $4,000 per student for a
cohort of 257 students for six years.
The proposal is intended to align with the emerging recommendations of the Education
Leadership Council.
The proposal will require new legislation.

CLARIFICATION FROM THE DEPARTMENT
In a meeting, the Department’s Executive Director clarified:
 The Department envisions a high profiled “named” grant program that will be viewed as
prestigious and add prestige to the teaching profession.
 Students who are selected will receive $4,000 per year for up to six years, assuming they complete
their program and then teach for their first two years in Colorado in early childhood education, a
high demand subject area or a geographic area with an identified teacher shortage.
 The Department envisions a centrally managed program where an award follows the student if
she or he moves to a different institution. The program could potentially be open to students who
start their training at a community college and continue at a four-year institution. However,
funding would only be open to students attending public institutions.
 The Department envisions using a centralized process for reviewing grant applications and
selecting students for the award.
 While this program would not be needs-based, the Department anticipates that the program would
prioritize funding for students with need.
 This is not a one-time request, as mistakenly reflected in the budget schedules. The Department
seeks $6.5 million General Fund ongoing. The first $6.5 million would be for the first cohort of
students. An appropriation at this level in the second year would be for the second cohort of
students, etcetera.

STAFF OBSERVATIONS
ATTRACTIVE ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSAL
 Staff recognizes that teacher shortages are an issue in many parts of the State and that the high
cost of education and low “return on investment” for students is driving down the number of
students interested in the profession.
 Providing scholarships targeted at teachers seems a reasonable tool for making teacher training
more attractive to students and helping to limit the debt load students face in pursuing their
degrees.
 Staff looks forward to any specific recommendations that may come out of the Education
Leadership Council in December. The Council, created by Executive order in 2017, is a multi-
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stakeholder group charged with developing a strategic plan to drive improvements to Colorado’s
P-20 educational system in alignment with the workforce system. Representative Rankin serves as
co-chair.
CONCERNS
 As indicated in the request, creating this new program would require a bill.
 Many program details, assumptions, and costs are still unclear.
o The Department does not yet have estimates of the likely attrition from the program each
year or how many students are likely to continue in teaching after grant subsidies end.
How many students might apply and receive grants their first year and then change
academic direction? How many students might complete four years of training and then
go out of state or not seek employment in a subject area or region of the State with an
acute shortage? Such attrition would eliminate the need for further subsidies for those
students but also waste the State’s investment to that point.
o If the program is launched for academic year 2019-20, after students have applied and
been accepted into baccalaureate programs, will the program will have any real impact on
the AY 2019-20 student cohort?
o How will students learn of the grant program or know how to apply? What processes will
the Department implement--and what costs will it incur--to get the word out about the
program, create an application structure, and review applications?


Staff is dubious about the “return on investment” for this program as proposed.
o As currently proposed, the program would require $6.5 million now, would probably go
to students who had already decided to enroll in a teaching program in 2019 and could
produce up to 257 new teachers in 2023 at a cost of $16,000 per teacher--with many of
these students possibly not completing or choosing to go out of state afterwards.
o If the goal of the program is to address teacher shortages in particular regions and
specialties, it appears the State might get a better return on its investment if it:
o required students who receive a grant to teach in the State afterwards; and/or
o directed funds to students later in their training (e.g., during the period of student
teaching) when the risk of attrition would be lower; and/or
o provided immediate incentives for qualified teachers to serve in high-needs areas, such
as through a grant or loan-forgiveness program, without regard to whether the student
had pursued a “traditional” educator preparation program at a Colorado public
university.29

Senate Bill 18-147 (Educator Loan Forgiveness by Zenzinger/Coram; McLachlan/Rankin), which died in the Senate
Finance Committee, would have provided $5,000 in teacher loan forgiveness for each year of employment in a qualified
position for up to five years. Qualified positions were based hard-to-fill positions related to school district location and
29
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The Department has identified this as an innovative initiative that should be evaluated. Various
studies show that loan forgiveness and service scholarships can be effective at recruiting and
retaining teachers.30 However, most such programs include a service requirement in return for
the grant or loan forgiveness. Staff is uncertain why the State would want to test the impact of an
initiative without such a requirement.



The General Assembly adopted numerous bills to address teacher shortages during the 2018
legislative session. The State has only begun implementing these bills. Would it make more sense
to expand some of these targeted initiatives or simply provide more funding for K-12 school
finance than to launch a new program? In addition, there is already a teacher grant program at 233.3-901, C.R.S. Could this proposal build on that? Until the Department’s assumptions and
program details are clearer, it is difficult to weigh the costs and potential benefits.



It may be possible to work out a sound structure for this program through the legislative process.
Staff encourages the Committee to continue to solicit options, assumptions, costs, and benefits
for this program. This will assist the JBC in deciding whether to set aside funds for this initiative.
However, unless there are JBC members who are eager to engage in developing this bill, the JBC
may not be the best vehicle for working out the details of this program.

teacher/professional specialties. The federal government also provides a loan forgiveness program for highly qualified
teachers serving in underserved schools. https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/forgiveness-cancellation/teacher
Anne Podolsy, Tara Kini, “How Effective are Loan Forgiveness and Service Scholarships for Recruiting Teachers?”,
Learning Policy Institute, April 26, 2016. https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/product/how-effective-are-loan-forgivenessand-service-scholarships-recruiting-teachers
30
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APPENDIX: 2017 SESSION EDUCATOR PREPARATION BILLS
S.B. 18-085 (FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION IN RURAL AREAS): Expands stipends for
teachers in rural school districts who are seeking certification as a national board certified teacher or
concurrent enrollment teacher. Increases the number of stipends from 20 to 60 and makes other
modifications to the program. Stipends may not exceed $6,000 per teacher, and teachers who accept
the stipend must commit to teaching in a rural area for a total of three years. Provides an appropriation
of $240,000 cash funds from the State Education Fund to the Department of Education in FY 201819, and provides an appropriation of $240,000 reappropriated funds to the Department of Higher
Education from the amount appropriated to the Department of Education. The same level of funding
is anticipated to be required in future years.
H.B. 18-1002 (RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICT TEACHING FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS): Creates a teaching
fellowship program for rural local education providers and institutions of higher education that offer
a teacher preparation program. Authorizes up to 100 one-year fellowships that are designed by
participating rural education providers and institutions of higher education to meet the needs of the
rural education provider and the higher education student who receives the teaching fellowship.
Teaching fellows receive a $10,000 stipend, in addition to any other financial assistance available to
the fellow. Stipends are funded 50 percent by the participating institution of higher education and 50
percent from state support. The education provider commits to extending an offer of employment to
students who successfully complete a fellowship, and students receiving a job offer commit to two
full years of employment or repaying their fellowship stipend. Requires reporting from participating
institutions and an annual report from the Department of Higher Education to the Joint Budget
Committee, Education Committees, the State Board of Education, and the Colorado Commission on
Higher Education. Includes an appropriation of $530,448 General Fund and 0.5 FTE to the
Department of Higher Education for FY 2018-19. A similar funding level anticipated in subsequent
years.
H.B. 18-1189 (EXPANDING EFFECTIVE TEACHER RESIDENCY PROGRAMS): Creates the teacher
residency expansion program in the Department of Education. Requires the Department to contract
with up to three institutions of higher education and up to three alternative teacher licensure program
providers that operate teacher residency programs to expand those programs on a pilot basis. Requires
the Department to provide funding to contracting entities to offset a portion of the costs of program
expansion. Creates the Teacher Expansion Program Fund, which is continuously appropriated to the
Department of Education. For FY 2018-19, appropriates $600,000 General Fund to the Teacher
Expansion Program Fund, which is anticipated to support the program for FY 2018-19 through FY
2022-23.
H.B. 18-1309 (PROGRAMS ADDRESSING EDUCATOR SHORTAGES): Makes several changes to state law
related to programs intended to address educator shortages. Creates a teacher of record license that
the Department of Education may issue to applicants who: have completed most of their bachelor
degree requirements, have not completed required field work, participate in a “grow your own
educator” or teacher of record program, and will be employed in a position in which there is a critical
teacher shortage. Requires the Departments of Education and Higher Education to create a
framework for the creation of “grow your own” educator programs and requires the Department of
Education to distribute grants to districts or schools that employ participating students under a grow
your own educator program. Grants are intended to cover payment of participating students’ share of
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tuition for up to 36 credit hours. Creates the Partnership for Rural Education Preparation at the
University of Colorado-Denver to collaborate with other institutions on solutions to the rural teacher
shortage. For FY 2018-19, makes the following appropriations: (1) $1,019,110 General Fund and 0.3
FTE to the Department of Education; and (2) $156,116 General Fund to the Department of Higher
Education.
H.B. 18-1332 (COLLABORATIVE EDUCATOR PREPARATION PROGRAM GRANTS): Creates the
Collaborative Educator Preparation Grant Program (grant program) in the Department to support
educator preparation initiatives implemented through partnerships between educator preparation
programs and local education providers (LEPs). Educator preparation programs include those offered
by institutions of higher education or through alternative teacher programs. Requires the Department,
in collaboration with the rural education coordinator, to convene meetings between LEPs and
educator preparation programs to assist them in developing joint proposals for teacher preparation
initiatives, e.g., teacher residency programs or technology to support long-distance supervision of new
teachers. Provides a one-time appropriation of $2,000,000 General Fund. Unexpended amounts may
be rolled forward and spent through FY 2019-20.
H.B. 18-1412 (RETAINING TEACHERS GRANT PROGRAM): Creates the Retaining Teachers Grant
Program in the Department of Education to assist local education providers in the implementation of
a variety of specific initiatives intended to improve teacher retention. Requires the Department to
review grant applications, recommend grant recipients and amounts to the State Board of Education,
and provide technical assistance to local education providers. Specifes that grants are awarded for
three years, subject to annual review by the Department and renewal by the State Board of Education.
Creates the Retaining Teachers Fund, which is continuously appropriated to the Department. For FY
2018-19, appropriates $3.0 million General Fund to the Retaining Teachers Fund, which is anticipated
to support the program for FY 2018-19 through FY 2020-21.
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ISSUE: THE FUTURE OF POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION IN COLORADO: WHAT’S NEXT?
The higher education sector is under pressure to change: the number of “traditional” high school
graduates is set to decline, the current model is not affordable for a significant share of the population,
the returns on investment are generally positive but not for all degree paths, and education systems
are not consistently integrated with workforce needs. Some of the future may be in online education,
dual and concurrent enrollment, and work-based learning

SUMMARY


Colorado’s Higher Education Master Plan goals include increasing credential completions, erasing
equity gaps, improving student success, and increasing affordability. Thus far, progress has been
mixed at best. More postsecondary credentials are being produced. However, resident enrollment
has been virtually flat during the current period of economic expansion, as lower-income students
choose work over education.



Higher education institutions are concerned about projections indicating that the number of high
school graduates in Colorado will decline after 2025. High school graduates who are low-income
or from families without a college background could help to fill the “student-shortage”, but they
typically enroll, persist, and complete in lower numbers. The reasons for this are complex, but
they clearly include financial, as well as academic and other barriers.



The higher education sector is under pressure to change: the number of “traditional” high school
graduates is set to decline, the current model is not affordable for a significant share of the
population, the “returns on investment” are generally positive but not for all degree paths, and
education systems are not consistently integrated with workforce needs. Workforce training is not
the sole purpose of postsecondary education, but given the high cost of postsecondary education,
most students cannot afford to ignore their post-college earning potential.



Almost all institutions now offer on-line courses and sometimes degrees, and many are engaged
in dual/concurrent enrollment programs. There seems to be increasing interest in some parts of
the sector in expanding work-based learning opportunities.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff has included an option for a pilot program to expand work-based learning opportunities at
several postsecondary institutions. The goal would be to provide students with opportunities that
provide them simultaneously with income, experience, and college credit and that could--if successful-be expanded through the state work-study program in the future. Staff requests preliminary

feedback from the Committee on whether such an initiative would be of interest as a JBC
project. If so, staff will work with institutions and the Department on further details.
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DISCUSSION
MASTER PLAN GOALS…AND RESULTS
The Department’s efforts focus around its 2017 Master Plan, Colorado Rises: Advancing Education and
Talent Development. This Plan is a “refresh” of the Department is 2012 Master Plan and aligns with
many previous efforts to set goals for higher education in Colorado.
1

INCREASE CREDENTIAL COMPLETION: By 2025, increase the percentage of the adult
population with a postsecondary certificate or degree to 66 percent, from the current 55 percent.
By 2020, nearly seventy-five percent of jobs in Colorado will require some level of education
beyond a high school diploma. The public system produced approximately 48,850 credentials in
the 2016-17. The Department projects that institutions would need to produce an additional
9,200 certificates and degrees each year beyond natural growth of 4.5 percent per year to achieve
the 2025 goal.

2

ERASE EQUITY GAPS: By 2025, eliminate the gap between the educational attainment of the
white majority and other racial and ethnic groups. The gap between the educational attainment
of the white majority and the Hispanic minority is the second largest in the nation, behind only
California. The postsecondary attainment rate for Hispanic students is currently 29 percent,
compared to 64 percent for non-Hispanic whites. The goal is to increase Hispanic attainment
and that of other minority groups to 66 percent.

3

4

IMPROVE STUDENT SUCCESS: Only about half of students who enroll in a public postsecondary
institution complete within 150 percent time (6 years for a 4-year degree or 3 years for a 2-year
degree). The Department’s goal is to increase persistence and retention and decrease time to
degree (no specific targets identified).
INVEST IN AFFORDABILITY AND INNOVATION: In 2000, the State funded two-thirds of a
student’s cost of higher education, while the student was responsible for one-third. By 2016, that
ratio had flipped. The plan emphasizes the need for increased state investment in higher
education.

The State’s progress has been mixed. The annual performance evaluation completed by OSPB on the
Department’s progress on the Master Plan31 highlights, among other items:




31

Total credentials produced between FY 2010-11 and FY 2016-17 have increased from 39,015 to
56,019. This represents an average annual growth rate of 6.2 percent, which is above the historic
rate, but not enough to reach master plan goals. Certificate production is growing more rapidly.
Pell (low-income) credential production is stagnant. Credential completion for African, American,
and Hispanic populations has increased, but not by the amount needed to meet Master Plan goals.
Graduation rates and retention rates at both two and four year institutions have remained relatively
constant (and strikingly low) for students who start and complete at the same institution. At two-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19Nn7F20TgJT91h_kN8n2Cz0Gek-Aj_bm/view
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year institutions, only 24.3 percent of students graduate within three years at the same institution.
At four-year institutions, only 59.3 percent of students graduate within six years.32
Staff also notes:


Based on the degrees that are considered worth counting in the higher education funding model33,
growth has been strong in the area of certificate and associates degree production and in postbaccalaureate degree production, but the total average annual growth rate in resident degree
and certificate production is just 2.7 percent. Fewer Pell-eligible students are completing
(decline of 0.6 percent over this period (from 17,450 to 17,155), due to declining enrollment
among Pell-eligible students (3.1 percent for resident undergraduates over the same period).
RESIDENT STUDENT CREDENTIALS COUNTED IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION
FUNDING MODEL

AVG. ANNUAL
GROWTH RATE
(CAAGR) - ALL

FY 2014-15
Certificates (used in model)

DEGREES

9,487

4.3%

Associates degrees

7,168

8,192

4.6%

Bachelor's degrees

18,627

19,124

0.9%

Master's Degrees

4,569

5,147

4.1%

859

965

4.0%

39,593

42,915

2.7%

Doctor and specialist
Total



8,370

FY 2017-18

The immediate college-going rate of Colorado high school graduates remains low. In 2016,

44.2 percent of Colorado high school graduates did not enroll in college the subsequent
year, and this figure has changed little over the last four years. 34 The national average is 30.0

percent.35 Enrollment of resident students in public higher education institutions in Colorado as a
percentage of both the total and the traditional college-going age population has changed little
since the end of the recession. This is in part because, in a strong economy, a larger share of
students are enrolling out-of-state: the share of Colorado high school graduates enrolling at
Colorado institutions declined from 47.4 percent of graduates in 2011 to 42.9 percent of graduates

Results are still poor after taking into account completions for students who transfer among institutions. According to
the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, the completion rate for students who started at a public two-year
institution in Colorado was 38.2 percent after six years. The completion rate for students who started at a four-year public
institution in Colorado in 2010 was similar to the rate above (61.6 percent after six years). The Shapiro, D et. Al.,
Completing College: A State Level View of Student Attainment Rates, (Signature Report No. 12 a), National Student
Clearinghouse Research Center, March, 2017
https://nscresearchcenter.org/signaturereport12-statesupplement/
33 Excludes many short-term certificates.
34 Colorado Department of Higher Education, 2018 Legislative Report on the Postsecondary Progress and Success of
High School Graduates
https://highered.colorado.gov/Publications/Reports/Legislative/PostSecondary/2018_Postsecondary_Progress_rel201
80302.pdf
35 National Center for Education Statistics, The Condition of Education, Immediate College Enrollment Rates, 2016.
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_cpa.asp#info
32
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in 2016. However, it is also because, particularly in this period of economic growth, Colorado is
not making sufficient progress enrolling and completing low-income students.



Resident enrollment at public higher education institutions, as a share of the population
ages 18 to 34 is much the same as it was 20 years ago, before the last recession.

In sum:
 Total numbers of completions are growing more rapidly than enrollment, but not quickly enough.
Much of the growth has been in short-term certificates.
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Resident enrollment has moved very little. A larger share of typically better-off Colorado students
are pursuing postsecondary education out-of-state, while institutions continue to struggle to bring
lower-income students into higher education.
There has been little change in other areas: graduation rates remain low, despite some progress in
the community college sector. Substantial gaps remain in participation and completion rates for
low-income and minority populations versus other populations.

PROJECTED DECLINES IN HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT:
Leaders of four-year institutions express serious concerns about where their students will come from
in the future. The following charts from the Western Interstate Commission (WICHE’s) “Knocking
at the College Door” projections explains the basis for the concern. These projections indicate that
the Colorado population of high school graduates will peak in 2025, followed by a sharp decline. This
decline is projected for both the white non-Hispanic and the Hispanic population, Colorado’s two
largest population sub-groups.

Many colleges complain that their enrollments are already “under assault” by recruiters from other
states where enrollment has already flattened or is in decline. Colleges around the country are
competing for students--particularly students with higher income.
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Public higher education institutions in Colorado are largely cash-funded businesses, so they are
understandably concerned about the projected decline in their pool of paying customers. At the same
time, 44.2 percent of Colorado high school graduates do not pursue college immediately after high
school, and college-going rates for Colorado students are low compared to other states. One third of
the state population does not hold a post-secondary credential. What will it take for institutions to
“dig deeper” into the significant share of the population that does not pursue college posthigh school and does not have a credential? Many of the students who are not being served now
are low-income and require additional financial, academic, and social supports to succeed. Can higher
education institutions, that are so reliant on tuition, find a way to serve this population in ways that
benefit the student, the institution, and the state economy? Can the State facilitate this?

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Higher education correlates with higher earnings and with greater workforce participation. The
median earnings for a young adult age 25-34 working full time with a bachelor’s degree in 2016 was
$50,000, compared to $31,800 for a person with just a high school degree. 36 However, actual returns
vary greatly for different institutions and types of degrees. An array of on-line tools match
unemployment insurance databases with educational databases to help show educational returns on
investment.
These include the edpays tool (https://highered.colorado.gov/Data/Workforce/EdPays.html),
Launch my Career (https://launchmycareercolorado.org/) and “beta” version of a US Census bureau
tool (https://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/pseo_beta_viz.html, among others. The annual estimated
cost of attendance for a year at CU Boulder is $29,288. As shown in the chart below (from the census
too) a degree from CU Boulder in English literature will provide earnings of as little as $41,151 five
years after graduation, while a degree in computer science will yield $83,768 within five years. A oneyear community college certificate to become a radiology assistant or earn a certificate in construction
management yields financial returns similar to that of the baccalaureate degree English major but at a
far lower cost.

36

National Center for Education Statistics, the Condition of Education 2018. https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_cba.asp
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“DISRUPTION” IN HIGHER EDUCATION
A growing share of the population is skeptical of the value of higher education. Members of the public
can easily conclude that college is not worth it, given posted tuition rates and the debt many students
face. From a strict financial “return on investment” perspective, not all degrees are worth the cost,
even though education has many other benefits.
Many higher education observers argue that higher education is either on the brink of--or in the midst
of--disruption similar to AirBnB’s impact on the traditional lodging industry. Because they operate as
businesses, all of the state’s higher education institutions are attempting to discern the future and
position themselves accordingly.

On-line: Colorado State University-Global Campus is an extremely successful and profitable on-line
higher education provider. It does not receive state subsidies, and profits from the operation have
helped to subsidize CSU-Pueblo. The Colorado Community System’s online institution, which
provides on-line classes for all schools in the system, has become a central element in community
college offerings, serving approximately 25,000 students per year. The University of Colorado has
launched a three-year online only degree program in 2018. Some of the state’s smallest institutions,
such as Adams and Western, are subsidizing their operations in part through on-line graduate
offerings.

Blended with high school: Dual enrollment programs, in which students simultaneously earn college
and high school credit, have been growing across the state at a rapid pace. Students who participate
in concurrent enrollment classes are more likely to pursue and successfully persist in college than other
students, even after adjusting for other factors that correlate with higher education participation and
success. These programs can allow students to complete college more quickly and at a lower cost.
They may also be used for occupational/career and technical education classes. Staff would like to see
“public education” take all students through either an associate’s degree or a technical credential.
There are many obstacles to this that are tied to the local control of K-12 and the different ways K12 and higher education are financed. However, concurrent enrollment begins to erase some of the
functional and administrative barriers.

Competency-based, Experiential, and Work-based Learning: Through the Workforce

Development Council, the Colorado Department of Higher Education collaborates with the
Department of Education and the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment to improve the
alignment between workforce needs and educational offerings. Under the Hickenlooper
administration, there has been a great deal of interest in expanding the ties between work and
educational experiences. For example, the Business Experiential Learning (BEL) Commission, created
in 2015 by executive order, has focused on integrating work experiences into the K-12 system. The
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Commission has studied the Swiss vocational training system as a model. In this model, students take
compulsory subjects through age 16, at which point 70 percent voluntarily select the option to purse
a 3-4 year apprenticeship (3 days work; 2 days school). Influenced by this model, the privately financed
CareerWise program has been working in conjunction with Denver Public Schools to build a network
of apprenticeships targeted to high school students.
The Executive Branch and the General Assembly have also focused attention on how to align work
experiences and postsecondary education. For example, based on direction from the General
Assembly, the Department of Higher Education has been expanding the ways in which students may
receive college credit for training obtained in ways other than a traditional college course (credit for
prior learning). Area technical colleges and community colleges have always collaborated with local
industry to meet workforce-training needs, since they provide most of the existing system of “hands
on” occupational education (welding, food service, and cosmetology). However, academic courses,
occupational training, and work experiences are not consistently integrated across the post-secondary
system.

COMMITTEE OPTION: PILOT TO EXPAND THE USE OF WORK-STUDY FUNDS FOR
WORK-BASED LEARNING
Committee members have expressed interest in how the General Assembly can help move
postsecondary education in productive directions. The following is one option that has generated
interest on the part of some institutions.
Background: The federal work-study program was created in 1964 to assist low-income students to
cover the cost of college through schedule-convenient and career focused work. Typically, students
with financial need indicate whether they are interested in a job. If so, they apply for one of a list of
work-study jobs available and are paid as they accumulate hours.
As for most financial aid programs, Colorado had built its state work study program around the
existing federal work study structure. However, Colorado has the largest budget for state-funded
work study among all states: $23.3 million or 30 percent more than the next highest state. This
means that if the State chose to structure is program somewhat differently in the future, the impact
could be meaningful.
The statutory guidelines for work-study at Section 23-3.3-401 are minimal, as is typically the case for
state financial aid programs. The primary difference between federal and state work-study is that up
to 30 percent of state work-study funds may be allocated to students who do not have financial need,
and state work-study funds are solely for undergraduates.
23-3.3-401. Work-study program established - requirements
(1) The commission shall use a portion of any moneys remaining after meeting the
requirements of parts 2 and 3 of this article to provide a work-study program of
employment of qualifying students in good standing with the institution in which they
are enrolled in positions that are directly under the control of the institution in which
the student is enrolled or in positions with nonprofit organizations, governmental
agencies, or for-profit organizations with which the institution may execute student
employment contracts.
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(2) Any in-state student who is enrolled or accepted for enrollment at an institution
as an undergraduate may qualify for participation in the work-study program
established pursuant to this section.
(3) Funds appropriated to the commission may also be used by the commission in
conjunction with and to supplement funds for current job opportunities or to
supplement or match funds made available through any other public or private
program for financial assistance. A sum not to exceed thirty percent of the funds
allocated by the commission for the work-study program may be used to provide
funding on a basis other than financial need. A sum of not less than seventy percent
of such money shall be used for students demonstrating financial need.
This fall, staff surveyed the higher education institutions to gain a better understanding of how state
work-study funds are used. The results of this survey indicated that the vast majority of work-study
jobs are for on-campus employment. The only exceptions are a few institutions where students work
at non-profit organizations. Consistent with federal rules, those non-profits are required to provide a
20-25 percent match rate. None of the institutions reported placing students in work-study positions
with for-profit employers.
Providing employment on-campus offers various benefits: students have the opportunity to develop
mentoring relationships with campus faculty, and institutional staff are prepared to adjust student
schedules. From an institutional perspective, work-study students are free labor and can help provide
some services that would otherwise need to covered by paid staff. However, the on-campus jobs that
are available may or may not be closely related to the student’s career goals.
At the national level, a number of groups have advocated for changes to the federal work-study
program to update the federal allocation process and potentially make it more career-relevant.37 While
change can be slow at the federal level, experimenting at the state level can be easier. Given the interest
in work-based learning, a work-based learning initiative that links to the state work-study program
might be fruitful.
There is considerable research to indicate that well-designed work-based learning opportunities make
a difference for students. For example, studies show that students with internship experiences are
more likely to find employment post-graduation.38 Furthermore, at institutions with an access mission,
students are likely to be employed to support themselves while they study. Combining education with
a well-structured work experience may also enable students to complete their education more
efficiently if they earn academic credit.
Staff does not propose to take funds from existing work-study allocations. This pilot would
have different statutory requirements. However, if the pilot were successful, the State could
choose to change statute on the use of existing state work-study funds, increase these funds,

37

See, for example, Sullivan and Setzer, A Federal Work Study Reform Agenda to Better Serve Low-Income Students, Young
Invincibles, September 2014. http://www.younginvincibles.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Federal-Work-Study-Reform-AgendaSept-181.pdf; Scott-Clayton and Yang Zhou, “Does the Federal Work-Study Program Really Work-and for Whom?”, CAPSEE, March
2017. http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/media/k2/attachments/capsee-does-fws-program-really-work.pdf

Saltikoff, The Positive Implications of Internships on Early Career Outcomes, NACE Center for Career Development
and Talent Acquisition, May 2017. http://www.naceweb.org/job-market/internships/the-positive-implications-ofinternships-on-early-career-outcomes/
38
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and incentivize the use of state work-study funds for more career-relevant work-based
learning opportunities.
Potential Pilot: As staff envisions this initiative, the Committee would set one-time aside funding (e.g.
$2.0-$5.0 million General Fund) for a bill for a pilot program. The initial appropriation would need to
roll forward/be available for two- to three years to allow time for program development, rollout, and
evaluation.


The pilot program would target institutions that serve a disproportionate number of low-income
students and that are interested in expanding work-based learning opportunities.



The Department of Higher Education, with the assistance of the Workforce Development
Council, would select 2-4 sites for the pilot, based on program applications. Alternatively, the
General Assembly could select the pilot sites and funding levels but would rely on the Department
and the Workforce Development Council to ensure that the specific program plans are consistent
with the goals of the pilot and can be evaluated using metrics consistent across all pilots.



Staff suggests giving the institutions considerable latitude to design programs that they believe will
be successful, useful, and informative for shaping work-based educational opportunities in the
future.



The program would target low-income students in their last 1-2 years of schooling or (if sought
for students at community colleges or technical colleges) students with a clear career focus.



The program would seek to provide students with a win-win-win: career-relevant
employment and wages, connections to potential future employers, and educational credit
related to their program of study.



Employers could be not-for-profit, for-profit, or government. If institutions are primarily
interested in on-campus employment, this could be an option too, so long as the employment is
sufficiently career relevant as to be credit bearing. The pilot funding could be used for
administrative costs associated with building an appropriate job network, including both support
for students and support for employers to ensure substantive, career-relevant work experiences.
Staff anticipates that funding might be used in part to subsidize student wages, but employers
(whether for-profit or non-profit) would also need to make a significant contribution.



The pilot would be subject to external evaluation that would examine factors such as student
outcomes (retention in the program, degree completion and follow-on employment, and impact
on student debt); employer satisfaction and retention in the program; and administrative lessons
learned. Given a focus on “access” institutions, a key measure would be whether and how
quickly students complete their degrees, as this is one of the greatest challenges for access
institutions.

Staff solicited input from MSU Denver on the costs and possible structure of a pilot to expand workbased learning programs. MSU Denver already has a number of successful programs involving workbased learning, so it has perspective on the resources required. In response to a staff question, MSU
proposed developing apprenticeships in a wide range of fields from cybersecurity to hospitality and
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tourism. Students would work 12-20 hours per week for at least 12 months with an employer who
provides guidance and mentorship and pays half of the student salary. As reflected in the table below,
MSU estimates costs of almost $5,500 per student for this type of initiative. This is a high cost and
potentially incorporates too high an employer subsidy for a full year of student work, but
provides an example of a program for purposes of further discussion.

MSU staff (2.0 FTE) - 1 employer-focused; 1 student-focused
Student salary (70 students@$16.0 for 450 hrs each)
Less employer share of salary
Cost per student (full year)

$131,000
504,000
(252,000)
$383,000
$5,471

Colorado Mesa University also expressed interest in making paid internships available for
more of its population. It noted that students at CMU traditionally need a paid position to help
support themselves and either cannot participate in a paid internship or choose an internship that is
not aligned with their career interests. CMU indicates that a recent Chamber of Commerce study
found that over 84 percent of respondents would be likely to utilize interns and student employees in
their business if funding were available to assist.
At the same time, CMU--like a number of institutions--indicated that there is far more
demand for work-study on its campus than it is able to provide, without expanding the
program to off-campus opportunities. CMU is so committed to on-campus work study that it
devotes $5.0 million of internal institutional funds (73 percent of program costs) to the program,
which it finds leads to higher retention and completion rates.
Staff is not certain what CMU or other institutions might put forward to pilot expanded work-based
learning opportunities. Staff believes a number of institutions might have interest, based on
initial conversations. However, institutions often prefer to receive funds as part of large
allocations from the State, rather than targeted initiatives. Staff’s preliminary funding model
recommendation would already direct additional funds to access institutions. Thus, staff will only
explore this option further if both the committee members and at least a few institutions
express genuine interest.
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ISSUE: COLORADO OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIP
INITIATIVE
The Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative (COSI) promotes public/private partnerships to
fund scholarships and support services for gifted low-income students who might not otherwise
pursue or complete higher education. In a response to a request for information, it proposes increasing
program funding to $12.3 million General Fund per year by FY 2020-21 and various statutory changes.

SUMMARY


The General Assembly created the Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative in 2014 to
promote public/private partnerships to fund scholarships and support services for gifted lowincome students who might not otherwise pursue or complete higher education.



COSI was initially seeded with a transfer of $33.4 million from the CollegeInvest Financial Need
Scholarship Fund and a $1.0 million appropriation. Since FY 2015-16, the General Assembly has
appropriated $5.0 million General Fund to the COSI Fund, from which the Department has
continuous spending authority.



The program offers two kinds of grants. It allocates grants of about $3.5 million per year to over
30 community partners that provide student support programs. These programs serve over 12,400
students across the state. It also allocates $7.5 million per year to counties, higher education
institutions, and workforce programs for student scholarships. Recipient entities must match the
grants dollar-for-dollar.



Last year, the JBC approved $2.0 million of a $4.0 million requested increase for the program,
bringing the appropriation to a total of $7.0 million General Fund per year. S.B. 18-262 added an
additional $1.5 million of one-time funds. The JBC also submitted a request for information to
explore potential changes to the program.

 The Department identified four scenarios in its response. Under the program’s preferred option,

the State would increase appropriations from the current $7.0 million per year to $12.3 million
General Fund per year by FY 2020-21. In conjunction with this, statutory changes would enable
the program to direct more funds to student success programs and cap administration at $580,000.
The program would also maintain a $24 million unencumbered reserve (two years’ worth of
funding).

 The Executive Request for FY 2019-20 does not include a proposal to increase program funding.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff believes the program is continuing to develop in a positive direction but is not ready to
recommend additional funding. The Department wishes to retain a high level of internal autonomy
for the program, which is overseen by a Board. It therefore seeks more funds, a two-year reserve, and
fewer statutory restrictions. Staff believes such changes are premature. The new administration has
yet to review the program, and the program is reexamining its matching scholarship program.
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DISCUSSION
COLORADO OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIP INITIATIVE (COSI)
Background: The Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative (Section 23-3.3-1001 through 1005,
C.R.S.), promotes public/private partnerships to fund scholarships and support services for gifted
low-income students who might not otherwise pursue or complete higher education. Created in H.B.
14-1384, it was initially seeded with a transfer of $33.4 million from the CollegeInvest Financial Need
Scholarship Fund and a $1.0 million appropriation. Since FY 2015-16, the General Assembly has
appropriated $5.0 million General Fund to the COSI Fund, from which the Department has
continuous spending authority.
Statute provides:


Up to 10 percent of moneys in the fund any fiscal year “may be awarded to state agencies and
nonprofit organizations to assist such agencies and organizations with ensuring that studentsuccess, precollegiate, postsecondary student support services are available to students who are
classified as Colorado residents for tuition purposes; increasing the capacity for student support
services at postsecondary institutions; and developing connections between local employers,
public schools, precollegiate organizations, and postsecondary institutions…” Of this amount,
at least 70 percent must be awarded to nonprofit organizations.



Up to 3 percent of moneys in the fund in any fiscal year may be used for administrative costs.



Money not used for the purposes above must be used to build a financial corpus capable of
providing tuition assistance to eligible Colorado students attending eligible Colorado higher
education institutions. Such assistance may include direct awards; matching incentives to create
or increase other scholarships; loans, or any combination of these.



To the extent practicable, tuition assistance must be awarded to students representing rural and
urban areas and students attending all types of higher education institutions (vocational schools,
community colleges, 4-year institutions, research institutions). Also, to the extent practicable,
tuition assistance must be evenly distributed between students eligible for federal Pell grants and
students with household incomes between 100 percent and 250 percent of Pell income eligibility.

The bill created an advisory board comprised of the executive committee of the State Workforce
Development Council, and three Governor appointees to represent research institutions, four-year
postsecondary institutions and community colleges and area vocational schools. It requires this board
to establish:




eligibility for state agencies, nonprofit organizations, and public institutions of higher education
to participate in the initiative;
criteria for eligibility of students to apply for and receive grants from the initiative; and
rules establishing permissible uses of grant and scholarship moneys from the initiative.

The program, as it has developed over time, includes two distinctive components.
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Community Partner Program (CPP) Grants: The program funds over 30 community partner grants for
student support programs serving more than 12,400 students across the state. This includes nonprofits, K-12 and higher education institutions with pre-collegiate, collegiate, and bridge programs to
support student participation and success in higher education. To-date, $12.3 million has been
expended for wrap-around support services encouraging post-secondary success. These awards
average $150,000 per two-year grant ($75,000 per organization per year) with an average cost of service
per student of $169.
 83% of programs serve high school students by funding college and career centers, expanded
concurrent enrollment, post-secondary navigators and additional counseling support.
 49% of programs serve students in post-secondary programs by funding “intrusive advising”
through the Colorado Challenge, expanded career services, and expanded STEM education.
 29% of programs serve rural areas.
Grantees are selected based on the anticipated outcomes identified in statute. This includes, among
other measures, reductions in remediation rates, reductions in time required to earn a degree, increases
in retention and graduation rates, and reductions in academic achievement disparities based on
demographic, geographic, and economic indicators.
Matching Student Scholarship (MSS) Grants: Since FY 2015-16, the program has been allocating funds to
allow counties, higher education institutions, and workforce programs to apply for matching
scholarship grants. The FY 2017-18 program, like that of previous years, allocates $7.5 million as
follow:




$5.0 million in formula allocations to counties based on free and reduced lunch populations;
$1.5 million made available to public institutions of higher education; and
$500,000 for workforce development scholarships.

All allocations are contingent on matching funds, and thus the counties and higher education
institutions may only draw down the funds if they submit an application and demonstrate the necessary
match. In practice, a large share of the work falls to institutional foundations, which often do the
related “development” work to raise matching funds for county residents and other students who
attend the institutions of higher education to which they are attached. The funds are then used to
serve students whose family income is 250 percent or less of PELL eligibility and who attend that
institution of higher education.
The scholarships may be structured in various ways and may be spent down quickly (over a year) or
over as many as four years. The program requires fiscal agents responsible for handling the funds
certify that matching funds are “new” and keep financial records of donations; but COSI does not
have staff to verify this information. COSI’s funding structure means that individual grants may be
for as little as a few thousand dollars to support just a few students.
The program is successfully collaborating with various entities—the Foundation for Colorado
Community Colleges, Northwest Community College on Behalf of Moffat and Rio Blanco Counties,
the Pueblo Community College Foundation, Metropolitan State University of Denver and the Denver
Scholarship Foundation—to raise the matching scholarship funds and disburse funds to qualifying
recipients.
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Staff briefing and figure setting documents have noted for the last several years that:


As originally conceived, the program anticipated that additional amounts for scholarships would
be deposited in the COSI fund from private donations, and that this would build the “corpus” to
help create a sustainable program. The State may have expected to develop its own fundraising
staff and capacity. This is not how the program has developed. The program instead requires the
entities (counties and higher education institutions) that receive scholarship grants to provide
matching funds without passing these funds through state government. The program thus relies
on the local entities that have fundraising capacity—most commonly college and university
foundations—to do the necessary “development” work to find matching funds and draw down
the state resources.



While the program is stimulating private philanthropy, it has not generated the level of support
that would enable the program to survive long-term on interest from its “corpus”. It has been
clear for the last couple of years that the program would either be temporary/scaled back over
time, would need to be restructured, or would need additional resources from another source. The
Department is proposing additional General Fund as the solution.



The Department is structuring expenditures so that it may comply with the letter of the law that
no more than 10 percent of moneys "in the fund in any fiscal year" may be used for student success
grants. However, because scholarship amounts are spent-down over multiple years, money "in
the fund" is far greater than uncommitted money in the Fund. Annual General Fund appropriations
have also helped the program sustain its corpus. This combination has enabled the program to
spend more than 10 percent of total revenue received on community partner program grants. The
table below shows the FY 2017-18 commitments, which are similar to the structure since FY 201516.
FY 2017-18 SPENDING AND ANNUAL GRANT
COMMITMENTS
Administration
Support grants
Scholarship grants
Total

$325,666
3,160,664
7,500,000
$ 10,986,630

3.0%
28.7%
68.3%

The Department has described a program that has evolved substantially since its inception in other
ways. For example:


The program as originally conceived was based on models such as the Denver Scholarship
Foundation and GEAR UP. These programs tie scholarship awards to intensive support services
for the students receiving the scholarships. This includes services in high school, during the
“bridge” between high school and college, and once students have matriculated to college. As
managed in recent years, the program’s matching scholarship and student support grants are not
routinely locked together. Instead, COSI usually relies on the higher education institutions serving
students with COSI scholarships to provide necessary wrap-around services. Thus, the program now
looks more like two separate initiatives: one that awards grants for support services to students and one
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that helps stimulate private philanthropy throughout the State by offering matching state funds
for scholarships.


The program has recently moved to support a far more limited collection of student support
program models. It is now narrowing its program to focus on two models, one at the high school
and one at the college level. It has worked closely with a program evaluator using a grant from
the Governor’s Office to examine the impact of both the scholarship portion of the program and
the student success portion of the program and to ensure that it can consistently evaluate and
monitor the impact of the programs. The models that are now used for student support:


For programs at the K-12 level, it will be supporting a future center” model. This program is
a collaborative approach between partner organizations and/or a school district that is
embedded in a school’s counseling department. The hub would serve all students at the
school with curriculum and activities that address career and college options and pathways,
provide academic support (e.g. tutoring), assist students with FAFSA completion, offer classes
dedicated to precollegiate curriculum, provide summer bridge programming, and support
other wrap-around services. The program enriches existing high school counseling resources.



For programs at the postsecondary level, programs must provide intrusive advising, wraparound student support services to assist students in overcoming academic and other barriers
to success. The grantee must use the Colorado Challenge model and curriculum, which
includes a collaborative approach between the institution and the Colorado Challenge as a
peer coach. (Colorado Challenge is a federally funded program managed by the Department
which provides student support staff in a number of postsecondary institutions.)

This year (FY 2018-19), the Department it is going through a process to review its scholarship program
that is similar to the process used last year for its student support services programs. Thus, this part
of the program will be revamped in the next year. The changes adopted to the student support services
portion of the program should make program impacts more consistent and easier to evaluate. Staff

hopes that the review of the scholarship portion of the program will be similarly fruitful.

While staff has heard many positive reviews of the program, staff has also heard some concerns. For
example, the scholarship element of the program has helped to draw in an additional $7.5 million per
year in private scholarships and local government support for students. However, it is a very complex
mechanism for distributing state funds for scholarships. In contrast, the State committed $128.5
million in FY 2017-18 to support institutions’ need-based financial aid programs. These funds are
distributed in large block grants and are managed by the institutions themselves. Most of the COSI
scholarship funds provide support to needy students at the same institutions—simply through a much more elaborate
mechanism.
The COSI program seeks to make the matching scholarship program available throughout the State
in part by allocating $5 million of scholarship funds to counties. Counties then designate an entity
responsible for managing “their” share of scholarship funds and developing an appropriate source of
matching funds.
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In parts of the state there may not be a local entity that is well positioned to raise matching funds
for scholarships. As a result, this more often than not falls to higher education institutional
foundations.
Higher education institutional foundations are unlikely to be able to raise money for students
attending an institution other than their own. Thus, this structure may limit the COSI scholarship
options available for students in a particular region.

Staff is not certain of the best solution, but staff believes the program can address these challenges.
There are no statutory requirements driving how scholarship funds are administered or distributed.
Staff hopes that the program’s current review process will propose reasonable solutions that retain the
program’s strengths in helping communities raise matching funds--but also limit bureaucratic burdens.
It might help to clarify the goals of the matching scholarship program. If the primary goal is to “generate
greater availability of scholarship dollars,” [per the Department’s website] there are probably simpler approaches.
Although staff recognizes that the original vision for this program was a “promise” program, where
students would receive pre-collegiate support and the promise of a scholarship, this does not appear
to be how the scholarship portion of the program is operating in most parts of the state.
FY 2018-19 REQUEST AND LEGISLATIVE ACTION: For FY 2018-19, the Department requested an
increase of $4.0 million for the program, which would have set a new base funding at $9.0 million.
The Committee instead approved $7.0 million. Staff recommended this funding level and a statutory
change that would enable the program to maintain spending on student support initiatives and spend
from its corpus, when needed. Ultimately, staff and the Department were unable to agree on language.
So, instead, the Committee submitted an RFI for the Department to address the question over the
interim.
The RFI read as follows:
5

Colorado Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education,
Administration and Colorado Commission on Higher Education Financial Aid, Special Purpose,
Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative -- Based on consultation with the Colorado
Opportunity Scholarship Initiative Advisory Board created in Section 23-3.3-1004, C.R.S., the
department is requested to submit a proposal, by October 1, 2018, for statutory changes to enable
responsible spend-down of the program’s corpus without disrupting the program. This proposal
may include:

A proposal to ensure that amounts committed for scholarships in current and future
years are protected until they are used.

A proposal for statutory changes, which may include changes to Section 23-3.3-1005
(4) and 23-3.3-1004 (4)(a)(III)(A), C.R.S., to ensure that all components of the
initiative, including student support activities, scholarships, and administrative and
technical support, may be annually funded at a level deemed appropriate by the
General Assembly and the Board while the corpus is expended.
This proposal may also include any other changes recommended by the Board and the
Department to support the program’s ongoing success.
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DEPARTMENT RESPONSE TO THE RFI: The Department reported that it used the RFI process to
expand the scope of organizational planning around administration of Matching Student Scholarship
and Community Partner Program grants. COSI staff used focus group and online surveys to conduct
a qualitative analysis about the efficacy of the program and submitted a comprehensive report. It
developed four funding scenarios.
1 - Maintenance of COSI operations at status quo: Under this scenario, the Department anticipates that that
scholarship program grants would decrease to $6.0 million beginning in FY 2019-20, and support
program grants would also gradually decrease from the current $3.3 million. In this scenario, the fund
balance will drop by $14 million by FY 2025-26 to $22.4 million.
2 - Expansion of COSI operations, without a spend-down of the reserve fund: Under this scenario, the General
Assembly would increase the appropriation for COSI to $9.0 million in FY 2019-20 and $12.3 million
in FY 2020-21. By FY 2020-21, funding for administration would increase to $580,000 and funding
for support program grants would increase to $5.0 million, while funding for matching scholarships
would remain at $7.5 million. The unencumbered fund balance would be held at $24 million, which
would effectively provide two years of reserve. This is the program’s preferred option.
3 - Spend down and appropriate: Under this scenario, spending levels would rise as projected in scenario
#2, but appropriations would remain at the $7.0 million level. Under this scenario, the fund balance
would be reduced to $13.7 million by the beginning of FY 2023-24, at which point the program would
seek an appropriations increase to $12.7 million.
4 - Spend down and sunset: Under this scenario, funding would be eliminated in FY 2019-20. Spending
would peak at $11.3 million in FY 2019-20. New grant funding would end by the end of FY 2021-22,
and all previous grant obligations would be discharged by the end of FY 2025-26.

FY 2019-20

FY 2020-21

OUT YEARS

Option 1 - Status Quo
General Fund appropriation

$7,000,000

$7,000,000

Expenses
Administration

gradually reduced;
448,000

580,000

Support program grants

3,310,000

3,228,616

Scholarship grants

6,000,000

6,000,000

Total expense

9,758,000

9,808,616

(2,758,000)

(2,808,616)

9,000,000

12,280,000

Difference

Support program grants
new appropriations required
in about 15 years

Options 2 - Increase (preferred)
General Fund appropriation
Expenses
Administration

FY 2020-21
448,000

580,000

Support program grants

3,310,000

5,000,000

Scholarship grants

7,500,000

7,500,000
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FY 2019-20

FY 2020-21

OUT YEARS

Total expense

11,258,000

13,080,000

Difference

(2,258,000)

(800,000)

7,000,000

7,000,000

Option 3 - Spend down then appropriate
General Fund appropriation
Expenses
Administration

In FY 2023-24, appropriation
of $12,280,000

448,000

580,000

Support program grants

3,310,000

3,228,616

Scholarship grants

7,500,000

7,500,000

Total expense

11,258,000

11,308,616

Difference

(4,258,000)

(4,308,616)

0

0

448,000

580,000

Support program grants

3,310,000

5,000,000

Scholarship grants

7,500,000

5,000,000

11,258,000

10,580,000

(11,258,000)

(10,580,000)

Option 4 - Spend down rapidly
General Fund appropriation

Funding eliminated

Expenses
Administration

Total expense
Difference

The program also identified the following statutory changes it believes would be helpful. The first two
are versions of changes previously recommended by JBC staff.
Decouple CPP grant funding from the size of the corpus: The COSI statute allows CPP grant programs at 10.0
percent of the corpus, which presently permits about $3.3 million in annual awards. The program
would like to increase this to $5.0 million under an increase scenario or limit cuts in a spend-down
scenario. Ideally, it would like to fund CPP programs to allow for one counselor to 150 students or
$500 per student. The program also supports eliminating the requirement that 70 percent of CPP
funding go to non-governmental entities.
Decouple administration from the size of the corpus/reflect FTE: COSI’s statute allows it to spend 3.0 percent
of the corpus on administration and does not allow program staffing, so the program has “borrowed”
FTE from the Department. The program is now operating with 6.0 FTE. The program suggests that
administration could be capped at 8.0 percent of annual grants and scholarships awarded, instead of
related to the corpus. The program would like to spend up to $580,000 per year on administration.
Student eligibility: The Department would like to give students with in-state classification access to this
program, which would make “dreamers” eligible.
Technical adjustments: The Department also proposes some clean-up to definitions in the statute.
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STAFF OBSERVATIONS:
 JBC staff discussed with Department staff whether the Department was interested in a statutory
change in the absence of an increase in funding. JBC staff’s understanding is that the
Department is primarily interested in a funding increase and does not see an urgent need
for a statutory change in the absence of this. Based on the scenarios outlined above, staff
understands that, without an increase, the Department will scale back the size of the program,
including gradually decreasing CPP grants to stay within statutory restrictions.


The Department wishes to retain a high degree of autonomy for the program. Staff has
suggested that, since this program is so dependent upon the General Fund, it might be more
appropriate for the General Assembly to appropriate amounts for administration, student success
initiatives (CPP grants), and matching scholarship grants (MSP grants). The Department has little
interest in such an option.



The Department’s preferred scenario would give the program two years of reserve
funding. The Department’s argument is that higher education is always subject to reductions in a
recession, student support programs are among the first things to be cut by institutions. It would
like to ensure that this funding continues through a recession. A 200 percent reserve that entirely
insulates all elements of program funding from cuts seems excessive to staff.



While the program seems to be moving in the right direction, staff does not yet have
sufficient confidence in the program to recommend increases that have not been formally
requested. At a minimum, staff suggests waiting for the new administration to review the program
and examining upcoming changes to the matching scholarship program before taking any action.
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Appendix A: Numbers Pages
FY 2016-17
Actual

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Dan Baer, Executive Director
(1) DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

This section includes centrally appropriated line items for the Colorado Commission on Higher Education, Department administration, the Division of Private
Occupational Schools, and History Colorado. Allocations for the higher education governing boards are not included in this section. Cash funds are primarily from the
State Historical Fund. Reappropriated funds are from indirect cost recoveries.
Health, Life, and Dental
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

1,526,429
5,119
842,980
260,229
418,101

1,740,911
0
914,129
363,535
463,247

1,997,752
99,972
1,025,168
345,127
527,485

2,053,379
234,889
315,167
682,721
820,602

Short-term Disability
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

20,161
353
11,635
3,568
4,605

20,024
0
10,993
4,366
4,665

20,759
534
10,945
4,102
5,178

20,619
964
3,771
8,364
7,520

552,761
9,563
318,025
100,157
125,016

557,500
0
310,937
119,156
127,407

612,341
15,751
322,835
121,006
152,749

651,023
32,547
148,221
247,550
222,705

S.B. 04-257 Amortization Equalization Disbursement
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds
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S.B. 06-235 Supplemental Amortization Equalization
Disbursement
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

547,001
9,463
314,711
99,113
123,714

557,500
0
310,937
119,156
127,407

612,341
15,751
322,835
121,006
152,749

651,023
32,547
148,221
247,550
222,705

PERA Direct Distribution
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

377,315
17,229
335,446
18,581
6,059

Salary Survey
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

0
0
0
0
0

213,771
0
119,011
46,020
48,740

398,081
10,239
209,874
78,666
99,302

75,712
0
75,147
565
0

Merit Pay
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

0
0
0
0
0

89,872
0
48,554
20,156
21,162

0
0
0
0
0

438,000
22,301
286,480
82,564
46,655

Workers' Compensation
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

85,322
69,596
15,726

68,576
48,465
20,111

80,371
45,626
34,745

66,402
36,616
29,786
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FY 2016-17
Actual
Legal Services
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

38,406
0
9,119
29,287

35,058
0
9,675
25,383

90,683
0
52,852
37,831

139,527
0
98,175
41,352

7,475
7,475

7,982
7,982

1,281
1,281

796
796

Payment to Risk Management and Property Funds
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

128,937
0
121,074
7,863

178,493
0
168,782
9,711

2,344,510
2,049,082
287,479
7,949

232,227
0
224,969
7,258

Leased Space
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

584,525
139,069
445,456

444,982
67,605
377,377

424,927
112,960
311,967

424,927
112,960
311,967

Payments to OIT
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

393,394
0
342,581
50,813

701,393
0
622,910
78,483

475,659
100,000
340,754
34,905

700,702 *
150,000
482,628
68,074

CORE Operations
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

158,645
86,457
72,188

171,758
78,960
92,798

224,002
111,619
112,383

216,056
108,532
107,524

Administrative Law Judge Services
Cash Funds

Request vs.
Appropriation

* Includes a request item.
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TOTAL - (1) Department Administrative Office
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

12-Dec-2018

FY 2017-18
Actual

4,043,056
0.0
24,498
2,262,722
1,084,400
671,436

127

4,787,820
0.0
0
2,718,940
1,276,252
792,628

FY 2018-19
Appropriation
7,282,707
0.0
2,291,329
2,844,228
1,209,687
937,463

FY 2019-20
Request
6,047,708
0.0
490,477
2,377,129
1,853,856
1,326,246

Request vs.
Appropriation
(17.0%)
0.0%
(78.6%)
(16.4%)
53.3%
41.5%

HED-brf

Appendix A: Numbers Pages
FY 2016-17
Actual

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(2) COLORADO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION

The Colorado Commission for Higher Education (CCHE) serves as the cenral policy and coordinating board for higher education. This section includes funding for
CCHE and Department administration, the Division of Private Occupational Schools, which regulates proprietary institutions, and a large number of special purpose
programs that rely on various funding sources.

(A) Administration
Administration
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

3,075,597
30.0
0
107,373
2,968,224

2,980,293
30.0
0
225,375
2,754,918

3,138,593
30.0
74,153
241,657
2,822,783

3,157,388 *
30.0
0
248,375
2,909,013

SUBTOTAL - (A) Administration
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

3,075,597
30.0
0
107,373
2,968,224

2,980,293
30.0
0
225,375
2,754,918

3,138,593
30.0
74,153
241,657
2,822,783

3,157,388
30.0
0
248,375
2,909,013

Division of Private Occupational Schools
FTE
Cash Funds

655,452
5.8
655,452

647,733
9.8
647,733

762,705
9.8
762,705

778,168
9.8
778,168

SUBTOTAL - (B) Division of Private Occupational
Schools
FTE
Cash Funds

655,452
5.8
655,452

647,733
9.8
647,733

762,705
9.8
762,705

778,168
9.8
778,168

0.6%
0.0%
(100.0%)
2.8%
3.1%

(B) Division of Private Occupational Schools

2.0%
0.0%
2.0%

* Includes a request item.
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Actual

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(C) Special Purpose
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(WICHE)
Reappropriated Funds

145,000
145,000

113,550
113,550

153,000
153,000

153,000
153,000

WICHE - Optometry
Reappropriated Funds

389,158
389,158

443,125
443,125

450,625
450,625

450,625
450,625

1,987,608
1,987,608

941,098
941,098

2,800,000
2,800,000

2,800,000
2,800,000

285,000
133,950
151,050

285,000
139,650
145,350

285,000
139,650
145,350

285,000
139,650
145,350

2,213,674
15.5
413,829
1,507,192
0
292,653

1,780,474
15.5
496,605
1,283,869
0
0

2,657,351
15.5
552,296
1,755,629
50,592
298,834

2,660,568
15.5
553,096
1,757,908
50,592
298,972

899,256
899,256

1,800,000
1,800,000

1,800,000
1,800,000

1,800,000
1,800,000

Distribution to Higher Education Competitive Research
Authority
Cash Funds
Veterinary School Capital Outlay Support
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Colorado Geological Survey at the Colorado School of
Mines
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds
Institute of Cannabis Research at CSU-Pueblo
Cash Funds
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GEAR-UP
FTE
Federal Funds

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

9,466,893
25.4
9,466,893

8,565,521
39.1
8,565,521

5,000,000
39.1
5,000,000

5,093,913
39.1
5,093,913

Prosecution Fellowship Program
General Fund

356,496
356,496

356,496
356,496

356,496
356,496

356,496
356,496

Rural Teacher Recruitment, Retention, and Professional
Development
FTE
General Fund
Reappropriated Funds

441,095
0.3
441,095
0

427,000
0.3
427,000
0

681,095
0.3
441,095
240,000

681,095
0.3
441,095
240,000

Colorado Student Leaders Institute Pilot
FTE
Reappropriated Funds

0
0.0
0

0
1.0
0

218,825
1.0
218,825

218,825
1.0
218,825

Open Educational Resources Initiatives
FTE
General Fund

0
0.0
0

0
0.0
0

660,000
0.9
660,000

1,160,877
1.0
1,160,877

14,255,211
7,249,326
0
7,005,885

14,261,775
111,354
5,350,421
8,800,000

14,154,188
2,083,767
5,350,421
6,720,000

University of Colorado, Lease Purchase of Academic
Facilities at Fitzsimons
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds

Request vs.
Appropriation

14,150,438 *
1,900,017
5,350,421
6,900,000

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2016-17
Actual

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

Higher Education Federal Mineral Lease Revenues Fund
for Lease Purchase of Academic Facilities
General Fund

12,125,175
12,125,175

16,073,025
16,073,025

17,035,263
17,035,263

16,534,250 *
16,534,250

Lease Purchase of Academic Facilities Pursuant to Section
23-19.9-102
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

17,764,453
5,639,278
12,125,175

17,773,025
1,700,000
16,073,025

17,685,263
650,000
17,035,263

17,434,250 *
900,000
16,534,250

Annual Depreciation-Lease Equivalent Payment
General Fund

0
0

0
0

175,060
175,060

2,446,363 *
2,446,363

Colorado State University National Western COP Trust
Cash Funds

0
0

0
0

0
0

16,570,927 *
16,570,927

HB 18-1226 Higher Education Review Degree Program
Costs
General Fund

0
0

0
0

0
0

34,725
34,725

H.B. 18-1332 Collaborative Educator Preparation Program
Grants
General Fund

0
0

0
0

2,000,000
2,000,000

0
0

H.B. 18-1309 Partnership for Rural Education Preparation
at the University of Colorado Denver
General Fund

0
0

0
0

156,116
156,116

0
0

17,031,479
17,031,479

16,077,023
16,077,023

60,000,000
60,000,000

60,000,000
60,000,000

Tuition/Enrollment Contingency
Cash Funds

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

Open Educational Resources Council
General Fund

0
0

24,686
24,686

0
0

0
0

SUBTOTAL - (C) Special Purpose
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

77,360,498
41.2
20,585,921
0
34,204,648
12,810,383
9,759,546

78,921,798
55.9
17,489,166
5,350,421
30,741,640
16,775,050
8,565,521

126,268,282
56.8
23,460,093
5,350,421
73,865,279
18,293,655
5,298,834

142,831,352
56.9
23,426,919
5,350,421
90,868,485
17,792,642
5,392,885

13.1%
0.2%
(0.1%)
0.0%
23.0%
(2.7%)
1.8%

TOTAL - (2) Colorado Commission on Higher
Education
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

81,091,547
77.0
20,585,921
0
34,967,473
15,778,607
9,759,546

82,549,824
95.7
17,489,166
5,350,421
31,614,748
19,529,968
8,565,521

130,169,580
96.6
23,534,246
5,350,421
74,869,641
21,116,438
5,298,834

146,766,908
96.7
23,426,919
5,350,421
91,895,028
20,701,655
5,392,885

12.8%
0.1%
(0.5%)
0.0%
22.7%
(2.0%)
1.8%
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Request vs.
Appropriation

(3) COLORADO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCIAL AID

Financial aid programs assist students in covering the cost of higher education. This section includes state appropriations for need based grants, merit based grants, work
study, and various special purpose financial aid programs.

(A) Need Based Grants
Need Based Grants
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Reappropriated Funds

125,005,343
10,122,678
114,796,702
85,963

128,334,862
862,165
127,287,141
185,556

142,001,436
13,740,253
127,287,141
974,042

163,314,446 *
35,053,263
127,287,141
974,042

SUBTOTAL - (A) Need Based Grants
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Reappropriated Funds

125,005,343
0.0
10,122,678
114,796,702
85,963

128,334,862
0.0
862,165
127,287,141
185,556

142,001,436
0.0
13,740,253
127,287,141
974,042

163,314,446
0.0
35,053,263
127,287,141
974,042

Work Study
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

20,506,321
4,073,993
16,432,328

20,723,266
0
20,723,266

23,413,178
1,980,850
21,432,328

23,413,178
1,980,850
21,432,328

SUBTOTAL - (B) Work Study
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

20,506,321
0.0
4,073,993
16,432,328

20,723,266
0.0
0
20,723,266

23,413,178
0.0
1,980,850
21,432,328

23,413,178
0.0
1,980,850
21,432,328

15.0%
0.0%
155.1%
0.0%
0.0%

(B) Work Study

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(C) Merit Based Grants
Merit Based Grants
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

4,999,999
4,999,999
0

5,172,083
172,083
5,000,000

5,000,000
0
5,000,000

5,000,000
0
5,000,000

SUBTOTAL - (C) Merit Based Grants
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

4,999,999
0.0
4,999,999
0

5,172,083
0.0
172,083
5,000,000

5,000,000
0.0
0
5,000,000

5,000,000
0.0
0
5,000,000

635,507
635,507

568,239
568,239

672,000
672,000

672,000
672,000

Native American Students/Fort Lewis College
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

17,364,248
2,522,267
14,841,981

16,948,194
0
16,948,194

17,024,859
76,665
16,948,194

Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative Fund
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds

12,536,101
5,000,000
0
7,536,101

12,768,357
0
5,000,000
7,768,357

8,500,000
3,500,000
5,000,000
0

7,000,000
2,000,000
5,000,000
0

363,399
363,399

419,734
419,734

450,000
450,000

450,000
450,000

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

(D) Special Purpose
Veterans'/Law Enforcement/POW Tuition Assistance
General Fund

Tuition Assistance for Career and Technical Education
Certificate Programs
General Fund

19,318,449 *
2,370,255
16,948,194

* Includes a request item.
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H.B. 18-1002 Rural Teaching Fellowship Program
FTE
General Fund

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

0
0.0
0

0
0.0
0

530,448
0.5
530,448

Colorado Teacher Scholarship
General Fund

0
0

0
0

0
0

Emergency Completion and Retention Grant
General Fund

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

800,000
800,000

0
0

0
0

0
0

31,699,255
0.0
9,321,173
14,841,981
7,536,101

30,704,524
0.0
987,973
21,948,194
7,768,357

27,177,307
0.5
5,229,113
21,948,194
0

34,528,491
0.5
12,580,297
21,948,194
0

27.0%
0.0%
140.6%
0.0%
0.0%

182,210,918
0.0
28,517,843
146,071,011
7,536,101
85,963

184,934,735
0.0
2,022,221
174,958,601
7,768,357
185,556

197,591,921
0.5
20,950,216
175,667,663
0
974,042

226,256,115
0.5
49,614,410
175,667,663
0
974,042

14.5%
0.0%
136.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

National Guard Tuition Assistance Fund
General Fund
SUBTOTAL - (D) Special Purpose
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds
TOTAL - (3) Colorado Commission on Higher
Education Financial Aid
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

528,042
0.5
528,042
6,560,000 *
6,560,000

* Includes a request item.
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Appropriation

(4) COLLEGE OPPORTUNITY FUND PROGRAM

This section includes General Fund appropriations for student stipend payments and for fee-for-service contracts between the Colorado Commission on Higher Education
and the governing boards that oversee the state higher education institutions.

(A) Stipends
Stipends for eligible full-time equivalent students attending
state institutions
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

280,807,833
34,948,289
245,859,544

291,747,168
102,853,991
188,893,177

321,818,425
160,491,914
161,326,511

356,159,349 *
194,832,838
161,326,511

Stipends for eligible full-time equivalent students attending
participating private institutions
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

1,313,375
0
1,313,375

1,361,865
(81,510)
1,443,375

1,482,831
39,456
1,443,375

1,635,950 *
192,575
1,443,375

282,121,208
0.0
34,948,289
247,172,919

293,109,033
0.0
102,772,481
190,336,552

323,301,256
0.0
160,531,370
162,769,886

357,795,299
0.0
195,025,413
162,769,886

249,365,556
9,686,687
239,678,869

254,327,155
2,258,993
252,068,162

282,015,793
29,947,631
252,068,162

312,659,391 *
60,591,229
252,068,162

SUBTOTAL - (A) Stipends
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

10.7%
0.0%
21.5%
0.0%

(B) Fee-for-service Contracts with State Institutions
Fee-for-service Contracts with State Institutions Pursuant
to Section 23-18-303, C.R.S.
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

* Includes a request item.
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Fee-for-service Contracts with State Institutions for
Specialty Education Programs
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

116,411,292
9,594
116,401,698

117,428,362
1,026,664
116,401,698

132,279,160
15,877,462
116,401,698

336,960
336,960

336,960
336,960

5,436,960
5,436,960

5,436,960
5,436,960

SUBTOTAL - (B) Fee-for-service Contracts with State
Institutions
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

366,113,808
0.0
10,033,241
356,080,567

372,092,477
0.0
3,622,617
368,469,860

419,731,913
0.0
51,262,053
368,469,860

466,027,393
0.0
97,557,533
368,469,860

11.0%
0.0%
90.3%
0.0%

TOTAL - (4) College Opportunity Fund Program
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

648,235,016
0.0
44,981,530
603,253,486

665,201,510
0.0
106,395,098
558,806,412

743,033,169
0.0
211,793,423
531,239,746

823,822,692
0.0
292,582,946
531,239,746

10.9%
0.0%
38.1%
0.0%

Limited Purpose Fee-for-Service Contracts with State
Institutions
General Fund

147,931,042 *
31,529,344
116,401,698

* Includes a request item.
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Request vs.
Appropriation

(5) GOVERNING BOARDS

This section includes spending authority for revenue earned by the state higher education institutions from student stipend payments, fee-for-service contracts with the
Colorado Commission on Higher Education, tuition, and miscellaneous other sources. Cash funds are primarily from tuition and student fees. Reappropriated funds are
initially appropriated as General Fund in the College Opportunity Fund Program section.

(A) Trustees of Adams State University
Trustees of Adams State College
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

41,217,307
323.8
27,140,947
14,076,360

39,889,005
339.5
25,629,042
14,259,963

41,277,265
328.6
25,442,904
15,834,361

42,342,779 *
328.6
25,825,444
16,517,335

SUBTOTAL - (A) Trustees of Adams State University
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

41,217,307
323.8
27,140,947
14,076,360

39,889,005
339.5
25,629,042
14,259,963

41,277,265
328.6
25,442,904
15,834,361

42,342,779
328.6
25,825,444
16,517,335

Trustees of Colorado Mesa University
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

95,917,634
705.8
71,636,905
24,280,729

100,587,514
728.3
74,636,353
25,951,161

106,555,632
770.2
77,081,439
29,474,193

109,824,921 *
770.2
77,804,820
32,020,101

SUBTOTAL - (B) Trustees of Colorado Mesa
University
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

95,917,634
705.8
71,636,905
24,280,729

100,587,514
728.3
74,636,353
25,951,161

106,555,632
770.2
77,081,439
29,474,193

109,824,921
770.2
77,804,820
32,020,101

2.6%
0.0%
1.5%
4.3%

(B) Trustees of Colorado Mesa University

3.1%
(0.0%)
0.9%
8.6%

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(C) Trustees of Metropolitan State College of Denver
Trustees of Metropolitan State College of Denver
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

174,374,023
1,345.4
122,959,022
51,415,001

182,668,787
1,392.8
131,042,184
51,626,603

191,885,834
1,433.5
133,541,851
58,343,983

197,853,488 *
1,433.5
134,042,472
63,811,016

SUBTOTAL - (C) Trustees of Metropolitan State
College of Denver
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

174,374,023
1,345.4
122,959,022
51,415,001

182,668,787
1,392.8
131,042,184
51,626,603

191,885,834
1,433.5
133,541,851
58,343,983

197,853,488
1,433.5
134,042,472
63,811,016

Trustees of Western State College
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

35,121,312
257.2
23,586,385
11,534,927

35,932,286
250.2
24,110,389
11,821,897

39,171,812
265.0
25,128,464
14,043,348

40,185,677 *
265.0
25,618,557
14,567,120

SUBTOTAL - (D) Trustees of Western State College
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

35,121,312
257.2
23,586,385
11,534,927

35,932,286
250.2
24,110,389
11,821,897

39,171,812
265.0
25,128,464
14,043,348

40,185,677
265.0
25,618,557
14,567,120

3.1%
0.0%
0.4%
9.4%

(D) Trustees of Western State College

2.6%
0.0%
2.0%
3.7%

* Includes a request item.
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Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(E) Board of Governors of the Colorado State University System
Board of Governors of the Colorado State University
System
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

639,917,940
4,752.8
505,399,633
134,518,307

669,684,760
5,115.2
530,399,234
139,285,526

706,859,627
4,861.3
552,001,555
154,858,072

735,099,130 *
4,861.3
562,947,008
172,152,122

SUBTOTAL - (E) Board of Governors of the Colorado
State University System
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

639,917,940
4,752.8
505,399,633
134,518,307

669,684,760
5,115.2
530,399,234
139,285,526

706,859,627
4,861.3
552,001,555
154,858,072

735,099,130
4,861.3
562,947,008
172,152,122

Trustees of Fort Lewis College
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

54,604,130
422.5
43,122,930
11,481,200

54,752,596
441.4
42,967,657
11,784,939

55,102,191
462.3
42,049,095
13,053,096

57,966,421 *
462.3
43,365,576
14,600,845

SUBTOTAL - (F) Trustees of Fort Lewis College
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

54,604,130
422.5
43,122,930
11,481,200

54,752,596
441.4
42,967,657
11,784,939

55,102,191
462.3
42,049,095
13,053,096

57,966,421
462.3
43,365,576
14,600,845

4.0%
0.0%
2.0%
11.2%

(F) Trustees of Fort Lewis College

5.2%
0.0%
3.1%
11.9%

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(G) Regents of the University of Colorado
Regents of the University of Colorado
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

1,248,039,719
8,821.1
1,061,507,023
186,532,696

1,325,291,244
8,255.5
1,130,973,017
194,318,227

1,414,134,410
9,171.4
1,195,629,391
218,505,019

1,475,132,736 *
9,171.4
1,229,063,531
246,069,205

SUBTOTAL - (G) Regents of the University of
Colorado
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

1,248,039,719
8,821.1
1,061,507,023
186,532,696

1,325,291,244
8,255.5
1,130,973,017
194,318,227

1,414,134,410
9,171.4
1,195,629,391
218,505,019

1,475,132,736
9,171.4
1,229,063,531
246,069,205

Trustees of the Colorado School of Mines
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

164,023,299
952.4
143,384,249
20,639,050

174,507,137
952.4
153,022,431
21,484,706

189,044,896
1,008.4
166,171,403
22,873,493

208,415,278 *
1,008.4
183,251,354
25,163,924

SUBTOTAL - (H) Trustees of the Colorado School of
Mines
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

164,023,299
952.4
143,384,249
20,639,050

174,507,137
952.4
153,022,431
21,484,706

189,044,896
1,008.4
166,171,403
22,873,493

208,415,278
1,008.4
183,251,354
25,163,924

4.3%
0.0%
2.8%
12.6%

(H) Trustees of the Colorado School of Mines

10.2%
0.0%
10.3%
10.0%

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(I) University of Northern Colorado
University of Northern Colorado
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

144,038,615
1,218.6
104,925,381
39,113,234

150,991,831
1,308.0
111,394,423
39,597,408

162,475,262
1,360.7
119,982,536
42,492,726

168,186,176 *
1,360.7
121,468,113
46,718,063

SUBTOTAL - (I) University of Northern Colorado
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

144,038,615
1,218.6
104,925,381
39,113,234

150,991,831
1,308.0
111,394,423
39,597,408

162,475,262
1,360.7
119,982,536
42,492,726

168,186,176
1,360.7
121,468,113
46,718,063

3.5%
0.0%
1.2%
9.9%

(J) State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education State System Community Colleges
State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational
Education State System Community Colleges
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

441,207,383
5,858.9
287,877,236
153,330,147

455,837,612
5,848.6
302,128,397
153,709,215

472,039,010
6,050.9
299,966,964
172,072,046

492,517,323 *
6,050.9
301,950,312
190,567,011

SUBTOTAL - (J) State Board for Community Colleges
and Occupational Education State System Community
Colleges
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

441,207,383
5,858.9
287,877,236
153,330,147

455,837,612
5,848.6
302,128,397
153,709,215

472,039,010
6,050.9
299,966,964
172,072,046

492,517,323
6,050.9
301,950,312
190,567,011

4.3%
0.0%
0.7%
10.7%

* Includes a request item.
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Actual
TOTAL - (5) Governing Boards
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds

12-Dec-2018

FY 2017-18
Actual

3,038,461,362
24,658.5
2,391,539,711
646,921,651

143

3,190,142,772
24,631.9
2,526,303,127
663,839,645

FY 2018-19
Appropriation
3,378,545,939
25,712.3
2,636,995,602
741,550,337

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

3,527,523,929
25,712.3
2,705,337,187
822,186,742

4.4%
0.0%
2.6%
10.9%

HED-brf
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FY 2016-17
Actual

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(6) LOCAL DISTRICT COLLEGE GRANTS PURSUANT TO SECTION 23-71-301, C.R.S.

This section includes state subsidies for the operation of Colorado's two local district colleges: Aims Community College and Colorado Mountain College. Local district
colleges receive financial support from special property tax districts and are governed by boards elected by tax district residents. Students from the districts pay discounted
tuition rates.
Colorado Mountain College
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds

7,673,741
1,102,019
6,041,020
530,702

7,833,713
1,278,464
6,041,020
514,229

8,649,950
2,078,228
6,041,020
530,702

9,540,744 *
2,969,022
6,041,020
530,702

Aims Community College
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds

9,079,459
1,836,871
6,609,305
633,283

9,223,890
2,045,505
6,609,305
569,080

10,248,586
3,005,997
6,609,305
633,284

11,287,067 *
4,044,478
6,609,305
633,284

16,753,200
0.0
2,938,890
12,650,325
1,163,985

17,057,603
0.0
3,323,969
12,650,325
1,083,309

18,898,536
0.0
5,084,225
12,650,325
1,163,986

20,827,811
0.0
7,013,500
12,650,325
1,163,986

TOTAL - (6) Local District College Grants Pursuant to
Section 23-71-301, C.R.S.
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds

10.2%
0.0%
37.9%
0.0%
0.0%

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(7) DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

This section includes all state funding and most federal funding distributed to K-12 and higher education institutions for occupational education programs. The State
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education is responsible for distributing these funds consistent with state and federal law. Most reappropriated funds
are from transfers from the Governor's Office of Economic Development and the Department of Education.

(A) Administrative Costs
Administrative Costs
FTE
Reappropriated Funds

900,000
9.0
900,000

900,000
9.0
900,000

900,000
9.0
900,000

900,000
9.0
900,000

SUBTOTAL - (A) Administrative Costs
FTE
Reappropriated Funds

900,000
9.0
900,000

900,000
9.0
900,000

900,000
9.0
900,000

900,000
9.0
900,000

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

(B) Distribution of State Assistance for Career and Technical Education pursuant to Section 23-8-102, C.R.S.
Distributions of State Assistance for Career and Technical
Education
Reappropriated Funds

25,639,363
25,639,363

26,164,481
26,164,481

26,675,279
26,675,279

26,675,279
26,675,279

SUBTOTAL - (B) Distribution of State Assistance for
Career and Technical Education pursuant to Section
23-8-102, C.R.S.
FTE
Reappropriated Funds

25,639,363
0.0
25,639,363

26,164,481
0.0
26,164,481

26,675,279
0.0
26,675,279

26,675,279
0.0
26,675,279
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FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

(C) Area Technical College Support
Area Technical College Support
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

9,971,721
1,879,876
8,091,845

10,218,039
2,126,194
8,091,845

12,311,435
4,219,590
8,091,845

13,910,021 *
5,818,176
8,091,845

SUBTOTAL - (C) Area Technical College Support
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt

9,971,721
0.0
1,879,876
8,091,845

10,218,039
0.0
2,126,194
8,091,845

12,311,435
0.0
4,219,590
8,091,845

13,910,021
0.0
5,818,176
8,091,845

Administration
FTE
Federal Funds

2,229,863
23.0
2,229,863

2,220,227
23.0
2,220,227

2,220,227
23.0
2,220,227

2,220,227
23.0
2,220,227

Programs
Federal Funds

13,802,151
13,802,151

13,353,751
13,353,751

13,353,751
13,353,751

13,353,751
13,353,751

SUBTOTAL - (D) Sponsored Programs
FTE
Federal Funds

16,032,014
23.0
16,032,014

15,573,978
23.0
15,573,978

15,573,978
23.0
15,573,978

15,573,978
23.0
15,573,978

4,500,000
4,500,000

4,500,000
4,500,000

4,500,000
4,500,000

4,500,000
4,500,000

13.0%
0.0%
37.9%
0.0%

(D) Sponsored Programs

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

(E) Colorado First Customized Job Training
Colorado First Customized Job Training
Reappropriated Funds

* Includes a request item.
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FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

SUBTOTAL - (E) Colorado First Customized Job
Training
FTE
Reappropriated Funds

4,500,000
0.0
4,500,000

4,500,000
0.0
4,500,000

4,500,000
0.0
4,500,000

4,500,000
0.0
4,500,000

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

TOTAL - (7) Division of Occupational Education
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

57,043,098
32.0
1,879,876
8,091,845
31,039,363
16,032,014

57,356,498
32.0
2,126,194
8,091,845
31,564,481
15,573,978

59,960,692
32.0
4,219,590
8,091,845
32,075,279
15,573,978

61,559,278
32.0
5,818,176
8,091,845
32,075,279
15,573,978

2.7%
0.0%
37.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
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(8) AURARIA HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER

Established by statute in 1974, the Auraria Higher Education Center (AHEC) is governed by a Board of Directors who oversee the centralized operations of the campus
located in Denver. AHEC provides common services to the Community College of Denver, Metropolitan State University of Denver, and the University of Colorado at
Denver. Reappropriated funds are from the three governing boards that share the AHEC campus.
Administration
FTE
Reappropriated Funds

19,628,225
190.2
19,628,225

21,493,175
190.2
21,493,175

22,567,834
188.1
22,567,834

23,470,547 *
188.1
23,470,547

TOTAL - (8) Auraria Higher Education Center
FTE
Reappropriated Funds

19,628,225
190.2
19,628,225

21,493,175
190.2
21,493,175

22,567,834
188.1
22,567,834

23,470,547
188.1
23,470,547

4.0%
0.0%
4.0%

* Includes a request item.
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Request vs.
Appropriation

(9) HISTORY COLORADO

The State Historical Society (History Colorado) collects, preserves, exhibits, and interprets artifacts and properties of historical significance to the State. It also distributes
gaming revenues earmarked for historic preservation. Cash funds include gaming revenues that are deposited to various State Historic Fund accounts, museum revenues,
gifts, and grants.

(A) Central Administration
Central Administration
FTE
Cash Funds
Federal Funds

1,489,661
12.0
1,373,319
116,342

1,352,843
12.0
1,051,438
301,405

1,187,208
10.0
1,070,866
116,342

1,512,163 *
11.5
1,395,821
116,342

Facilities Management
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds

1,777,146
7.5
0
1,777,146

1,465,519
7.5
0
1,465,519

1,482,010
8.0
0
1,482,010

1,583,006 *
9.0
196,968
1,386,038

Lease Purchase of Colorado History Museum
Cash Funds

3,021,415
3,021,415

3,013,304
3,013,304

3,021,860
3,021,860

3,021,543
3,021,543

SUBTOTAL - (A) Central Administration
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Federal Funds

6,288,222
19.5
0
6,171,880
116,342

5,831,666
19.5
0
5,530,261
301,405

5,691,078
18.0
0
5,574,736
116,342

6,116,712
20.5
196,968
5,803,402
116,342

7.5%
13.9%
0.0%
4.1%
0.0%

* Includes a request item.
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(B) History Colorado Museums
History Colorado Center
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Federal Funds

4,388,444
56.4
0
3,934,985
453,459

4,607,269
56.4
0
4,023,918
583,351

4,611,859
45.0
0
4,537,882
73,977

4,961,557 *
42.5
464,655
4,419,528
77,374

Community Museums
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Federal Funds

1,082,070
20.5
0
1,082,070
0

2,983,049
20.5
1,461,401
1,484,524
37,124

2,912,910
20.5
1,425,710
1,487,200
0

2,945,502
20.5
1,435,949
1,507,561
1,992

149,184
149,184

0
0

0
0

0
0

5,619,698
76.9
0
5,166,239
453,459

7,590,318
76.9
1,461,401
5,508,442
620,475

7,524,769
65.5
1,425,710
6,025,082
73,977

7,907,059
63.0
1,900,604
5,927,089
79,366

1,635,071
23.0
550,822
24,391
1,059,858

1,536,128
23.0
471,870
46,085
1,018,173

1,552,190
20.0
669,882
97,283
785,025

1,584,760
20.0
702,452
97,283
785,025

Museum Exhibits
Cash Funds
SUBTOTAL - (B) History Colorado Museums
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Federal Funds

5.1%
(3.8%)
33.3%
(1.6%)
7.3%

(C) Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation
Program Costs
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds
* Includes a request item.
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SUBTOTAL - (C) Office of Archeology and Historic
Preservation
FTE
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

1,635,071
23.0
550,822
24,391
1,059,858

1,536,128
23.0
471,870
46,085
1,018,173

1,552,190
20.0
669,882
97,283
785,025

1,584,760
20.0
702,452
97,283
785,025

Administration
FTE
Cash Funds

1,376,850
18.0
1,376,850

1,410,754
18.0
1,410,754

1,703,303
17.0
1,703,303

1,727,436
17.0
1,727,436

Grants
Cash Funds

9,176,666
9,176,666

8,423,171
8,423,171

8,250,000
8,250,000

8,250,000
8,250,000

Gaming Cities Distribution
Cash Funds

5,103,136
5,103,136

5,077,093
5,077,093

5,300,000
5,300,000

5,300,000
5,300,000

15,656,652
18.0
15,656,652

14,911,018
18.0
14,911,018

15,253,303
17.0
15,253,303

15,277,436
17.0
15,277,436

198,081
178,081
20,000

160,564
140,564
20,000

1,960,000
1,295,000
665,000

1,960,000
1,295,000
665,000

Request vs.
Appropriation

2.1%
0.0%
4.9%
0.0%
0.0%

(D) State Historical Fund Program

SUBTOTAL - (D) State Historical Fund Program
FTE
Cash Funds

0.2%
0.0%
0.2%

(E) Cumbres and Toltec Railroad Commission
Cumbres and Toltec Railroad Commission
General Fund
Cash Funds
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SUBTOTAL - (E) Cumbres and Toltec Railroad
Commission
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
TOTAL - (9) History Colorado
FTE
General Fund
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds
TOTAL - Department of Higher Education
FTE
General Fund
General Fund Exempt
Cash Funds
Reappropriated Funds
Federal Funds

12-Dec-2018

FY 2017-18
Actual

FY 2018-19
Appropriation

FY 2019-20
Request

Request vs.
Appropriation

198,081
0.0
178,081
20,000

160,564
0.0
140,564
20,000

1,960,000
0.0
1,295,000
665,000

1,960,000
0.0
1,295,000
665,000

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

29,397,724
137.4
178,081
27,565,593
24,391
1,629,659

30,029,694
137.4
1,601,965
26,441,591
46,085
1,940,053

31,981,340
120.5
2,720,710
28,188,003
97,283
975,344

32,845,967
120.5
3,392,572
28,375,379
97,283
980,733

2.7%
0.0%
24.7%
0.7%
0.0%
0.6%

4,076,864,146
25,095.1
99,106,639
770,066,667
2,465,035,585
714,562,600
28,092,655

4,253,553,631
25,087.2
132,958,613
759,857,604
2,595,930,072
737,935,162
26,872,180

4,590,031,718
26,150.0
270,593,739
733,000,000
2,744,061,460
819,590,900
22,785,619

4,869,120,955
26,150.1
382,339,000
733,000,000
2,829,148,709
901,359,404
23,273,842

6.1%
0.0%
41.3%
0.0%
3.1%
10.0%
2.1%
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APPENDIX B
RECENT LEGISLATION AFFECTING
DEPARTMENT BUDGET
2017 SESSION BILLS
S.B. 17-060 (CO STUDENT LEADERS INSTITUTE RELOCATION TO CDHE): Relocates the
Colorado Student Leaders Institute from the Office of the Lieutenant Governor to the Department
of Higher Education. Transfers an appropriation of $218,825 General Fund and 1.0 FTE from the
Office of the Lieutenant Governor to the Department of Higher Education for FY 2017-18.
S.B. 17-074 (CREATE MEDICATION-ASSISTED TREATMENT PROGRAM): Creates a pilot program in
the College of Nursing in the University of Colorado to make grants for organizations providing
medication-assisted treatment to persons with opioid use disorders in Pueblo and Routt counties.
Requires an annual appropriation from the Marijuana Tax Cash Fund (MTCF) of $500,000 in FY
2017-18 and FY 2018-19, and provides the FY 2017-18 appropriation to the Department of Higher
Education for the University of Colorado. Any unexpended money is returned to the MTCF at the
end of FY 2018-19. The program is repealed as of June 30, 2020.
S.B. 17-174 (ALLOCATION OF MONEY FOR NATIONAL GUARD TUITION): Removes a statutory
provision requiring the Colorado Commission on Higher Education to allocate funds for tuition
assistance to members of the Colorado National Guard. The change allows the General Assembly to
make all of the program’s FY 2017-18 and future appropriations to the Department of Military and
Veterans Affairs instead of funding a portion through the Department of Higher Education.
S.B. 17-193 (RESEARCH CTR PREVENTION SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADDICTION): Creates a research
center for substance abuse and addiction prevention strategies and treatment at the University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center. Provides a one-time appropriation of $1,000,000 from the
Marijuana Tax Cash Fund (MTCF) for FY 2017-18 to the Department of Higher Education for
allocation to the University of Colorado.
S.B. 17-254 (LONG BILL): General appropriations act for FY 2017-18. Includes provisions modifying
FY 2016-17 appropriations to the Department.
S.B. 17-257 (HISTORICAL SOCIETY COMMUNITY MUSEUMS CASH): Creates the Community
Museums Cash Fund to receive fees, membership dues, and other revenue earned at History
Colorado’s community museums. This separates these revenues from the balance of History Colorado
earned revenue, which is deposited in the Enterprise Services Cash Fund. Amounts in the new fund
are subject to annual appropriation for the use of the community museums. Modifies Higher
Education appropriations in the FY 2017-18 Long Bill to: (1) eliminate the $847,000 cash funds
currently appropriated from the Enterprise Services Cash Fund to the community museums; (2)
replace this appropriation with $847,000 cash funds from the Community Museums Cash Fund; and
(3) specify that if available revenue in the Community Museums Cash Fund is less than the
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appropriated amount, an amount equal to the unused balance is appropriated from the Enterprise
Services Cash Fund.
S.B. 17-258 (USING OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES IN HIGHER ED): Creates the Open
Educational Resources Council in the Department of Higher Education, which is charged with
overseeing a contracted study and making recommendations on increasing the use of Open
Educational Resources (OER) at public institutions of higher education. Provides an appropriation of
$25,000 General Fund to the Department of Higher Education for FY 2017-18 to contract for the
study of OER and for other Council expenses. The Council is repealed July 1, 2018.
S.B. 17-297 (REVISING HIGHER EDUCATION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS): Revises various
higher education performance requirements, including: (1) striking statutory provisions that require
performance funding for higher education institutions; and (2) striking most statutory provisions
requiring the state to negotiate performance contracts with public higher education institutions.
Instead, requires public institutions to annually affirm the institutions’ contribution toward meeting
the goals of the state higher education master plan, requires goals for each institution to be outlined,
and requires that each institution’s contributions to the master plan be measured using data collected
for state and federal reporting purposes and for populating the higher education funding model.
Reduces the authority of the Colorado Commission on Higher Education to waive a broad range
statutory provisions for institutions with performance contracts, but modifies or eliminates specific
statutory requirements that were previously waived by the Commission.
Requires reporting by December 1 of each year to the Joint Budget Committee and the education
committees concerning the master plan goals and each institution’s progress toward master plan goals
and requires this information be posted to the Department’s website.
H.B. 17-1140 (ENHANCE STUDENT SUPPORT CSM FEE-FOR-SERVICE FUNDS): Modifies
restrictions on the Colorado School of Mines’ (CSM) use of state fee-for-service contract funds.
Statute previously required the Colorado School of Mines to use a portion of its fee-for-service
funding to provide financial aid for in-state students, with all fee-for-service funds to be used for this
purpose by FY 2021. Under the bill, CSM may also use fee-for-service funding for advising,
counseling, academic support, and precollegiate program expenses.
H.B. 17-1282 (RURAL VETERINARY EDUCATION LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM): Creates the
Veterinary Education Loan Repayment Program in Colorado State University (CSU). The program
provides financial incentives through education loan repayment to licensed veterinarians to practice
in rural areas with a shortage of veterinarians. Creates the Veterinary Education Loan Repayment
Fund, consisting of gifts, grants, and donations and transfers from the General Assembly. Money in
this fund is continuously appropriated to the State Veterinary Education Council, which operates
under the supervision of the dean of CSU’s College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences.
Transfers $140,000 from the General Fund to the Veterinary Education Loan Repayment Fund on
September 1, 2017.
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2018 SESSION BILLS
S.B. 18-085 (FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION IN RURAL AREAS): Expands stipends for
teachers in rural school districts who are seeking certification as a national board certified teacher or
concurrent enrollment teacher. Increases the number of stipends from 20 to 60 and makes other
modifications to the program. Stipends may not exceed $6,000 per teacher, and teachers who accept
the stipend must commit to teaching in a rural area for a total of three years. Provides an appropriation
of $240,000 cash funds from the State Education Fund to the Department of Education in FY 201819, and provides an appropriation of $240,000 reappropriated funds to the Department of Higher
Education from the amount appropriated to the Department of Education. The same level of funding
is anticipated to be required in future years.
S.B 18-086 (CYBER CODING CRYPTOLOGY FOR STATE RECORDS): Requires the state's Chief
Information Security Officer to annually identify, assess, and mitigate cyber threats to the State.
Includes various provisions to promote security of state data and Colorado’s role as a center for
cybersecurity research, development, and training. Among other provisions, appropriates $5,100,000
General Fund to the Department of Higher Education in FY 2018-19 for allocation to higher
education governing boards participating in activities related to cybersecurity and distributed ledger
technologies as follows: Colorado Mesa University - $300,000; Metropolitan State University of
Denver - $300,000; Western State Colorado University - $200,000; Colorado State University System
- $1,200,000; University of Colorado System - $2,800,000; Community College System - $300,000.
General Fund appropriations are first appropriated to the College Opportunity Fund Program and are
then reappropriated to the individual governing boards for fee-for-service contracts, resulting in a
matching increase of $5,100,000 reappropriated funds.
Requires that specified percentages of these appropriations for higher education institutions be used
for scholarships for students who are doing work in connection with cybersecurity and distributed
ledger technologies. Requires a report from the Department of Higher Education, in collaboration
with the governing boards, on the use of this additional funding to expand faculty, student internships,
degrees awarded, seminars, and matching funding related to cybersecurity research and training above
the April 2018 baseline. The report must be provided to the Joint Budget Committee and other
specified legislative committees on or before October 1, 2019 and must be presented in annual
SMART Act legislative hearings. Requires the Department and funding recipients to provide
recommendations at SMART Act hearings in 2021 and every three years thereafter on whether the
funding should be continued.
S.B. 18-206 (RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS AFFORDABILITY FOR RESIDENTS/INCREASE NONRESIDENT ENROLLMENT): Reduces the percentage of students enrolled at the state’s research
institutions (University of Colorado System, Colorado State University System, Colorado School of
Mines, and University of Northern Colorado) who must be Colorado resident (“in-state”) students.
Requires that not less than fifty-five percent (rather than two-thirds) of enrollment at the research
institutions be in-state resident students, after excluding foreign student and students enrolled in
online courses. Makes other changes to formula calculations concerning resident/nonresident student
ratios. Requires the Department of Higher Education submit an annual report to the Joint Budget
Committee and the legislative Education Committees, beginning October 15, 2018, that provides
nominal data for each institution in each affected student category and provides calculations
demonstrating the institution’s compliance with the statute. Requires this data be consistently included
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in the State’s student records database. Provides an appropriation of $8,181,450 cash funds from
tuition to the University of Colorado for FY 2018-19 based on the additional nonresident tuition
revenue anticipated to be received as a result of the statutory change.
S.B. 18-262 (HIGHER ED TARGETED MASTER PLAN FUNDING): Appropriates $16.7 million
additional General Fund for higher education institutions and financial aid for FY 2018-19. This
funding is allocated based on existing statute and the funding model included in the FY 2018-19 Long
Bill, with specified exceptions that allow a portion of amounts that would otherwise be allocated to
the University of Colorado and Colorado State University systems to be allocated to the other
governing boards.
S.B. 18-262 FY 2018-19 HIGHER EDUCATION
GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS
GOVERNING BOARDS
Adams State University
Colorado Mesa University
Metropolitan State University of Denver
Western State Colorado University
Colorado State University System
Fort Lewis College
University of Colorado System
Colorado School of Mines
University of Northern Colorado
Community College System
Colorado Mountain College
Aims Community College
Area technical colleges
SUBTOTAL - GOVERNING BOARDS1

$540,138
741,441
1,558,654
541,638
2,106,270
531,603
2,465,807
476,602
670,368
3,594,682
144,670
185,887
0
$13,557,760

FINANCIAL AID/OTHER
Need-based grants
Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative
Student stipends - private institutions
SUBTOTAL - FINANCIAL AID/OTHER

$1,654,375
1,500,000
34,890
$3,189,265

TOTAL

$16,747,025
allocated to governing boards other than Colorado Mountain College, Aims Community College, and the Area Technical
Colleges are appropriated first to the College Opportunity Fund Program in the Department and are then reappropriated as student
stipends and fee-for-service contracts to the governing boards.
1Amounts

Includes appropriations of $13,227,203 reappropriated funds, since General Fund appropriations for
most of the governing boards are first appropriated to the College Opportunity Fund program and
are then reappropriated to the individual governing boards for student stipends and fee-for-service
contracts.
H.B. 18-1002 (RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICT TEACHING FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS): Creates a
teaching fellowship program for rural local education providers and institutions of higher education
that offer a teacher preparation program. Authorizes up to 100 one-year fellowships that are designed
by participating rural education providers and institutions of higher education to meet the needs of
the rural education provider and the higher education student who receives the teaching fellowship.
Teaching fellows receive a $10,000 stipend, in addition to any other financial assistance available to
the fellow. Stipends are funded 50 percent by the participating institution of higher education and 50
percent from state support. The education provider commits to extending an offer of employment to
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students who successfully complete a fellowship, and students receiving a job offer commit to two
full years of employment or repaying their fellowship stipend. Requires reporting from participating
institutions and an annual report from the Department of Higher Education to the Joint Budget
Committee, Education Committees, the State Board of Education, and the Colorado Commission on
Higher Education. Includes an appropriation of $530,448 General Fund and 0.5 FTE to the
Department of Higher Education for FY 2018-19. A similar funding level is anticipated in subsequent
years.
H.B. 18-1003 (OPIOID MISUSE PREVENTION): Implements several policies related to the prevention
of opioid and substance misuse and allocates $2,489,249 total funds in FY 2018-19, including $750,000
Marijuana Tax Cash Fund, to the University of Colorado for the Center for Research Into Substance
Use Disorder Prevention, Treatment, and Recovery to develop and implement continuing medical
education activities for prescribers of pain medication.
H.B. 18-1226 (HIGHER ED REVIEW DEGREE PROGRAM COSTS AND OUTCOMES): Requires the
Department of Higher Education prepare a return on investment report on undergraduate degree and
certificate programs offered by state institutions of higher education. The report is due on or before
July 31, 2019 and each July 31 thereafter. Provides an appropriation of $74,153 General Fund to the
Department of Higher Education. This is expected to annualize to $34,250 General Fund and 0.5
FTE in FY 2019-20.
H.B. 18-1309 (PROGRAMS ADDRESSING EDUCATOR SHORTAGES): Includes various provisions to
address educator shortages, including establishing new “grow your own educator” and “teacher of
record” programs in the Department of Education. Among other provisions, creates a Partnership
for Rural Education Preparation at the University of Colorado-Denver (UCD) to collaborate with
other institutions on solutions to the rural teacher shortage. Includes an appropriation of $156,116
General Fund to the Department of Higher Education for allocation to the University of Colorado
for the Partnership for Rural Education Preparation program. This amount is expected to support
one staff member at UCD for the two-year period from FY 2018-19 through FY 2019-20.
H.B. 18-1322 (LONG BILL): General appropriations act for FY 2018-19. Includes provisions
modifying FY 2017-18 appropriations to the Department.
H.B. 18-1331 (HIGHER ED OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES): Creates the Colorado Open
Educational Resources (OER) Council and grant program in the Department of Higher Education
(DHE). Open educational resources are high-quality teaching, learning, and research resources that
reside in the public domain or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits
their free use and repurposing by others. Establishes requirements for appointments to the Council
by the Executive Director of DHE and the Commissioner of Education. Council responsibilities
include:





Recommending statewide policies for promoting adaptation, creation, and use of OER at
Colorado public institutions of higher education;
Facilitating professional development and sharing of knowledge about OER;
Implementing the OER grant program that is created in the bill; and
Submitting an annual report to the Colorado Commission on Higher Education and the General
Assembly on the use of OER and the impact of the grant program.
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The OER grant program provides grants to public institutions of higher education to promote the use
of OER at the institutions and to faculty and staff, individually or in groups, to create and adapt open
educational resources. The bill also directs the Colorado Commission on Higher Education to adopt
guidelines to require public institutions of higher education to ensure that, beginning in the fall of
2021, students are informed prior to course registration concerning which courses and sections use
OER or other low-cost materials. Provides a General Fund appropriation of $660,000 and 0.9 FTE
for FY 2018-19 that is expected to increase to $1,160,877 for FY 2019-20 and a similar amount in FY
2020-21. The Council and grant program are repealed effective November 1, 2021.
H.B. 18-1332 (COLLABORATIVE EDUCATOR PREPARATION PROGRAM GRANTS): Creates the
Collaborative Educator Preparation Grant Program (grant program) in the Department to support
educator preparation initiatives implemented through partnerships between educator preparation
programs and local education providers (LEPs). Educator preparation programs include those offered
by institutions of higher education or through alternative teacher programs. Requires the Department,
in collaboration with the rural education coordinator, to convene meetings between LEPs and
educator preparation programs to assist them in developing joint proposals for teacher preparation
initiatives, e.g., teacher residency programs or technology to support long-distance supervision of new
teachers. Provides a one-time appropriation of $2,000,000 General Fund. Unexpended amounts may
be rolled forward and spent through FY 2019-20.
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APPENDIX C
FOOTNOTES AND INFORMATION REQUESTS
UPDATE ON LONG BILL FOOTNOTES
FOOTNOTES OTHER THAN TUITION FOOTNOTES
19

Department of Health Care Policy and Financing, Grand Totals; Department of Higher
Education, College Opportunity Fund Program, Fee-for-service Contracts with State
Institutions, Fee-for-service Contracts with State Institutions for Specialty Education
Programs; and Governing Boards, Regents of the University of Colorado -- The Department
of Higher Education shall transfer $515,288 to the Department of Health Care Policy and
Financing for administrative costs and family medicine residency placements associated with
care provided by the faculty of the health sciences center campus at the University of Colorado
that are eligible for payment pursuant to Section 25.5-4-401, C.R.S. If the federal Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid services continue to allow the Department of Health Care Policy and
Financing to make supplemental payments to the University of Colorado School of Medicine,
the Department of Higher Education shall transfer the amount approved, up to $68,281,957,
to the Department of Health Care Policy and Financing FY 2018-19 pursuant to Section 2318-304(1)(c), C.R.S. If permission is discontinued, or is granted for a lesser amount, the
Department of Higher Education shall transfer any portion of the $68,281,957 that is not
transferred to the Department of Health Care Policy and Financing to the Regents of the
University of Colorado.
COMMENT: The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services approved the supplemental
payment plan during summer 2017. An interagency agreement between the University and the
Department of Health Care Policy and Financing has been signed and is expected to continue
in FY 2019-20.

20

Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education, Special
Purpose, Tuition/Enrollment Contingency -- Department of Higher Education, Colorado
Commission on Higher Education, Special Purpose, Tuition/Enrollment Contingency -- The
Colorado Commission on Higher Education may transfer spending authority from this line
item to the Governing Boards in the event that tuition revenues increase beyond appropriated
levels. The spending authority for this line item is in addition to the funds appropriated
directly to the Governing Boards. It is the General Assembly's intent that the Colorado
Commission on Higher Education transfer spending authority from this line item to allow
institutions to receive and expend tuition revenue beyond appropriated levels that results from
higher than expected enrollment and not to support tuition increases that exceed the
assumptions outlined in the footnotes for each governing board.
COMMENT: Staff anticipates that this footnote will only be invoked to the extent there is a
need for further “true up” between actual expenditures and the modified FY 2018-19
appropriation at the end of the 2018-19 fiscal year. The FY 2017-18 version of this footnote
allowed institutions that had enrollment levels higher than anticipated to receive and spend
the associated revenue.
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21

Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education Financial Aid,
Work Study - The Colorado Commission on Higher Education may roll forward up to two
percent of the Work Study appropriation to the next fiscal year.
COMMENT: The footnote provides flexibility for the Department to roll forward work-study
funds because employment by some students in the summer of the academic year may occur
in the next state fiscal year.

32

Department of Higher Education, History Colorado, Central Administration; History
Colorado Museums; and Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation -- History Colorado
may transfer up to 10.0 percent of the total amount appropriated in these sections between
the sections and among the line items within the sections.
COMMENT: This footnote added flexibility in the History Colorado budget starting in FY
2015-16.

33

Department of Higher Education, History Colorado, Cumbres and Toltec Railroad
Commission --The amount in this line item is calculated based on the following assumptions:
(1) This line item includes $202,500 for annual Commission operating expenses and other
routine ongoing costs including controlled maintenance; (2) the balance of this appropriation
is for capital projects including locomotive boiler repair, passenger car upgrades, and track,
bridge, and tunnel upgrades; and (3) amounts above the $202,500 ongoing operating support
are based on an analysis of the Railroad's capital outlay needs over a three year period and are
not assumed to continue after FY 2018-19. Amounts in this line item that are not expended
by June 30, 2019 may be rolled forward for expenditure in FY 2019-20.
COMMENT: This footnote provides a record of legislative intent, given that this line item is
“quasi-capital” in nature. Actual expenditures for the Cumbres and Toltec Railroad have
remained well below appropriations as funds are rolled forward to future years. The
Department failed to annualize the request FY 2018-19 request or submit a decision item for
FY 2019-20.

TUITION FOOTNOTES
The footnotes below all reflect the General Assembly’s assumptions on governing board tuition. Comments for all these
footnotes are grouped at the end of this section.
22

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Trustees of Adams State University -The amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption that no undergraduate
student with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19 than three percent over
what a student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit hours and course of study,
except that tuition is assumed to increase above this amount for nursing students who receive
a reduction in student fees equal to any tuition increase exceeding three percent. This amount
is also calculated based on the assumption that the governing board will increase tuition rates
for graduate and nonresident students based on its assessment of market conditions. The
General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this line item through supplemental action
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during fiscal year FY 2018-19 based on updated enrollment estimates and tuition rate
information.
23

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Trustees of Colorado Mesa University
-- The amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption that no undergraduate
student with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19 than three percent over
what a student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit hours and course of study.
This amount is also calculated based on the assumption that the governing board will increase
tuition rates for graduate and nonresident students based on its assessment of market
conditions. The General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this line item through
supplemental action during fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment estimates and
tuition rate information.

24

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Trustees of Metropolitan State
University of Denver -- The amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption
that no undergraduate student with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19
than three percent over what a student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit
hours and course of study. This amount is also calculated based on the assumption that the
governing board will increase tuition rates for graduate and nonresident students based on its
assessment of market conditions. The General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this
line item through supplemental action during fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment
estimates and tuition rate information.

25

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Trustees of Western State Colorado
University -- The amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption that no
undergraduate student with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19 than
three percent over what a student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit hours
and course of study. This amount is also calculated based on the assumption that the
governing board will increase tuition rates for graduate and nonresident students based on its
assessment of market conditions. The General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this
line item through supplemental action during fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment
estimates and tuition rate information.

26

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Board of Governors of the Colorado
State University System -- The amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption
that no undergraduate student with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19
than three percent over what a student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit
hours and course of study. This amount is also calculated based on the assumption that the
governing board will increase tuition rates for graduate and nonresident students based on its
assessment of market conditions. The General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this
line item through supplemental action during fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment
estimates and tuition rate information.

27

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Trustees of Fort Lewis College -- The
amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption that no undergraduate student
with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19 than five percent over what a
student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit hours and course of study. This
amount is also calculated based on the assumption that the governing board will increase
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tuition rates for graduate and nonresident students based on its assessment of market
conditions. The General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this line item through
supplemental action during fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment estimates and
tuition rate information.
28

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Regents of the University of Colorado
-- The amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption that no undergraduate
student with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19 than three percent over
what a student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit hours and course of study,
except as provided below for the University of Colorado Boulder. This amount is also
calculated based on the assumption that the governing board will increase tuition rates for
graduate and nonresident students based on its assessment of market conditions. The General
Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this line item through supplemental action during
fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment estimates and tuition rate information. In
accordance with the resident tuition guarantee at the University of Colorado Boulder, each
undergraduate resident student with in-state classification who entered in FY 2015-16, FY
2016-17, and FY 2017-18 is assumed to have no increase in tuition through FY 2018-19, FY
2019-20 and FY 2020-21, respectively. The tuition rate paid by each undergraduate resident
student with in-state classification entering in FY 2018-19 is assumed to increase by four and
seven-tenths percent and not increase further through FY 2021-22.

29

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, Trustees of the Colorado School of
Mines -- The cash funds appropriation from tuition in this line item is for informational
purposes only. Pursuant to the provisions of 23-41-104.6 (5) (c), C.R.S., the Board of Trustees
has authority to establish resident and non-resident tuition rates for the Colorado School of
Mines. The General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this line item through
supplemental action during fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment estimates and
tuition rate information.

30

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, University of Northern Colorado -The amount in this line item is calculated based on the assumption that no undergraduate
student with in-state classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19 than three percent over
what a student would have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit hours and course of study.
This amount is also calculated based on the assumption that the governing board will increase
tuition rates for graduate and nonresident students based on its assessment of market
conditions. The General Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this line item through
supplemental action during fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment estimates and
tuition rate information.

31

Department of Higher Education, Governing Boards, State Board for Community Colleges
and Occupational Education State System Community Colleges -- The amount in this line
item is calculated based on the assumption that no undergraduate student with in-state
classification will pay more tuition in FY 2018-19 than three percent over what a student would
have paid in FY 2017-18 for the same credit hours and course of study. This amount is also
calculated based on the assumption that the governing board will increase tuition rates for
graduate and nonresident students based on its assessment of market conditions. The General
Assembly intends to adjust the amount in this line item through supplemental action during
fiscal year 2018-19 based on updated enrollment estimates and tuition rate information.
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COMMENTS ON TUITION FOOTNOTES: All governing boards appear to be in compliance
with these footnotes with respect to undergraduate tuition rate increases. Additional
information on FY 2018-19 tuition and fees is included in a separate briefing issue.

UPDATE ON REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
6

Colorado Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education,
Administration -- The Department is requested to work with JBC Staff and Legislative Council
staff during the legislative interim to explore options for making the funding model more intuitive
and transparent. As part of this effort, the Department is requested to have a functioning version
of all portions of the model, including the performance section of the model, available in
spreadsheet format by July 1, 2018. The Department is also requested to continue its efforts to
incorporate a model component for students who are first in their families to attend college.
COMMENT: The Department submitted a version of the model on July 1 that attached the
underlying performance data, consistent with this request. This change makes it possible for
higher education institutions and other interested parties to understand and confirm credential
data and to see how it relates to model outcomes. The November 1 submission also attaches the
underlying performance data. The November 1 submission does not, however, include any other
changes from the FY 2018-19 model. The Department indicates that while it has made progress
toward collecting data on people who are first in their families to attend college, it does not yet
have sufficient confidence in the data to include it in the model.

7

Colorado Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education,
Administration and Colorado Commission on Higher Education Financial Aid, Special Purpose,
Colorado Opportunity Scholarship Initiative -- Based on consultation with the Colorado
Opportunity Scholarship Initiative Advisory Board created in Section 23-3.3-1004, C.R.S., the
department is requested to submit a proposal, by October 1, 2018, for statutory changes to enable
responsible spend-down of the program’s corpus without disrupting the program. This proposal
may include:

A proposal to ensure that amounts committed for scholarships in current and future
years are protected until they are used.

A proposal for statutory changes, which may include changes to Section 23-3.3-1005
(4) and 23-3.3-1004 (4)(a)(III)(A), C.R.S., to ensure that all components of the
initiative, including student support activities, scholarships, and administrative and
technical support, may be annually funded at a level deemed appropriate by the
General Assembly and the Board while the corpus is expended.
This proposal may also include any other changes recommended by the Board and the
Department to support the program’s ongoing success.
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COMMENT: The Department submitted the requested report. See the briefing issue on this topic.
8

Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education, Administration
-- The Department, in collaboration with the institutions, is requested to examine the time and
resources required to transition budget data book data collection, reporting, and maintenance
from spreadsheet format to a database format. The Department is requested to consider changes
that ensure budget data book information is no less comprehensive than the data currently
submitted, may be easily accessed and analyzed by JBC staff, the governing boards, and the public,
and may be reported out in multiple formats, including in spreadsheet format. As part of this
process, the Department should also consider how changes could contribute to efficiencies and
reduce duplicate data entry by institutions. This may include an analysis of whether any of the
data submitted for the budget data book database could be better aligned and/or transferrable to
and from the SURDS database, the financial aid database, and the federal IPEDS database to
reduce workload and enhance researchers’ ability to analyze available data. The Department is
requested to submit this report by October 1, 2018.

COMMENT: The Department submitted the report as requested.
 The Department feels the current budget data book Excel spreadsheet format is well-known,
accepted, and understood by stakeholders and that the format provides for maximum flexibility
of analysis.
 The Department recognizes the potential value in having a compilation of past budget data book
submissions in database format. However, the Department does not currently have the staff,
resources, or expertise to compile 10-15 years of financial statemetns into a database format. It
would be willing to partner in coordinating such an effort.
 The Department engaged a subgroup of institutional professionals from the institutions of higher
education in a comprehensive process to update and streamline the data collection process with
the most overlap to the budget data book contents. As a result, the Department has been able to
isolate the current uses of its database FTE report and significantly simply the data being collected
for that report.
 The Department’s analysis indicates that timing and content issues preclude the budget data books
from serving as the primary data collection tools for the FTE report, the financial aid report, or
the enrollment and course file database (SURDS). While there is overlap between the budget
databooks and the federal Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) finance
survey, the budget data books and IPEDS track different budgets, and it appears that the IPEDS
finance survey may be substantially changed in the near future.
JBC Staff concurs that the current Excel-based budget data books should not be abandoned. These
books provide a rich source of data on educational expenditures and revenues that are important to
understanding higher education finances. However, comparing the available data across years can be
challenging in the current format. Staff continues to work with Legislative Information Services to
estimate the time and effort that might be required to transfer at least a portion of budget data book
information into a longitudinal database.
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9

Governor-Lieutenant Governor-State Planning and Budgeting, Governor’s Office of
Information Technology and Department of Higher Education, History Colorado -- The
Governor’s Office of Information Technology and History Colorado are requested to submit a
report by October 1, 2018, on the status of projects to improve information technology and
communication services for History Colorado. These include the following:
o Clarify OIT billing: OIT staff will work with History Colorado to determine all services
needed and associated costs, resolve outstanding questions about how Microsoft software
licenses should be purchased and billed, and clarify all components of both common
policy and direct billing from OIT. Target dates: March 31 to June 30, 2018.
o Clarify OIT Service Level Agreements: OIT staff will work with History Colorado to
clarify the level of service provided in the current service level agreements at all of its
properties, including internet, deskside support and phone service, and determine if the
agreements meet the agency’s business needs.
o Point of Sale Technology: OIT and History Colorado will jointly complete and post an
RFP to procure Point of Sale (POS) technology for the community museums, complete
the bidding process and have a vendor under contract by June 2018.
o Internet Connectivity - Community Museums: OIT and History Colorado will launch a
“proof of concept” test that will enable History Colorado to use an alternative internet
services provider at the El Pueblo History Museum. OIT will also cancel unused phone
lines and streamline charges for all community museums. The “proof of concept” will be
initiated and billing changes implemented by June 30, 2018. Best efforts should be made
to ensure Trinidad History Museum and Byers-Evans House Museum have high-speed
internet connectivity by June 30, 2018. Internet connectivity at Fort Garland Museum,
Grant-Humphreys Mansion and Fort Vasquez should be live by June 30, 2019 and Healy
House/Dexter Cabin should be live by June 30, 2020.
o Internet Connectivity - History Colorado Center and Ute Indian Museum: OIT will
complete network testing at Ute Indian Museum and History Colorado Center and make
recommendations to insure that wifi networks are setup properly for the needs of each
space. Survey and recommendations with cost will be made available by June 30, 2018.
o Interactive Geographical Information System: History Colorado will hire a project
manager to work with OIT to determine if History Colorado should hire an outside entity
or use OIT to stand-up and host an electronic Section 106 interactive Geographical
Information System (GIS) platform, used to map Colorado’s cultural resources. The goal
is to replace the current outdated system and ensure a better client experience. A decision
as to whether the platform will be hosted by an outside entity or use OIT will be made by
June 30, 2018.
o Deskside support: OIT will take proactive steps to address deskside support problems at
History Colorado’s remote locations. History Colorado reports serious problems with
technical support for the community museums because OIT staff often cannot respond
sufficiently quickly. This may leave facilities without phone, internet, and in some cases
related fire and security systems, for several days. History Colorado and OIT are requested
to compile a list of issues as they occur, identify the time required to resolve each problem,
and explain proposed changes to eliminate excessive delays in the future.
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COMMENT: The Department submitted the report as requested. The Department provided updates
on each of the items listed. In general, the report indicated that History Colorado and OIT were interacting
productively, but that challenges remain.
 The entities have implemented a short-term solution to provide adequate wifi access at the History
Colorado Center. This was working well, but no long-term solution has been developed.
 The “proof of concept” for addressing internet connectivity at the El Pueblo History Museum
was aborted when it was determined that it would not meet the Museum’s needs. History Colorado
and OIT then worked together to hire a third-party vendor to evaluate the needs of the museums
and to recommend a solution. OIT and History Colorado are now working to execute the
preferred solution. This is expected to require additional resources.


Overall deskside support has improved. Three members of OIT’s SWAT team rotate weekly to
support History Colorado and are housed at the History Colorado Center. This has allowed for
continuinty and better accountability. However, support for the community museums remains a
struggle due to timing and distance. As of mid-September History Colorado was still working with
OIT to get an effective “cheat sheet” for each History Colorado museum that would tell the
museum staff who to call when issues arise.



History Colorado and OIT have been working together to develop a new IT budget request for a
Geographical Information System, and they have begun the contracting process for the Point of
Sale (POS) technology. However, the vendor for the POS was still not under contract as of June
2018, although funding for the POS was approved in the FY 2017-18 Long Bill.

10

Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education, Special Purpose,
Tuition/Enrollment Contingency -- The Department is requested to provide information on the
amount of Tuition Enrollment Contingency funds distributed to any governing board and
whether the governing board complied with Colorado Commission on Higher Education tuition
policy and intended limits on undergraduate rates expressed in Long Bill footnotes. This
information, as it applies to actual expenditures in FY 2017-18 should be provided by November
1, 2018, and as it applies to actual expenditures in FY 2018-19 should be provided by November
1, 2019.
COMMENT: By May 15, governing boards apply for tuition contingency funding with
information on the tuition contingency fund requested, the undergraduate resident tuition rate
for the year, the reason for needing additional spending authority, and a variation analysis from
the most recent tuition appropriation. Any Board that has complied with the tuition limit in the
Long Bill and that does not request more than its proportionate share of tuition contingency
funding is automatically approved. If a governing board needs spending authority over their
proportionate share, CDHE staff determine if there is spending authority remaining. As a last
resort, a June 1331 supplemental may be submitted to the Joint Budget Committee.
The total Contingency Fund in FY 2017-18 was $60,000,000, about 2.5 percent of total tuition
cash fund spending authority for the governing boards. The Department has reported that, in
total, $16,346,127 additional spending authority was distributed to the governing boards.
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11

Colorado Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education,
Administration; and Governing Boards -- The Department is requested to coordinate the
following annual data submissions to the Joint Budget Committee and Legislative Council Staff
to support tuition, fee, and stipend revenue estimates used for appropriations and informational
amounts included in the Long Bill.
By November 1, 2018: Submit budget data books for each of the governing boards that
provide detail on education and general revenue and expenditures for each institution for the
most recent actual year (FY 2017-18) and the current estimate year (FY 2018-19).
o Include estimate-year FY 2018-19 full time equivalent (FTE) enrollment data for
resident undergraduate and graduate students and non-resident undergraduate and
graduate students, in addition to actual year FY 2017-18 student FTE data. The FY
2018-19 student FTE estimates should be those used to develop the FY 2018-19
revenue and expenditure estimates in the data books.
o Identify actual FY 2017-18 and budgeted FY 2018-19 student FTE eligible for the
College Opportunity Fund (COF) stipend in the budget data book submission.
o The Department is requested to provide separately the actual and estimated revenue
from mandatory fees using the definitions established by the Department of Higher
Education for mandatory fees.
By December 15, 2018: Submit fall 2019 student FTE census data. This should include
resident undergraduate and graduate and non-resident undergraduate and graduate FTE
figures for each governing board and institutional break-outs for those governing boards that
oversee multiple institutions.
By February 15, 2019: Submit revised estimate year FY 2018-19 and request year FY 201920 revenue and enrollment data for each governing board, along with the comparable FY
2017-18 actual data for context. Include data at the institutional level for the University of
Colorado and Colorado State University Systems.
o For each year, include FTE enrollment and revenue estimates for resident
undergraduate and graduate students and non-resident undergraduate and graduate
students.
o Include annotations explaining assumptions, including tuition and fee rate and
enrollment assumptions for the FY 2019-20 request year.
o Consistent with the requirements of Section 23-18-202 (2) (a) (I), C.R.S., also include
an update on the number of student FTE estimated to be eligible for COF stipends
in FY 2018-19 based on the most recent data available (different from the figures
used to establish initial stipend appropriations).
o Include actual and estimated revenue from mandatory fees using the definitions
established by the Department of Higher Education for mandatory fees.

COMMENT: This request helps to ensure that JBC and Legislative Council Staff receive the data
necessary to brief the JBC in December and develop tuition projections included in the Long Bill. The
Department submitted the first set of data, the budget data books, in early November.
12

Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education, Administration
-- The Department should continue its efforts to provide data on the efficiency and effectiveness
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of state financial aid in expanding access to higher education for Colorado residents. The
Department is requested to provide to the Joint Budget Committee by December 1 of each year
an evaluation of financial aid programs, which should include, but not be limited to: (1) an
estimate of the amount of federal, institutional, and private resources (including tax credits)
devoted to financial aid; (2) the number of recipients from all sources; (3) information on typical
awards; and (4) the typical debt loads of graduates. The Department is requested to provide more
in-depth data on the financial aid awarded at the state's public institutions, by institution. This
should include further information on the use of institutional aid, including the extent to which
such aid is awarded to residents versus non-residents, for financial need versus merit, and the
extent to which merit-based aid is awarded to students who qualify on the basis of need, whether
or not the aid was classified as merit-based.
COMMENT: The Department submitted the report as required. See the briefing issue on financial aid
programs for further information.
13

Department of Higher Education, Colorado Commission on Higher Education, Administration
-- The Department is requested to submit, as part of the annual request for common policy
benefits adjustments, templates that reflect the benefit selection for each member of the
Department's staff in a manner that will enable health benefits for these staff to be calculated
consistent with common policy. The templates are expected to contain July 2018 data on health
benefits actually selected by Department staff and relate staff benefit elections to comparable
state plan premiums. The Department should demonstrate that its funding request does not
exceed the amount that would be provided if Department staff were enrolled in comparable state
plans.

COMMENT: This request helps to ensure that JBC staff has the data necessary to evaluate the
Department’s request for centrally-appropriated amounts. The required templates were submitted.
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APPENDIX D
DEPARTMENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REPORT
History Colorado
Pursuant to Section 2-7-205 (1)(a)(I), C.R.S., by November 1 of each year, the Office of State Planning
and Budgeting is required to publish an Annual Performance Report for the previous fiscal year for
History Colorado. This report is to include a summary of the Department’s performance plan and
most recent performance evaluation for the designated fiscal year. In addition, pursuant to Section 27-204 (3)(a)(I), C.R.S., History Colorado is required to develop a Performance Plan and submit the
plan for the current fiscal year to the Joint Budget Committee and appropriate Joint Committee of
Reference by July 1 of each year.
For consideration by the Joint Budget Committee in prioritizing the Department's FY 2019-20 budget
request, the FY 2017-18 Annual Performance Report dated November 2018 and the FY 2018-19
Performance Plan may be found at the following link:
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/performancemanagement/department-performance-plans
Department of Higher Education:
Pursuant to Section 2-7-205 (1)(a)(II), C.R.S., the Office of State Planning and Budgeting (OSPB) shall
prepare the section of the Annual Performance Report for the Department of Higher Education by
reviewing the institutions of higher educations’ progress towards the goals set forth in the Master Plan
for Colorado Postsecondary Education (Master Plan). Pursuant to Section 2-7-204 (3)(a)(II)(A),
C.R.S., the Department of Higher Education will satisfy the requirement to develop a Performance
Plan through the Master Plan maintained by the Colorado Commission on Higher Education.
For consideration by the Joint Budget Committee in prioritizing the Department’s budget request,
The 2017 Master Plan and FY 2017-18 Annual Performance Report may be found at the following
link:
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/performancemanagement/department-performance-plans
In addition, pursuant to Section 23-1-108 (1.5)(f)(II), C.R.S., the Department of Higher Education is
required to report to the Joint Budget Committee and the Education Committees by December 1 of
each year on each institution’s progress toward meeting the Master Plan goals. The Department is
also required to post this information on its website. The Master Plan Dashboard, demonstrating
progress toward the Master Plan goals, is located at the following link:
http://masterplan.highered.colorado.gov/dashboard/#masterplan
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BACKGROUND CHARTS BY GOVERNING BOARD
Notes for all charts:
Charts on institutional tuition and General Fund revenue and student FTE are based on staff data
records.
Charts on retention and completion are from the IPEDS Data Feedback Report to each institution in
2015. The “comparison institutions” represent comparisons selected by the institutions themselves,
and the institutions may use different approaches in selecting these comparisons. Graduation rates
are for six year graduation (for 4-year institutions) or three year graduation (for 2-year institutions).
Graduation rates are for full-time first-time degree/certificate seeking undergraduate students. As
shown, in some cases this represents a minority of students entering the institution, due to the high
rate of transfer among institutions.
Full reports for 2018, which include more complete contextual information about the institutions, as
well as more recent data available at:
https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/Home/UseTheData
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University of Colorado System
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CU Boulder

UCCS

UCD
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Colorado State University System
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CSU (Fort Collins)

CSU Pueblo
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University of Northern Colorado
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University of Northern Colorado
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Colorado School of Mines
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Colorado School of Mines
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Metropolitan State University of Denver
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Metropolitan State University of Denver
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Colorado Mesa University
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Colorado Mesa University
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Adams State University
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Adams State University
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Western State Colorado University
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Western State Colorado University
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Fort Lewis College
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Fort Lewis College
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Colorado Community College System
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Front Range Community College

Pikes Peak Community College

Otero Junior College
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